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Revenge Sioux Sweet
Title

Men's Hockey Team Caps Banner Year With NCAA
By

Dave LaMattina
heights

editor

ALBANY, NY It could've been a lot easier. Boston College
could have walked away with a 2-0 regulation victory and brought
thenational title to the Heights. Instead, it took a goal by Krys Kolanos
4:43 into overtime to give BC a 3-2 win over the University of North
Dakota Fighting Sioux and end the drought and pain of 52 years with?

out a

championship.

The play that will live forever in the hearts of Eagles' fans everywhere developed when Kolanos gathered a pass from Chuck Kobasew,
the Frozen Four's Most Outstanding Player, on the blue line. Kolanos
picked up the puck with little room to maneuver, but a step was all he
needed on North Dakota defenseman Aaron Schneekloth.
Kolanos kicked up his speed and streaked past Schneekloth towards Sioux netminder Karl Goehring. As Kolanos moved in fast
from Goehring's right, the goaltender moved out to poke-check the
puck out of danger.
Kolanos, standing at 6'2" with one of the longest reaches in the
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Senior goalie
Scott Clemmensen
hoists the NCAA
hockey national

game, gingerly moved the puck around Goehring. Before being upended by the goalie's sprawling body, Kolanos touched the puck into
the back of the net, sending players bursting over the boards, the fans

exploding from their seats, and equipment flying across the ice.

championship trophy.

See NATIONAL CROWN, Bl

Mary Ann's
Celebrations Damage Mod Fence Black Family
Weekend Shares Faces Sanctions
Traditions With
Community
By Nancy
heights

Reardon
editor

The BC campus erupted in celebration last Saturday night
after the Eagles' 3-2 victory over the University of North Da-

By

kota in the NCAA men's hockey championship.
Hundreds of ecstatic BC students emerged from residence
halls after Krys Kolanos, A&S '03, scored the game-winning
overtime goal.

Hugging, jumping and dancing, students were heard chantLet's go. tiagles!" ciieer from every corner

ing the luminous '

of campus.
As part of a policy announced last week, after 9 p.m., only
students who presented a BC ID and a driver's license stating
that they were 21 years of age were allowed past the numerous
police guarding the wrought-iron fence around the Mods.
Many students attempted to jump the fence and another
group of students brought the portion of the fence closest to

JOHN KENNEDY

The Black Student Forum (BSF) sponsored its 29th annual Black Family Weekend last weekend.
According to Eddie Ford, vice president of the BSF and
A&S '03, the BSF was established in 1972 when black students were first integrated into Boston College. "The group
allowed blacks to get together and celebrate their culture,"
he said.
Although the BSF only sent invitations to black families and black alumni, the weekend was open to the entire
community.
"The weekend is meant to share our traditions with the
entire Boston College community," said Ford. "We wanted
to give parents a weekend to see BC without admissions
people breathing down their necks, so they could relax and

See CHAMPIONSHIP, A

Boston College

Caroline Brancatella

"The unexamined life is not worth living," said Socrates,
arguably the grandfather of all Western philosophers. The
spirit of the comment has manifested itself in the works of
great thinkers throughout the centuries and haunts literary
giants from Shakespeare to Thoreau.
The sentiment certainly is not absent on the Boston College campus; the quote is one that first-year Perspectives
students end up reciting in their sleep. But, it would appear
that the University itself is keen on the notion ofself-examination, as evidenced by the efforts of the Jesuit Institute.
Toward the end of the line of houses on College Road
whose purpose often remains an enigma to BC undergraduates sits Faber House, the home base of the Jesuit Institute.
The Institute is an organization dedicated to fostering
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the Catholic and Jesuit ideals upon which BC was founded.
But it doesn't carry out its mission by finding new and creative ways to regurgitate the company line.
On the contrary, through seminars, research fellowships,
public debates of disputed questions, sponsorship of visiting scholars, conferences and monthly lunchtime conversation with members of the BC community, the Institute seems
to take a good look at where BC has been and where it is
going.
"What is does is it gives the professors of the University
the staff- from many disciplines the chance to talk about
a common subject," says Rev. Michael Buckley, SJ, holder
of the Canisius endowed chair since 1996 and the director
of the Institute for the past decade. "And the University
should be a place in which the faculty talks to each other
about serious subjects."
The Institute's main method of fostering faculty conver-
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Jesuit Institute Strives For Self-Examination

news editor

mm

Detective Charles Daly.

Boston College in the 21st Century.

century
By

render medical assistance to the injured patrons and refused
to allow patrons to call 911 for assistance. The only 911 call
associated with the incident was placed from a payphone at
a gas station adjacent to Mary Ann's, said Boston Police

The ever-evolving student body, a constantly changing physicalplant,
growing financialresources and a dynamic sense of the school's Jesuit
and Catholic identity contribute to the Boston College experience of
today and tomorrow. In a five-week series, The Heights takes a look at

st in the

21

them closed in June or July. 1 want them closed in May," he
said.
According to Boston Police, a fight broke out between
patrons, including members of the BC men's basketball team,
on January 4. Police also alleged that Mary Ann's failed to

See WEEKEND, A
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After the hockey team's victory, many students
headed for the Mods to celebrate.

Weiskopf
Editor

Management from Mary Ann's, the popular Cleveland
Circle bar, appeared in front of the Boston Licensing Board
(BLB) on Tuesday to discuss an alleged assault and battery
that occurred at the bar in January. On Thursday, the BLB
voted unanimously to suspend the bar's liquor license for
one month.
According to Daniel Pokaski, chairman of the BLB, the
bar could be closed during BC's Senior Week. "I don't want

\u25a0
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sation involves approximately 15 seminars that over 170 faculty members presently participate in, according to Buckley.
Seminars can address a variety of topics.
"For example, the issue of religion and science," says
Buckley. He points to a seminar that the Institute just finished out, entitled "Alienation of Intellectuals from Religion
within Our American Culture," as a particularly successful
example. Other recent endeavors include discussions about
prison reform and another about the "Ethics of Aging," one
that would seem to have particular importance to a Jesuit
community whose average age has risen drastically over the
past 30 years.
Each group tends to meet approximately once a month
and can continue discussions for three or four years. Concepts for seminars originate both from the Board of Directors at the Institute and various faculty members; but, since
conversation between academic and religious topics is the

aim of the Institute, each has a religious element.
"The purpose is to foster the Jesuit Catholic heritage of
Boston College precisely as an incentive to it being a better
university so that the Catholic character or the Jesuit character should raise issues and bring traditions to,bear that
are of enormous intellectual importance. And if these issues
emerge, to have people on faculty from vastly different disciplines discussing them with one another," says Buckley.
He points out that, in today's society, if faculty members
get together, it is usually to discuss business or something
facing the school in a political manner, but to get faculty
members together to discuss serious academic issues is "very
hard to do in American culture."
The Institute tries to take it a step further. Its seminars
don't only strive to talk about academics, but academics in
the face of Catholic and Jesuit tradition. Buckley empha-
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the Walsh Hall entrance to the ground.
BCPD officersformed a human chain to stop the rest of
the energetic crowd from entering the Mods. Undeterred by
police efforts, some students infiltrated the Mod area through
a small hole in the fence near the tennis courts.
One male student climbed a tree and attempted to persuade the growing crowd to push down the fence. He climbed

Bill Shanley
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The moon had just risen over Bos-

Festival Invites Special
Needs Children to Campus
McMahon
news editor

By Kelly
associate

Boston College students and a number of lucky youngsters hit the Flynn
Recreation Complex last Saturday
morning for what has become a beloved
spring institution: the Festival of

Friendship.
The Festival has been held at BC
for the past 17 years.
According to the event's organizers, the Festival has been so popular and
successful that it has gained name recognition among parents, teachers and
special-needs kids themselves in the
Boston area. This year was true to the
long tradition.
Volunteers braved last Friday's
rainy weather to move tables and chairs
into the Plex, inflating the castle
"bounce house" and hanging decorations for this year's "Tropical Island"
theme. By Saturday morning, the Plex
and the volunteers were ready for the
influx of eager, smiling faces.
Student volunteers were paired up
with a child with special needs for an
afternoonof arts and crafts, games and
entertainment.
According to Ramesh Menon, a
Festival of Friendship director and
CSOM '01, the Festival obtains its
funding through ODSD, as well as collections taken up through Campus Ministry.
Most participants provided their
own transportation to BC, except for a
number of schools who sent groups of
students to the event as a field trip. Several of the kids at the Festival also are
students at BC's Campus School.
Kristen Ulrich, a director of the event
and SON '02, stated that approximately
80 youngsters participated in this year's
Festival.
Upon their arrival at the Plex last
Saturday, kids were paired up with BC
student volunteers. The Festival's directors tried to pair each child up with a
BC student most qualified to work with
the child's level of special needs.
"We tried to put Nursing and
School of Ed. majors with kids who
needed more assistance," said Ulrich.
"But that didn't always work out."
"The volunteer turnout from the
School of Ed was kind of weak this
year, because it happened on the same
day as the teacher's test," said Menon.
Regardless of this, Menon stated that

the Festival still had an adequate number of volunteers.
"Sometimes we'd even put two volunteers with a child with more severe
special needs," added Ulrich.
The Bostonians, the Dynamics, the
Heightsmen and the Sharps provided
a capella music for the afternoon. Many
of the kids and their BC buddies
stopped to listen, while others continued making the rounds at the activity
tables while enjoying the background
music.
This year's Festival also featured
performances by the Boston College
Dance Ensemble and the BC cheerleaders, as well as a magician, who brought
along a pot-bellied pig.
Kids and their BC buddies made
their way around the eight activity
tables set up around the basketball
courts in the Plex. Several student
groups, such as the Appalachia Volunteers, BC Hillel, The Heights and the
Golden Key National Honor Society
manned the tables. There, the kids could
get their faces painted, decorate a T-shirt
or string beads to make a necklace, or
play in the sandbox and the castle
bounce.
The event's directors expressed satisfaction with this year's Festival. "It
was definitely a success," said Ulrich.
"I'd also like to thank all of our volunteers. We couldn't have done it without them."
Menon also reflected on the meaning behind his work organizing the Festival of Friendship. "I think that sometimes, it's easy to get wrapped up in
things either academically or socially
on campus," said Menon. "For me, the
Festival of Friendship was a good way
to remember what's important, a way
to get involved on campus and give
something back to the community."
Most importantly, Menon added,
the kids have a genuinely good time,
the best reason for the Festival's popularity.
"All through the year, we get calls
from parents asking when the Festival
ofFriendship is, and whether theirkids
can come," said Menon. "I was watching the videotape of [the Festival] earlier, and it's really great to see the kids
having such a great time. They forget
that they can't do everything that other
kids can do for a little while, and for
one day they just have fun with friends
like everyone else."

Voices

ton College last Wednesday evening

when hundreds of students assembled
in O'Neill Plaza to show solidarity with
rape victims in this year's Take Back
the Night program.
Morgan Brady, a Women's Resource Center(WRC) staffer and LSOE
'01, opened the program by thanking
the crowd for its support and describing the overall mission of the rally.
"This is a night of healing and empowerment," she said. "We are here as
women taking back freedom to walk
without fear in the night."
The evening's program included
presentations from seven Boston College women, who tearfully related their
experiences ofrape to the assembly.
These presentations marked the
rally's emotional climax, as presenters
chronicled the story of their assault and
the long years of pain that each one of
them suffered to pick up the pieces that
remained and find strength within themselves to carry on.
"Rape doesn't cross one's mind
until it becomes a reality before your
eyes," began one speaker, who went on
to describe how her boyfriend sexually
assaulted her during freshman year. "I
know that it's hard to deal with and
people don't like to talk about it," she
said. "But rape happens on college campuses and no one is immune."
Another speaker repeated to the
crowd the entry from her diary on the
date of her assault, at the age of 14:
"What the hell is wrong with me? I wish
I could rinse out my whole body and
be clean." Sadly, as she lamented, it
would take years of self-deprecation
and anger before coming to terms with
rape. "He robbed me of my most precious possessions and left the door open
on the way out," she said. "After all this
time, I'm still trying to close it."
The psychological torture of rape
came out glaringly in each one of the
accounts. One woman described how
she had trouble putting anything into
her mouth for months after being at-
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Speakers address students about rape awareness on O'Neill Plaza for Take Back The Night.
tackedby her best friend and forced into
oral sex. "I couldn't even brush my
teeth," she said. "I would have feeling
memories, as if the rape was happening all over again." Likewise, she has
continued to suffer serious bouts of depression in the falloutof her experience.
"Some days I just can't get out of
bed," she said with tears welling up in
her eyes. "There are days 1 don't even
want to see the sun."
Still, the presenters also talked
about elements of hope. The speakers
stated that they could never forget their
rape or the struggle to conquer it, but
every speech reflected individual ways
to rise above it.
One presenter concluded an unsent
letter to a known attacker by addressing the crowd with the words. "Never
be bullied into silence. Be brave enough
to speak your mind, and alwaysTry to
show love, to honor, and to care'fbrone
another."
Another woman echoed this sentiment, as she directed her words to
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Students link arms in solidarity on O'Neill Plaza.

from the

women still grappling with the horrors
ofrape. 'Try to keep smiling," she said.
"The bad days make us appreciate the

good days, and bad relationships make
us appreciate the good ones and the respect we all deserve."

After the presentations, Melissa
Kelley of campus ministry offered a
closing prayer. She called upon BC students to "draw strength from one another, and feel the spirit of solidarity
which makes us an authentic and vital
community."
Kelley also praised the speakers for
their bravery, commenting to the crowd
that, "circumstances have tried to victimize them, but they have indeed prevailed. They share the pain of their experience with us so that we can listen
and learn from them."
Along with performances from the
Sharps and Acoustics during the early
program, Voices of Imarii concluded the
rally with a spiritual message of overcoming oppression as students in the
Plaza united their hands in solidarity.
Members of the WRC, who had organized the event in conjunction with
the Peer Education Network (PEN) and
the Women's Issues Council of UGBC,
were impressed with the turnout.
"I was amazed to see so many
people come together as one community of support. It was truly inspiring,"
said Marisol Orihuela, WRC staff and
A&S '03.
A march around campus followed
the program on O'Neill Plaza. Approximately 90 marchers, with linked arms
and supported by a police escort, processed to Upper Campus, through the
Dustbowl, down by Ignacio and
throughout Lower Campus chanting the
words, "BC unite! Take back the
night!"

Reconvening on the O'Neill Plaza,
Karen Walsh, coordinator of the WRC,
challenged the departing students to
keep awareness alive at BC. "Rape is
not something that will just go away,"
she said. "We must find the words and
spread the message."
*

*

*

Ironically, during a time of year
dedicated to awareness of sexual assault, a BC female student was assaulted while jogging around the reservoir las Thursday.
The student, whose identity was not
disclosed by University officials, reported that the suspect approached her
and a friend while they were jogging
and placed his hand on her buttocks.
She also alleged that the suspect followed the pair and repeated the act after ihey had crossed Beacon Street.
The victim said that the suspect was
a male, approximately 30-years-old,
5' 10," a thin build and dark hair.
According to Dean for Student Development Robert Sherwood, BCPD
worked with members of the community and other law enforcement organizations, which resulted in the suspect
being taken into custody.
BCPD Chief Robert Morse told The
Heights that the suspect was also held
responsible for a similar attack that occurred at Boston University.
The University released a safety
notice hours after the incident. The notice, issued before the suspect had been
taken into custody, described the incidentand the suspect, then offered safety
precautions.
The notice advised students to report all such incidents to BCPD immediately and be aware of taking safety
precautions when they are out, even
during daylight hours.

Dustbowl

BY SARA GRAHAM
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Students Mourn Two Losses; Hit-and-Run Suspect in Custody
THE HEIGHTS. TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 2001

To many, it may have seemed like
vu. Earlier that day, students, many
deja
for the
of them also sophomores, had gathered
A memorial Mass was celebrated in the Quad in memory of another one
at St. Ignatius Church in memory of of their classmates, Brian Kielt, CSOM
Ryan Farley. A&S '03. last Tuesday '03.
Kielt died early last Sunday after
evening. Farley, 19, died of cancer on
March 18. University President Rev. being struck by a car on CommonWilliam Leahy, SJ, said the Mass bewealth Avenue. His death marked the
fore a congregation of Farley's family,
second loss of a member of the Class
friends and classmates.
of 2003 at Boston College in just over
As expected, the ceremony was an two weeks and the third in the last nine
emotional one. Hundreds of mourners months. Suzanne Civitello, A&S '03,
filed into St. Ignatius for the Mass and passed away last July.
comforted each other as the community
Many sophomores were deeply affected by the loss of two of their classprayed for Farley.
At the end of the Mass, two of mates, including those outside the deFarley's closest friends, Nolan Kelly, ceased students' circle of close friends.
A&S '03, and Jamie Salois, A&S '03,
"Knowing that two of your classspoke about the impact Farley had upon mates won't be able to graduate with
those who knew him.
you has a pretty strong effect, whether
"He touched a lot of people," said you were close to the kids or not," said
Salois.
Peter Miranda, A&S '03. "I know what
After Kelly and Salois spoke, it feels like to lose someone young and
Kaitlyn Farley, Ryan's younger sister, close to you, someone who's not suptalked about her brother's caring perposed to die. It hurts."
Dr. Tom McGuinness, director of
sonality and his sense of humor. "He
was the best big brother anyone could counseling services, emphasized the seask for," she said. She ended by addressriousness of the matter. "[These deaths]
ing the crowd, speaking for her brother. have had a tremendous impact on the
"Boys, I'm 16-years-old and I'm off student body in general," he said. "A
limits." she joked.
number of students are making appointAs people left the church, grief sunk ments because of the grief they are exin once again; many faces were tearperiencing."
According to McGuinness, the restreaked and many eyes locked in blank
percussions have only just begun. "We
stares. Some people smiled softly, hugging each other in the vestibule and on are more likely to see the impact of his
the steps outside.
death after the funeral. People will have
By

sibility of prison time if found guilty in

Joe Flynn

court.

heights

Arraigned April 2, the day after the
accident took place, Gladunov was
charged with motor vehicle homicide,
drunken driving and leaving the scene
of the crash. Both of the first two
charges hold the possibility of 10 years
in prison.
Gladunov, 20, an emergency medical technician, plead not guilty on all
accounts.

The Boston Globe reported earlier
this week that Gladunov's court appointed attorney, Mark Shay, said that
Gladunov had a clean driving record
before last Sunday and that he left the
scene fearing for his own safety against
the angry crowd ofBC students he said
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gathered after the crash.
Tim Bradl, an assistant district attorney for Suffolk county told the Globe
that Gladunov declined to take a breath
tears and that he told police he had had
"a couple beers."
The Globe also reported that
Gladunov is estimated to have been
traveling at 60 miles per hour at the time
of the incident based on witness statements.

The speed limit at the corner of
Commonweath Avenue and Chiswick
Road, where the crash took place, is 30
m.p.h.
Bail was set at $7,500 by Judge
Peter Anderson and Gladunov, a native
of the Ukraine, has surrendered his
passport.
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Rev. William Leahy, SJ celebrates Mass in honor of Ryan
Farley, A&S '03.
trouble sleeping, concentrating, and
dealing with [these deaths]."
The University is offering grief
counseling services and will hold an
annual Mass in memory of members
of the community who have died in the
past year. A memorial service for Kielt.
similar to the one held in Farley's

memory, will be celebrated after Easter. The date and time have not yet been
announced.

Michael Gladunov, an Allston resident and the driver of the car that struck
and killed BC sophomore Brian Kielt
early last Sundaymorning faces the pos-

Wideman Discusses Culture, Writing
By

WalterAlarkton
for the

heights

Award-winning writer and scholar
John Edgar Wideman spoke of playground hoops, the "Creolization" of our
culture and the art of writing while previewing his latest work last Thursday
in Gasson Hall.
Wideman is a professor at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. He
is the only two-time winner of the PEN/
Faulkner Award for Fiction. He first
won the award in 1983 for his novel
"Sent for You Yesterday," and then in
1990 for another novel. "Philadelphia
Fire."
Wideman spoke of his current
project, tentatively titled "Islands of
Utopias," in the Jenks Honors Library
last Thursday afternoon. He read from
his latest book, "Hoop Roots," in
Gasson 100 later that evening.
"Islands of Utopia" documents the
culture of Martinique, an island in the
Caribbean and a former French colony.
Wideman said that he chose to write
about Martinique because it was different.

"I frankly chose it because I hadn't
been there," said Wideman. "I wanted
to go someplace very different. It's impressively beautiful."
According to Wideman, Martinique
is inhabited by French and African
people, whose ancestors were slaves on
sugar cane plantations. Wideman said
that Martinique is a place "where both
Europeans and Africans had dreams,
but their dreams never came together."
What did come together, Wideman
thought, were languages. Martiniqueis
a culture with two languages, French
and Creole. The Creole language as it
is spoken on the island shows how various influences come together, Wideman
said.
Wideman called Creole a "crazy
mix of things," and referred to the mixing of aspects from different cultures
as "Creolization." He said thatAmerican culture is Creolized.
"You are Creolized to an extent you
just don't know," said Wideman. "If
you accept the fact of being Creolized,
you ask, 'What is it to be an American?' Culturally, I think we're all
mixed, twisted up
in a good sense."
Wideman talked about the art of
writing to the gathering of students and
faculty. "One of the best things about
writing is that you don't know where
it's going," he said. "Writing is word

follows word follows word. That's all
we know about."
On non-fiction writing, Wideman
spoke of an author's powerful influence
and the responsibility that goes along
with it.
"The historian always has self-interests, hidden agendas. How do you
account for the fact that we never saw
work by African-American writers [in
history books], that we always saw
some band of New England writers?
Were these historians objective? I don't
think so," said Wideman. "Nobody
starts clean. What's incumbent on us as
writers is to start clean, pure, and honest about our intentions."
Wideman also spoke of the importance of writing in our culture of commodity. "Writing is a way of being in
the world, and of asking questions,"
said Wideman. "I think images, such
as billboards, aren't there to serve my
interests, they're trying to take things
from me, like my time. Writing is a way
to resist this; to be a person."
Kelly Miller, A&S '01, who attended the lecture, was inspired by
Wideman's words. "It's just so easy to
get wrapped up in that, the value of the
commodity," said Miller. "[His words]
kind of empowered me to do something
to break the chains."
...

Wideman's presentation changed
later on in the night as he read from his
latest work, "Hoop Roots," to a small
crowd in Gasson 100. In the book,
Wideman gives a portrait of the world
of "street ball." "It was one thing to
observe players through the fence, another thing to enter their domain," wrote
Wideman. "The game generates its own
soundtrack. My heartbeat echoing my
own dribble."
Wideman, who played basketball
for the University of Pennsylvania in
the early 19605, said that playground
basketball has a hold on African-American

men and culture. "The game is a

way of perceiving the world," he said.
"Playing hoop, African-American men
play who they are, who they want to
be."
Wideman, whose daughter, Jamila,
plays for the WNBA's Portland Fire,
said that the playground game transcends boundaries. "Playground hoop
is not about race, not about gender," he
said. "Recently I played in heavy-duty
matches with women on both teams ...
playground hoop transcends gender,
working the body to free the body."
"HoopRoots" also offers a critique
of the commercialized form of basketball offered by the NBA and the media.
"Never mind Magic's grin and Bird's
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A Call us for a brochure at 800-622-9908.
A Come to one of our open house sessions at the Bishop Center on
the Storrs campus:
Tuesday, April 24, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Monday, May 7, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Ifyou plan to attend or need directions,call 860-486-5985.
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Where do you want to
go this summer?
How about a
few steps closer to
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276 courses in 38 subjects
Day and evening classes
Low New York State tuition
Extended payment plan
Telephone registration

www.stonybrook.edu/summer
<-

This two-week program is open to all students, teachers who wish to
earn continuingeducation units, and other individuals who would
like to learn from and enjoy Cuban culture. Students can earn 3
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Yankee stoicism. They were both
masks," writes Wideman. "What played
in the media were the masks...
Showtime versus lunch pail, nature versus nurture. Familiar plotlines.
Sterotypical characters. These have
been staples of American popular entertainment."
Later, Wideman said, "When culture begins restricting identities, demanding identities form around certain
ideas, then we have a very dangerous
situation. I'm trying to showcase a radical mix."
Wideman graduated from the University <if Pennsylvania in 1963. where
he earned varsity letters in track and
basketball. He became the second African-American Rhodes Scholar, and
went on to earn a master's degree in literature from Oxford University in 1966.
Wideman was also instrumental in starting the African-American Studies department at UPenn.
After reading from "Hoop Roots,"
Wideman was asked about aging both
as a writer and a basketball player. "It
hasn't changed. [Writing is] always
about one word after another. It's a process. As long as I can do it, I'm doing
it," he concluded. "Time changes
things. You don't have all choices all
the time. So get out and play."

Request a free catalog:
(800) 559-7213
Stony Brook Umwrsity n »n Affirmative Action/
Equal Opportunity Educate *nt Employer.
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Family Weekend Succeeds Again
Commissioner
NFL
Addresses Law School
Continued

By

Mike Smith

heights

staff

Paul Tagliabue, commissioner of
the National Football League (NFL),
spoke to Boston College Law School
students about the current state of the
league and its future last Tuesday.
Approximately 60 students attended the hour-long presentation in
Stuart Hall's East Wing, with a 30minute lecture containing numerous
references to BC graduate Doug Flutie
and a question-and-answerperiod.
Tagliabue, a Georgetown Univer-

sity and New York University School
ofLaw graduate, has been the commissioner of the league since 1989 and is a
trustee of the Pro Football Hall ofFame.
Prior to his current position, he worked
as a lawyer for the U.S. Department of
Defense and for numerous law firms in
New York.
Tagliabue's presentationwas billed
as a lecture about the role of law and
the media in professional sports, but at
the beginning he explained why he
planned on focusing more on the insand-outs of the league and on answering questions from the audience.
He said that people generally want
to hear more about rules and future
plans rather than the law-related side
of the NFL.
Tagl iabue began thelecture portion
of the presentation by explaining what
type of business the NFL really is.
"As an organization, pro sports are
many things. We are entertainment; we
sell a product. Obviously, we are a business. Our aggregate revenue exceeds
three-and-a-half billion dollars," said
Tagliabue.
Tagliabue continued by explaining
that although the NFL is a business, it
should not be reduced to merely a brand
name. "If you reduce sport to a brand,

you are missing something. You have
to become a part of the community and
have the community invest themselves
in the sport and its heroes," he said.

According to Tagliabue, the business of sports is facing major changes
in three areas. First, new technology is
altering the league's approach to making the game available to a wider audience. Fans can now watch many games
on-line and radio broadcasts are often
transmitted via the Internet as well.
Such access has never been possible
before, he said.
The second major factor affecting
the business today is the so-called "entertainment glut." He said that most
households used to be able to tune into
only three major television networks,
but now many can access upwards of
300 channels. This massive increase in
options leads to more competitive bidding for the right to televise NFL
games.

Tagliabue said that the idea of athletes as celebrities is relatively new.
"When I started representing athletes as
a practicing lawyer in New York, I
worked with a player named Joe
Namath [former New York Jets star
quarterback]. I think he was one of the
first celebrity athletes," he said.
Moving away from outside pressures on modern football, Tagliabue
discussed some of the unique characteristics of the NFL.
"The NFL is as different from other
sports as airlines are from railroad companies. We are the only major league
that controls all of the televising of all
of our games throughout the league. We
also divide television revenue equally,
so small market teams like the Green
Bay Packers get as much as the New
York Giants," said Tagliabue.
Tagliabue explained that revenue
sharing is one o|the league^defining

**

traits. "Speaking of revenue sharing,
you can look at the new stadium in
Foxboro as an example. The league in-

vested 150 million dollars in that stadium. Television revenues are taken
from other teams, pooled and put toward new stadiums," he said.
After completing his lecture by describing the process of revenue sharing,
Tagliabue fielded questions from the
audience.
After being asked about the recent
spate of criminal cases involving NFL
players, including BC graduate Mark
Chmura, Tagliabue gave his thoughts
on the causes of such problems.
"I start from one premise: We have
a tremendous group of young men in
our league. They are unique, coming
from parts of society that couldn't be
described as suburban or well off. They
go from being 16-year-old high school
students without a penny in their pockets to 22-year-old celebrities with millions. Some adjust well, some don't,"
he said.
Tagliabue noted that for each team,
the NFL employs full-time professionals who are dedicated solely to supporting players and their families. "We have
people who help players with buying
or renting homes, finding schools for
their children, health care for their families, and even finding off-season jobs
that lead to post-career jobs. We even
employ psychiatrists to help with the
adjustment to such a different type of
life," he explained.
After Tagliabue's presentation,
members of the audience were pleased
with what they had learned. "Although
I thought it was going to be more laworiented, I thought it was extremely informative. He had good anecdotes
about the league and it was interesting
to get his insider info," said Andy
DeMayo, Law'o3.

from

Al

have a good weekend with their children."
Virginia Thomas, BSF treasurer and
A&S '01, said alumni participation was
essential to the weekend's success. "A
lot more alumni came back than in past
years, mostly because the interaction we
have with our faculty advisor [Dan
Bunch, director of Learning to Learn]
and the connections he's kept with our
alumni has kept us connected to them,"
she said.
This year's weekend focused on the
question "What is the Essence of
Black?" According to Ford, the theme
served as a culmination of the BSF's
activities throughout the year. '"Exploring the Essence' is to give people a
small notion of what being black is all
about," said Ford. "It has a wide-ranging perspective."
The events kicked off last Friday
night with a Voices of Imani gospel
concert in Newton Chapel (see "Imani
Reflects Spirituality," CI).
Following the concert, the Forum
sponsored a welcome reception that featured the BC step team.

HEIGHTS PHOTO / SAMANTHA MASSIE

Basketball star Troy Bell
served as a celebrity referee at
the basketball game.

HEIGHTS PHOTO / SAMANIIIA MASSII:

Black Family Weekend included a student-alumni game.
"Last year some students got together and started a step team and we
debuted them at Black Family Weekend," said Ford. "It was a hit last year,
so we let them perform again this year."
Students also sang, rapped and read
poetry at the reception.
"The welcome reception was one
of the best events because there were a
lot of acts that incorporated a lot of
people," added Thomas.
Alumni active in the Black Student
sponsored a
panel,
Forum
"Transitioning the Essence," for prospective black students last Saturday
morning. Black students and alumni
sitting on the panel addressed issues
surrounding the transition between high
school and college as part of "Discovery Weekend" for all students accepted
to the Class of 2005.
Later in the afternoon, the BSF
served barbeque and offered karaoke as
part of Family Fun Day on the
Dustbowl. Following those activities,
men's basketball players Uka Agbai,
A&S '03, and Troy Bell, A&S '03,
starred as celebrity referees in an alumni
versus students basketball game in Roberts Gym.
BSF group members also coordinated "The Definition," a fashion show
held at Conte Forum last Saturday
night.
According to Ford, the show was
an explosion of the weekend's themes

Boston College Police

and served to "define the essence." Students modeled clothes from local stores
and designers in addition to coordinating the entire production. An after party
for students followed the show.
"The fashion show was more diverse than past years," said Thomas.
"The crowd was really good. We
thought there was going to be some
problems because the hockey game was
that night too, but it was really success-

ful."
The weekend culminated in a
prayer service and awards brunch.
Darrell Goodwin, LSOE '03, an ordained minister, preached and led the
non-denominational Christian prayer
service celebrating Palm Sunday.
The awards banquet recognized the
Black Student Forum Board and their
hard work all year, according to Ford.
AH group members, administration
and faculty, and visiting families were
invited to close out the weekend and
listen to thekeynote speaker, Dr. Cheryl
Presley, vice president for student affairs. "Dr. Presley spoke about her take
on the essence and how it is portrayed
at Boston College," said Ford. "It was
very inspiring."
"This was the most successful
Black Family Weekend I've seen in my
four years," said Thomas. "It was a lot
of fun and even though it was a lot of
work, I'll remember the weekend forever."

**
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Senate Introduces On-line Voting

Cabinet Announces OutKast Ticket Details
By

Kari Russ

heights

editor

The Cabinet of the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College
(UGBC) held its final meeting under the
administration of President Alvin
Bamett, A&S '01, and Vice President
Rochelle Webb, A&S '01, last Sunday

(ALC) is also sponsoring a forum this
week in response to a column published
in The Heights ("To the Man Who
Mugged Me," AB. April 3). The forum
will address the issue of racial stereotypes on campus and is scheduled for

evening.
During the meeting, the Cabinet
discussed several upcoming UGBCsponsored events, including several forums, lectures and the OutKast concert.
Tickets went on sale testerday for
the April 26 OutKast show in Conte Forum. The opening act will be Xzibit.
Tickets are $10 and two tickets may be
purchased with each BC ID.
Mark Foudy, a member of the BC
Democrats and undergraduate student,
spoke about an upcoming forum, "BC
Grads to Public Service," which the

tonight at 8 p.m. in Cushing 001.
Michael Cormack, UGBC senator
and A&S '03, announced that the
UGBC Senate will be sponsoring a free
bus shuttle to Logan Airport tomorrow,
April 11, for Easter Break. The shuttle
will run from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. Interested students should call UGBC
Senate at 2-4937 to make reservations.
Jennifer Barrow, A&S '03, and
Sophia Faldonie, A&S '04, gave a presentation to the Cabinet regarding Disability Awareness Week, which took
place in March as part of Diversity
Month.
The two reported that, in one forum, the issue of persons with disabili-

Democrats are co-sponsoring with
discussion
UGBC Political Action,

ties in the workforce was discussed, as
well as the difficult transition from the

will feature six BC alumri, all of whom
have participated in govenment on the
state level.
The forum's focus willbe on "race,
gender, sexual orientation and the
struggle to create social chinge through
public service." It will tike place tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Higgns 300.
The AHANA Leadership Council

college environment into the working
world.
"I think it was a positive week,"
said Barrow. "It was the beginning of
a dialogue which I hope our [successors] will continue for years to come."
Other issues discussed by Barrow
and Faldonie were the possibilities of
placing a tactile map on campus which

8:29 a.m. Student reported 22 CDs were '\u25a0stolen from his Mod during a party the 1:00 p.m. Officer took a report from a BC
previous night.
student reporting that one of her two license
plates was stolen from her vehicle m the third
8:00 p.m. Officer stopped a yehjcte for levsi.of the Commonwealth Avenue parking
\u25a0

down in response to poke requests.
Blaring music and freworks accompanied the cheering of tie students. Several bottle rockets relased from dorm
windows and at least oie Roman candle
fired from the ground.
"There were studaits who chose to
do what we asked than not to and destroy property," said lobert Sherwood,
dean for student development, in a
Heights interview. Heestimated that six
students were arrestee.
According to She-wood, police apprehended some students accused of
tearing down the fence, as well as a student who was caught throwing a beer can

I

I

,

>

speeding oil the Upper Campus driveway.
The driver was identified as adellveryinan
for a pizza shop with an expired license.
He was issued a trespass warning and his
manager notified.

.;

10: S5 a.m. Officerreported a safety hazard on tipper Campus near St. Joseph's.
A crane lifting construction material off a
flatbed over a sidewalk with students
walking underneath.
?

in the area frequently.
Saturday, March 31,2001

8:42 p.m.
1:11 a.m. Officer making rounds in Plex
parking lot and Commonwealth Avenue
-

parking garages speculated that vehicle
tags are being stolen.

Officer took a report of vandalism to the side view mirror of a vehicle parked
in the Mod parking lot.
-

11:55 p.m.

-

5:53 a.m.- Officer responded tcyhree
underage intoxicated males causing a disturbance outside Kostka Hall.

12:30 p.m.
Officers responded to
McElroy Hall to confiscate hockey Tshirts being sold by Boston tees of BC.
-

Officer took report of 13 license

were stolen off vehicles during the
weekend. The plates were from different

plates that

4:34 p.m. - Officers responded to a motor
vehicle accident with two injuries. BCPD
assisted with traffic and first aid until the
State Police arrived.

states.

10:45 a.m. Student reported her Tennessee license plate was stolen from her vehicle while it was parked on the third flow who has been entering
of the Commonwealth Avenue parking .' ?.puc a language difficulty, she was identified
and given a trespass warning.
garage.
-

11:37 a.m.-Student reported hetKansas

Tuesday, April 3,2001

11:55 ajft.- Studentreported her New

I 03 a.m. Student reported a barrel fire in
from of Ignacio Hall. Officersresponded and
extinguished the fire.

license plate was stoienfrom his vehicle ,
if. while it wasparked at the Plex. \

sey license plate was stolehfrorn her vehicle while it was parked at the Plex,

Student reported his Pennsytvanialieense plate was stolen from his vehicle while it was parked outside
1:29 pjßi

-

Edmond's Hall.
4:03 pjn. Caller reported his Alabama, J
license plate was stolen off his car in the'
?

~

a

hi

-

an unlisted
ing garage,

Guest reported that an unknown person damaged his car window
in the Beacon Street parking garage with
BBs.
-

turbing Take Back the Night from the windows with a public address system from
Gonzaga Halt
Thursday, April 5,2001

Otficer confiscated a permit on
vehicle in the Beacon Street park-

8:41 a.m. Officer took a report of a stolen license plate. Detectives arc investigating this as part of an ongoing case.
-

-

9:10 a.m. Officerresponded to assist to
two employees trapped in an elevator in
St. Mary's Hall.
-

:2;WS^- rjEhiployeereportedthat

he >im,k
a parked motor vehicle in Shea Field drivewas while driving a BC vehicle. Reported
filed and forwarded to Risk Management.

11:55 a.m. Units dispatched to Alumni
Stadium and die Reservoir area to look
for an Indianmale who assaulted a female
student jogging in the area.
-

Stuart Hall supervisor reported
accused her of hitting his car confronted her. He had left the area and no further information was available.
-

1:30 p.m. Officer confiscated two 30packs of beer from a student in Walsh Hall,

an employee
"

Officer took a report about a

6:29 p.m.
Stolen California license plate stolen from
-

the Plex parking lot.

-

8:15 p.m. Officerreported to parties dis-

9:33 a in. Officer took a report of a Maine
license plate stolen from a vehicle in St.
Clement's parking lot

5:04 p.m.

Commonwealth parking garage.

5:36p,m.

-

4

i 12:47 p.m. Officer reported eggs had.
1 been thrown through a window in IgnaciO
Hall outside dieresidence hall.

-

7:26 p.m. Officerconfiscated threebackpacks full of alcohol from three females
-

1J p.rn Student reported that a news rcponei from Vie Boston Herald attempted to
gain entrance to Walsh Hall to photograph a
student's room.
o:

Sunday, April 1,2001

-

outside Walsh Hall.
9:52 p.m. Boston Police noli tied BCPD
that they arrested a BC student at Big City
in Brighton. The bar hosted the Playboy
Bunny/ BC event.

5:10 a.m. Officer responded to an intoxicated male who was unconscious in Welch
Hall. The victim vomited and defecated;': 9:07 p.m. Control received a fire alarm for
on himself. After first aid he was trans-' Rubenstein Hall. Cause found to be cooking
\u25a0??"'\u25a0
-

-

-

'
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In addition, Barnett and Webb
thanked their cabinet for "all of [their]
efforts" in what Webb called "a really
great year."
The final meeting of this year's
Cabinet marked the end of the administration of Barnett and Webb, whose
term officially expiresApril 14.

111

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?

night, BCPD posted officers at all entrances to control the number of students
in the Mod area and check IDs.
"All things considered, it went extremely well, particularly compared to
other colleges across the country during
March Madness, where there were a lot
of incidents and arrests," said Sherwood.
He cited events at Purdue University,
where law enforcement officials reacted
to fires, overturned cars andriots by firing on students with rubber bullets.
"I'm very glad we were able to contain this as well as we did. The fact that
it was handled internally and did not have
to involve the Boston Police was excellent, because it could have been a very
different situation," said Sherwood.

FfIEE ?M\\

?

-

coming years."

a BRAND-NEW

drive

I

overthe roof of a Mod, and a female student who was arrested for exposing herself from an eighth-floor Walsh window.
Sherwood added that several students
received medical treatment after being
struck in the face by beer cans.
Anticipating wild behavior no matter what the game's outcome, BC worked
to keep security tight on Saturday night.
After the Eagles' 4-2 loss at the championship last year, crowds estimated to be
more than 1,000 students poured into the
Mods.
The University disciplined students
for indecent exposure, jumping out of
windows, throwing beer cans and underage drinking.
Both last Thursday and Saturday

\u25a0*
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Students Arrested Following Championship
Continued from Al

-

-

-

blind students would be able to feel in
order to find their way around campus
and the addition ofBraille menus in the
dining halls.
Concerns were raised as to whether
BC facilities meet the standards of the
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), especially regarding the fact
that students in wheelchairs do not have
easy access to Upper Campus.
Barrow said, according to the law,
buildings over 25 years old when the
act was passed are not required to be
renovated in order to comply with regulations, and therefore, BC is under no
legal obligation to make many campus
buildings more accessible to disabled
students.
"This is a very important issue that
we haven't had much chance to talk
about this year," said Barnett. "I want
to thank Jen and Sophia for their efforts
in bringing this to the attention of the
Cabinet." Webb also urged Barrow and
Faldonie to "continue [their] push in the

3:03 a.m. Intoxicated student who had
been taken to the Infirmary had become
unruly. Hewas taken to BCPD and offered
a Breathalyzer test After tie failed, he became more belligerent and was taken to
jNewton PD to be held in protective eus'\u25a0':,\u25a0\u25a0
ioty;

-
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Wednesday, April 4. 2001

ported to St.
keeping cleaned the area.

.

tion until now.
Stas Gayshan, A&S '04, led this
year's push for the on-line voting system. Gayshan has been working on the
on-line voting idea since early January,
trying to convince Information Technology and administrators that the system would not only be efficient, but also
extremely bereficial to the student
body.
In last year's Senate elections, there
were 1,036 total ballots cast among the
three classes eligible to vote.
The small turnout on voting days
can be attribued to many factors, according to Gayshan. "In previous
we have had only 10 to 15 hours of
voting time open to the students," said
Gayshan.
This spring, there will be 60 continuous hou s of voting, from 7 a.m. on

Elizatx^'^fcrail>ula&«.-iiouse-

Friday, March 30, 2001

.

After more than four months of effort, the UGBC Senate has implemented an on-line voting system that
will be available to students in this
month's Senate elections.
The system, developedby Information Technology, was an idea that has
been considered by the Senate for the
last few years, bit did not come to frui-

voting officers will no longer run the
risk ofrunning out ofballots, which had
also been a problem in past years. "The
new system will be more accurate, more
convenient, and will not have the problem of identity theft of the past elections," said Gayshan.
The system's convenience is what
the Senate hopes will increase voter
turnout. Instead of waiting in line at
McElroy. students will now be able to
cast their vote through the comfort of
their own room.
The on-line voting will be the only
way to vote for senate candidates.
"Many students never felt like waiting
in line at McElroy to vote," said Adam
Baker, A&S '03.
Gayshan also said that the system
will make it possible for students studying abroad to cast their vote, as well as
make voting much easier for juniors
who live off campus.
Since the voting system will be run
out through Agora, the University's
Web-based student services system, the
problem of double voting is eliminated
as well as the problem of identity theft.
Students will be able to vote only once
and can only vote using their own
username and PIN.
According to Gayshan, when a stu-

,

staff

Police Blotter

\u25a0

Zach Barber

heights

dent signs into the voting system, Agora
will automatically detect that student's
class and thus bring up the corresponding ballot. "We are really happy to see
it come through like this," said Baker.
For freshmen who vote this year,
Gayshan made a movement in last
Sunday's Senate meeting to add a referendum to the ballot concerning the
Office ofResidential Life's decision regarding compensation for those students presently living on College Road
and parts of Upper Campus.
The decision to compensate freshmen who live in the dorms under construction has resulted in uproar from
other freshmen, especially students on
Newton Campus. Gayshan proposed a
question on the ballot asking students
whether they favor monetary compensation and asking them their opinion on
the entire situation.
He said that the referendum would
allow the Senate to bring concrete numbers to Residential Life regarding
student's feelings on theissue. Gayshan
is a resident of the Newton Campus.
"I expect voter turnout to at least
triple this year," said Gayshan.
Students who are eligible to vote
will receive an e-mail containing instructions as to how the voting system
will operate.

\u25a0

April 18 until 7 p.m. on April 20. The
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the

issues that

come

out of the

Christian community that give a
vitality to issues that otherwise
they might not have, or they might
"The
would be more a
be overlooked by a university culinstead the Catholic
ture involved in specialization."
because it is
He adds that seminars aimed
the
the
at questioning religious issues are
Jesuit Institute director
not meant to lead to a more secuRev. Michael
lar Univeristy; in fact, he believes
the opposite.
"The University can offer a critical
such events. It is a task in which he aplunches extensively, he never names
reflection to the Church that no other
pears to revel. As he puts it, "I was sort exactly who the comment came from,
institution can. At no other place are you
of delegating to organize these, but it
only saying things such as "a veteran
going to get people who, for extended
didn't involve any arm twisting."
faculty member told me."
periods of time discuss crucial ethical
In existence for five years, the
In the reports on the conversations
and religious issues. If you cut that out,
lunches have "no tight agenda," a point that he submits annually to the
sectarian,"
thechurch will become more
that Mahoney stresses. "I wondered Institute's board he also quotes, but still
says Buckley.
getting small groups together to does not identify sources. The reports
about
Buckley will be leaving his post as
talk about this University," says imply that there are recurring themes
Director of the Institute as the end of
in the discussions. Many people point
Mahoney. "Is it losing its Jesuit identhe year. A search committee will be
toward students' dedication to voluntity? Is it stronger than ever in qualitaappointed to determine his successor
teer projects as a way that the Jesuit
tive ways?"
seems
and he
to regard leaving with a
An aspect of the lunches that he is spirit is alive and well at BC. Some of
flairof nonchalance, citing theneed for
particularly proud of is that they are in the earlier reports point to a subject that
"fresh blood." He will remain at BC
way exclusive. "I wanted to make was a hot topic on campus a few years
and continue teaching in the theology no
sure that it wasn't just a 'family thing,'
ago: the call for a "University chapel,"
department.
if I can put it that way people who which seems to have died down among
Even though Buckley may be stepwould have been preaching to the the student body.
ping down, the Institute isn't stepping
choir," describes Mahoney. "I wanted
Overwhelmingly, the commentary
down in any respect.
to get a range of people in every school.
that Mahoney quotes is positive.
Clearly, the Institute takes an acaThe opinions in A&S are not necessarAmong his favorites was someone who
demic approach to examining BC's role
ily representative of those in the law said during a lunchtime gathering, "I'm
as a modern University with an emergnot a Catholic, but I've been at BC for
school."
ing Catholic identity through seminars.
five years and I feel that I'm a better
University President Rev. William
But, what might be the most lively asLeahy, SJ, has attended twice, accordperson for it." Mahoney speaks of the
pect of the Institute offers no official
to Mahoney. Current Chancellor individual with glee.
ing
title or agenda monthly luncheons
and former University President Rev.
"He didn't go into any detail," says
hosted by John Mahoney, holder of the
J. Donald Monan, SJ, has also sat in on Mahoney. "He didn't say that he started
Rattigan endowed chair and doyen of
a lunch. Although students were not ingoing to Mass, but he felt that he was a
the English department.
cluded right away, Mahoney began to better person."
month,
Each
Mahoney calls beinvite them later, recognizing a need for
Of course, riot all comments are

University -precisely
Catholic,
of
quality of
University."
Buckley, SJ,
-

?

-

-

\u25a0'-.\u25a0:

"

ing, chronicling his experience of

hosting the luncheons in a book.
One thing seems to be certain
university based on the noontime talks: There
a need for more conversation
inhibiting isthroughout
the entire University,
the point is raised in each of
Mahoney's reports to the Institutes
board of Directors.
The Jesuit Institute seems to
be a force squarely dedicated to examining BC from the inside and figuring out where the University is headed
amidst modern American culture.
But the Institute still deals with the
abstract. Does the conversation bring
about any concrete solutions to issues
facing BC? Only time will tell, as the
ideas and commentary brought up in
seminars and lunchtime conversations
filter their way through channels able
to directly amend BC, be it in curriculum, housing policies, etc.
Perhaps one of the anonymous
comments Mahoney includedin one of
the first reports he issued states the challenges perfectly.
"It could be that BC and perhaps
other Catholic universities have an important and perhaps unique role to play
in the grand scheme of things. No university has yet managed to maintain a
serious commitment to religious inquiry along with a serious commitment
to scientific inquiry. Protestant universities lost the battle to maintain respect
for religious inquiry when earlier in this
century or last they evolved toward excellence in science and social science.
The leading Catholic universities have
another chance to do it right. BC may
bring it off ..."

..
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we have so few Jesuits now, the curriculum has changed so drastically,"
says Mahoney, lowering his voice to
quote someone who "loves BC a great
deal."
In all, he says that most gatherings
include "10 or 12 people, many of
whom are not Catholic, who care very
deeply about BC." Mahoney makes no
solid commitments to, but is consider-

:

-

optimistic. "The ballgame may be over,

:

-

graduate and undergraduate participation.
Recently, members from the
broader BC community have been attending, such as the secretaries who
help organize academic departments
and Boston College Police Department
Chief Robert Morse.
Each person who attends is free to
express his/her opinion. Although
Mahoney quotes comments from the

:

sizes that since BC's Catholicism adds
that much more to the discussion and
increases the possibility of benefitting
the University as a whole.
precisely
"The University
would be more a university because it
is Catholic, instead of the Catholic inhibiting the quality of the University,"
says Buckley. "There's an urgency to

tween 10 and 12 members of the BC
community and invites them to lunch
at Faber House. Lunch may be a bit of
a misnomer, though, as sandwiches and
cookies are finished quickly so that
jawscan be used for conversationrather
than chewing.
With nearly a half-century at BC
under his belt, Mahoney, who seems to
know most everyone involved with BC,
is seemingly the perfect person to host

\u25a0

Continued from Al

Due to the holiday, The
Heights will not publish
next week. The next issue
will hit the stands on
Tuesday, April 24.
Visit www.bcheightsxom
for updated news over
break.
\u25a0

Institute: Luncheons Foster
Discussion Within Community

The News and Sports
sections will not hold
meetings on Marathon
Monday. Instead, News
will meet on Tuesday,
April 17 at 5:30 p.m. m
the Eagle's Nest. Sports
will meet at 6 p.m. in
McElroy 113. All are
welcome to attend.
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This year's edition of the Sub Turn will be available for pick-up on the following dates
and times in the yearbook office, McElroy 103. if you have already placed your order,
please pick up your yearbook at one of these times, if you still wish to order a
yearbook, please come to the office during these distribution times. We will accpet
orders on a First Come, First Serve basis during the week of April 17th? April 23rd.
The cost of the book is $65 and can be paid in cash or check made out to Sub Turn if
you have any further questions, please stop by or call the Sub Turn" office at 552-3493.
Tuesday, April 17', 2001..........,10am
Wednesday, April 18, 2001......10am
Thursday, April 19, 2001..........10am
Friday, April 20, 2001.
10am
Monday, April 23, 2001...... 10am
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4pm
4pm
4pm
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Join one of the fastest growing

investment banks in the world

Warburg will hold receptions in July for rising seniors interested in a career in investment banking.
If you will be in the New York area this summer and would like information regarding our Summer Receptions,
please send your resume along with your summer contact information to:
ÜBS

"

Warburg
Sales and Trading Recruiting
677 Washington Blvd.
Stamford, CT 06901
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Warburg

Warburg
Corporate Finance
Analyst Recruiting
299 Park Ave / 28th floor
New York, NY 10171
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ÜBS Warbur 9 is a business group of ÜBSAG. In the U.S., securities underwriting, trading and brokerage
activities and M&A advisory activities are conducted by ÜBS Warburg LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of ÜBS
AG that is a registered broker-dealer and a member of the New York Stock Exchange and other principal
exchanges and SIPC. In the U.K., these services are provided by ÜBS Warburg Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary
of ÜBS AG that is regulated in the U.K. by the SFA, to persons who are not private customers in the U.K.
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As Good As It Gets
fenceposts and, through sheer numbers and brute force,
pushed over portions of the wrought-iron fence. While
BCPD tackled a handful, officers couldn't stop scores
of students from pouring into the Mods. Bedlam ensued
and the party raged till the early-morning hours.
But a funny thing happened. Despite the extensive
debates, the endless speculative anticipation, the fingerwagging, threats and wails of protest from both the administrationand the student body, nothingtruly horrible
occurred. No one was seriously injured, the destruction
to property didn't exceed realistic expectations, most
people who really wanted to were able to enjoy the Mod
atmosphere, and the number of arrests was minimal. The
fires, nudity and general riotous spirit that had occurred
in the past were, for the most part, nowhere to be found.
Was the behavior exemplary, the damage negligible?No,
but what could have become a disaster went just about
as well as could have been expected.
In the end, what marked Saturday night in the Mods
was an emotionalreaction to a cathartic win, a relieved
celebration after years of frustration, a chance for students to let loose and rejoice in the feeling of being national champions. If that type of behavior occurred every weekend, administrators and students alike would
have a problem on their hands; a national championship
is a rare thing, though, and allows for a little excess.
Congratulationsall around: While many students disobeyed the administration by rushing the Mods, the celebration was generally good-natured and harmless. By
the same token, while University officials angered many
with their threatening stance on postgame behavior, the
procedures they followed on game night were quite reasonable and, relative to policies announced in the past
few weeks, sometimes even lenient. When all was said
and done, cooler heads prevailed on both sides of the
metaphorical fence.
Our most vigorous congratulations and expressions
of appreciation, though, go to the team itself. Many of
us see Saturday's triumph only as the exclamation point
on a fabulous season, but it represents far more than that:
For members of the team, an NCAA title signifies life-

times ofhard work culminatingin one splendid moment.
York and his charges gave BC more than a national
championship; along with a trophy, we can take away a
sense of pride and memoriesfrom both a magical season and a single night when the Boston College community came together to revel in its own achievements.

Shoulders To Lean On
Increased

national recognition, a campus constantly
renewed by construction, a student body whose vi
tal statistics continue to grow more impressive, unprecedented achievements in athletic arenas. In a lot of
ways, it's been a great year for Boston College.
In a lot of ways, though, it's been a sorrowful year,
one marked by tragedy and heartbreak. Since July, we
have witnessed the passings of four members of our student body, three young men and a woman who were our
classmates, our roommates, our friends. Death is always
sad; when it comes to someone who is young and whom
we know, it becomes worse.
Tragedies such as these force those who are left behind to gropefor answers and to wonder why things like
this happen. In the aftermath of such events, there is often a great deal of confusion. But these moments can
also be opportunities for growth, giving us a chance to
learn about ourselves and to salvage anything beneficial
from something so negative.
Boston College's community has conducted itself
admirably in the days and months following the deaths
of four of its members. BC has proven itself a place that
comforts and cares for students here when we most need
it. Surely, when administrators decide to build a fence
or raise tuition or inconvenience dorm residents, they
invite criticism from students, who have fought, and
should continue to fight, these battles. Nevertheless,
when students find themselves suffering and coping with
adversity, whether it be the death of a loved one or a
personal crisis that doesn't allow for public grieving,
the University has shown a commendable ability to counsel and console them.
Father Donald Macmillan, as campus minister for
liturgy and a Jesuit in constant contact with the student
body, has led the charge. Representing Boston College,
Macmillan travels to the hometowns of the deceased students, comforts their families and serves in their funerals. Macmillan and others also provide guidancefor those
of us here at BC. Armies of campus ministers, resident
ministers, counseling service staffers and peer ministers
offer round-the-clock advice, professional psychological help or even just someone in whom to confide. In
times like these, support like that makes all the difference.
BC arranged for buses to transport friends of Brian
Kielt to and from New Jersey for his wake and funeral.
Macmillan, Father Richard McGowan, Father James
Erps and Brother WilliamLambert also went in support.

Letters
Sophomore Objects to Opinions of Guest Columnist
To the Editor:
So, you were mugged
I half
shrug, half smile, half frown and walk
away. Look at me. Deep dark eyes like
midnight. I have a piercing gaze but I
wear a serious face. I am five feet, 11
inches. I am a black man. See me for
what I am.
I am tired of contemptuous eyes
thinking that I am worthless. I am tired
of paying the price for someone else's
penalty. I wear the sins of my brothers
on my back. I wear the struggle of my
father on my chest. I carry the tears of
my mother in my heart. But you do not
...

see me.

All your life I have been labeled:
"trouble maker," "stupid" and profanities I will not repeat. Every time some
other black person made a mistake, 1
was held accountable. When O.J. was
accused of murder, I was on trial. When
people talk of reverse discrimination.
my place in sociel) is held.suspect.
When a woman ts : raped, I am in the
line-up. Whenever someone is robbed.
1 become a criminal.
You, who has lost your mere superficialities, your credit cards and your
$30, are meaningless to me. You have
stolen something infinitely greater from
me: my humanity, my individuality, my
five foot. 11 inches. I am no longer an
innocent black man. I am the living
memory of the fear you felt. Just as you
have been twice a victim of robbery, I
am daily a victim of stereotyping. When
you sit in your dorm room with your
roommate to console you and your parents complaining on the telephone, re-

University has made it a matter of policy to send
representatives to such services as a kind and generous
way of offering condolences to the families. Macmillan member.
Remember, what you have lost can
flew to Oregon for Andrew Peck's funeral in January
and, along with Father Jim Fleming, trekked to Conbe replaced. What you have stolen by
necticut for Ryan Farley's funeral three weeks ago. stereotyping hundreds of my brothers
Fleming has spent a great deal of time with Farley's is irreplaceable.
By losing faith in me you have chofriends, trying both to ease their sorrow and to lighten
their hearts. University President Father Leahy was the
principal celebrant at Farley's funeral; Director of ResiThe
dential Life Robert Capalbo attended as well, and has
handled all four situations smoothly and graciously. Afreserves the right to
ter Suzanne Civitello passed away in July, the University contacted thosewhoknew her and put counselors at
their disposal. Sister Joan Mahoney has talked at length
with Civitello's roommates and friends.
Skeptics frequently challenge the extent to which BC
manifests its Catholic identity, questioning whether the
school has strayed too far from its roots as a spiritual
content,
institution. Instances like these provide theresponse: an
space
emphatic "no." While the University does not limit its
to
Catholics,
comforting
spirituality is implicit in the In
to be
way the community reaches out to people in need.
From small gestures to major efforts, administrators
and faculty members have shown understanding and
must
compassion. Forgiving professors have granted extensions and the University has scheduled numerous
and include the
Masses, both public andprivate, drawing on its resources
as a Catholic institution to bring solace.
or authors'
As often happens, the worst has brought out the best.
school and year
Nothing could ever compensate for the losses we have
suffered in the past year. Nothing will bring our friends
back or make our pain go away. But, in its efforts to
quell our grief and dry our tears, our community clergy.
administrators, professors, classmates has reacted to
harrowing circumstances in a manner that should make
us proud, and grateful.
Contributors
Quite often, the Boston College administration is
criticized (in these pages, by our student government, in
Abby Lockhart
everyday conversations around campus) for not taking
Bridget McManus
student sentiments into consideration when issuing deJon O'Connor
crees that impact student lives. Administratorsare faulted
Jessica Peakes
for this, and draw criticism for being insensitive or even
Shauyi Tai
uncaring. But when the need is dire the need for the
Lauren Tallevi
University to provide an ear to listen, a smile to comfort
Paul Venuti
or a shoulder to lean on Boston College has been there
Michael Vigars
time after time.
I
And for that, thank you.
The

sen to be selfish. By making

a broad
generalization you have chosen to be
an aggressor. By giving up hope you
have chosen to be a victim. If you chose
to victimize innocent black men, then

you are no different from your aggressor.

I walk around, bleeding inside,
screaming in my head, slowly being
pushed to insanity by the hellish circumstance that is before me. Racism
raises his head in my daily schedule. I
have to overcome the lowered expectations of my superiors to gain respect. I
have to defend myself against the attacks of ignorant people and maintain
a sense of pride. I have to overcome
economic distress because of the unfair
hand life has dealt me. Despite the fact
that contemptuous eyes see me as a
potential menace to society, I look at
myself and hope that people will see
me for who I am.
\u25a0 \u25a0: But, did you ever stop to think why
someone would rob you? What could

\u25a0

Things

happen in threes, they say. And so it was
for Jerry York's Eagles, the pride ofChestnut Hill,
who brought college hockey's top prize home to
the Heights. Three consecutiveFrozen Four appearances
before capturing Boston College's first national championship since 1949. Three opportunities for revenge
against teams that had bested them in the past, making
the season that much sweeter. Three goals, the last one
coming in dramatic fashion after a North Dakota goal
sent the game into overtime and sank the hearts of BC
fans. Three titles: Hockey East champions, Beanpot
champions, NCAA champions. Finally, a three-hourbus
ride back to campus, where players and coaches were
met by throngs of exhaustedbut enthusiastic supporters
expressing their gratitude and exhilaration.
Saturday night's victory marked the climax of a fantastic run for the Maroon and Gold. Along with Al
Skinner's squad, the fleet-footed heroics of Shannon
Smith and the women's cross-country team, Antonio
Garay's success on the wrestling mat, the talent and desire exhibited by our women's soccer players and the
football team's Aloha Bowl win, fans of BC athletics
have been treated to the Year of the Eagle. We've witnessed perhaps the most successful year in the history
ofBC sports and will reap its long-term benefits for years
to come.
As for short-term benefits, there were plenty of those,
too. Our campus crackled with electric anticipation on
Saturday night, as it did all season long when Allen,
Clemmensen, Gionta and Co. took the ice. Termpapers,
housinglotteries, summer unemploymentand other concerns were set aside, as triumphant cheers and nervous
gasps could be heard from dorms on Newton, Upper,
College Road and Lower alike. And when Krys Kolanos
feigned left then went right, halls were filled with the
pounding feet of joyful students sprinting to join the
celebrations taking place outside.
It could've gotten ugly. Mobs of hundreds ringed the
fence around the Mods, jostling and chanting. On the
other side, BCPD officers and officials from Residential Life and ODSD glared back, prohibiting entrance to
anyone under 21 and not in possession of a BC ID.
Shouts of "Tear it down!" and "Rush the Mods!" grew
louderand the crowd grew more restless, spurred on by
those students already inside the fence. The potential
for an explosive and violent situation existed.
Then the crowd surged forward, people seized the

drive someone to be so base? As you
sit in the safety of your warm home,
parents consoling you, and buying presents to calm your angry tears, I am
praying on the cold Boston College
bathroom floor that resolution will take
me out of my own personal hell.
Look at how unfairly life has dealt
my brothers. One of us did trespass
against you; now all of us hold the burden. How many trespasses have been
made against me?
Yet, I look at you with a deep, intent stare and fear nothing. I am not your
enemy. I am simply human.
Look at me.
Kashaka Nedd
CSOM '03
April 5
Editors Note:Additional responses to
"To the Man Who Mugged Me (The
Heights, A9, April 3) appear on
pages A9,,A10 and All.
"
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Despite Boston Cops, Fenway Still Friendly After the Hockey Game
Heights

April

KILIANBETLACH

LARRY GRIFFIN
It's as much of a Boslon tradition
as anything else is: An afternoon or
night enjoying a ballgame at the grand
of pappy ofballparks, Fenway. The Red
Sox ownership likes to call the ballpark
by the moniker "Friendly Fenway," a
description with which wayward Yankee fans may disagree, but most people
would find accurate. A Red Sox game
is a great time for everyone, from
hardcore baseball fans to people who
couldn't tell the difference between
Jimi Hendrix and Jimy Williams.
But for Gary Lainer and hundreds
of others, their Fenway experiences
were far from friendly. Their experiences had nothing to do with rudeness
by the Fenway Park staff or resident
troublemakers like Carl Everett, but instead revolved around the always faithful Boston Police. Some BC students
have more than their share of experience with the Boston Police, often stemming from the quasi-legal off-campus
party scene.

While there may be room to argue
about whether the Boston Police should

break up rowdy off-campus gatherings,
there's little reason to argue in favor of
the Boston Police policy toward ticket
resale at Fenway Park.
In 1999, Boston Police arrested
Lainer, a Canton veterinarian, for selling his absent friend's $18 Red SoxYankees ticket at face value. The
charges against Lainer were quickly
dropped, but the damage was already
done. The police had already arrested,
handcuffed, fingerprinted and retained
Lainer in a jail cell for two-and-a-half
hours not to mention confiscated his
game ticket and ruined his afternoon.
Imagine that: An innocent person
trying to sell his or her game ticket at
face value is arrested for a "crime." Yet,
last time I perused the Metro section of
The Boston Globe, violent crime still
rears its head in the great city of Boston on a regular basis. One would expect that the plainclothes officers hired
by the Red Sox to patrol for ticket scalpers would have better things to do than
arrest innocent fans for a highly questionable breach of the law.
-

Boston Police interpret a 1924 antiscalping statute as saying anyone who
is an unlicensed seller may not sell tickets outside of Fenway Park. Until last
week's ruling by U.S. District Judge
Joseph Tauro that the law didn't apply
to innocent fans and that the police
could not arrest fans selling tickets outside of Fenway, Boston Police arrested
hundreds of relatively innocent folk
seeking to unload an extra ticket or two,
at no profit. Common sense dictates that
there is a wide gap between a ticket
scalper and a fan selling unused tickets. Since Red Sox policy is that there
are no game-day refunds, would the
Boston Police agree with Lainer's rhetorical comment: "If you have an extra
ticket because someone doesn't show
up, are you supposed to eat the ticket?"
Scalping, while it may be a "victimless crime," is undesirable and the
Boston Police should work hard to suppress the practice. But the police should
learn a valuable concept from Tauro's
ruling, a concept that could easily be
applied to their relationships with col-

lege students in Boston: moderation, if
the Boston Police had acted moderately
with regard to fan ticket reselling, it
wouldn't have taken a class action lawsuit and countless trivial arrests to ensure the rights of average, law-abiding
citizens aren't trampled on.
As Boston Police Sergeant James
Giardina said in an interview with the
Globe, "... The law still states you cannot resell a ticket." The law may say
that unauthorized sellers cannot sell a
ticket outside Fenway, but Lainer was
hardly being entrepreneurial when he
sold his ticket and the police should
have known better. While the situation
won't truly be corrected until Governor A. Paul Cellucci's proposed legislation to make reselling a ticket at cost
or less legal passes, baseball fans can
rest assured that Tauro's ruling will
make sure Fenway stays friendly.

Griffin is a regular columnist and
Copy Editor of The Heights. He is a
sophomore in the College of Arts and

Larry

Sciences.

Who is Guilty of Perpetuating Racism?
R. VINCENT LAKE II
I wonder, who is truly at fault for
the racial affairs in America today? Who
are the criminals? Who are the humanitarians? Who wholeheartedly wishes to
see change for human and civil injustices in America?
When I was younger, I believed that
all people hold in themselves an intrinsic sense of human dignity and respect
for themselves and for others. Over the
years, that belief has changed dramatically. My disillusionment with the decency of humanity has not come overnight. And, I believe, it is important to
note that Ms. Han's article is not an isolated incident of unconscious bigotry
but is a problem that runs deeply
throughout America, which is why it not
a shock to me as it should not be a shock
tt) others'that an "educated" individual
feelings. It is important to address why people like her
are 1,000 times more detrimental to
society than the man, the black man,
who wished to rob her.
Ms. Han tells of the tragedy that
befell her which has made her doubt in
the credibility and dignity of black men.
She blames the individual "for forcing
me to again regard black men with suspicion
you are wrestling away my
dire desire and freedom to see black
men as simply human." But Ms. Han, I
ask you, why do you feel the need to
confirm his humanity? I understand that
you were sexual assaulted by another
man of my race. However, because one
man violated your human rights, does
that give you the right to harbor distrust
against a whole race?
You say that "whatreally angers me
though is that through your attempt to
violate my property, you are forcing me
to regress on six months of psychological healing I have undergone since being sexually assaulted by another man."
My apologies for undergoing a tragic
incident, but you seemed more concerned about your own 'psychological
welfare' than perhaps forgiveness of the
...

other and, more importantly, your relation to the rest of humanity. Do you
define everything in your narrow
world? You state that you try to fight
the images of black men that havebeen
ingrained in you since you have been a
child, but that man has once again
weakened your belief in black men. If
one incident, one man, shakes your belief in an entire race then I believe it is
fair to conclude that you never really
believed that we were human in the first
place. The pettiness of your "willingness to give him the benefit of the
doubt" is equally offensive. Guilty until proven innocent? Inhuman until
proven otherwise? Is that the case, Ms.
Han?
Your failure to overcome your deep
prejudices, which contributes to your
distrust of others, is not only selfishness on yourpart, but also adds to your
deep-seeded inhumanity. How am I to
see the humanity in you if you struggle
to see it in me? Did you really see the
humanity in his "shiny, yet insufferable
empty, eyes that stared back hollowly
..." or did you see yourself and your own
guilt when you realized your own shallowness?
Ms. Han, I have little tolerance for
people such as yourself. What does that
say about your own humanity when you
can't see others as human? But if it
makes you feel better so you may sleep
better at night, I have no abhorrence to
you and in a small part I respect your
willingness to tell your story; but, in the
end, I save emotion for those I respect.
Obviously you are a product of your
society, a fragment of a social construct
if you will, but definitely not fully human, for humans are intrinsically capable of seeing the value in another
human. There will always be people I
like and dislike, and yes, I do have my
own prejudices, but I will always see
the humanity in others.
I do realize that many people have
made some fuss about this article, and

people have also expressed their anger
with The Heights for printing such a
"controversial" article. First, I believe
that The Heights should not receive any
complaints about Ms. Han's article, by
the simple fact that, as a paper, they
have freedom ofpress. For all those that
have expressed their grievances about
The Heights for printing such an article;
I ask you this: Would you rather have
the bigots hide behind closed doors or
someone who is willing to express their
opinions out in the open? Iwould rather
have those who are at least willing to
expose their opinions in open. Those
who hide behind the doors, who don't
wish to express how they truly feel are
the ones I abhor. Our focus should be
on the people who are the policy-makers, who hide behind the doors; otherwise, actions to condemn one person
goes to waste. The people who we
should be appalled by and take action
against are administration, such as Father Leahy and the Board of Trustees,
who, according to the bylaws of the
University, are the final decision-makers of this institution. I fault those in
the ODSD, faculty and, of course, the
general population of this institution
who want to convince the students that
BC is a tolerant or diverse college. The
people that we should focus our attention on are those who have a similar
mind-frame to Ms. Han's, who tell us
"all we have to do is believe in ourselves
and we will make it" or who are so willing to give us that helping hand: "if you
need my wallet still, call me." What they
fail to realize is that we do believe in
ourselves. However, you don't believe
in us. The man who attempted to mug
Ms. Han is not the most dangerous
threatin society; Ms. Han and the above
mentioned 'humanitarians' are the true
criminals.
I've heard many say that they want
change and believe if they simply talk
over the issue, take a race relations class
or even join the many clubs at BC that

so.

talk of diversity, then they have participated in solving the race relation problems in America. To me it still sounds
like the words of Ms. Han "if you need
my wallet..." that there are those who
want to redeem their shallowness by
petty actions, but I have no patience for
them; they have victimized themselves,
denying themselves to develop their full
humanity. Also on this list are those
people who believe that simple dialogues and forums where they can talk
about how they 'feel' about one another
for an hour or so, but are hesitant to
talk and take action against the higher
levels of administration about substantial change.
I ask those in the hierarchies of BC
and the many others (I wonder, Father
Leahy, if you truly are a moral man, yet
let the race problem on this campus
persist), do you really believe that you
can hide your corrupt persona simply
because you give money for the clubs
that try to give some culture to this otherwise gray campus, fashion shows or
by guaranteeing African-American students (with the exception of transfers)
four years of housing? Yet, in the 21st
century we still do not have a Black,
Asian, Latino Studies department, let
alone more tenured teachers of color or
at least some from a non white-male
background.
The people who wish to defend
themselves are willing to give their
"wallet" (although it is more likely a
loan) but not willing to make significant changes in their perspectives. And
for all those who like to quote Malcolm,
1 would like to remind others of another
quote by the human rights leader: "You
don't stick a knife in a man's back nine
inches and then pull it out six inches
and say your making progress."
R. Vincent Lake II is the Executive Diof the AHANA Leadership Council and a senior in the College ofArts

rector

and Sciences.

Skating Seniors Deserve Trophy and Accolades
PAUL CROCETTI
When North Dakota scored the tying goal with less than 40 seconds left
in the national championship game last
Saturday night, I had flashbacks to last
year's game, seeing Mike Mottau
huddled under the net, crying in defeat.
Little did I know, though, that about five
hours later, I would be looking at Brian
Gionta standing inside the team bus
outside Come Forum, with the championship trophy lying in the seat next
to him.
I can't imagine what would have
happened if this outstanding team had
not come out on top, but I'm sure it
would have been comparable to last
year's scene in Providence. To have
come so close so many times in the past
four years, to have played so hard
against the toughest teams, were these
talented seniors going to be denied of
their rightful prize once again? Of
course, the answer is a resounding
"no."
For some of the seniors, Saturday
night's game was the last time they

would ever pull on a jersey. For all of
them, it was the last time that they
would wear the Maroon and Gold. The
victory is a testament to the hard work
that they have put in every game for
their four years here.
I am happiest for thisbunch of eight
players, as they leave this school on the
ultimate high.
It doesn't get better than the national championship. It doesn't get better than seeing Gionta get off the bus
to hoist the championship trophy above
his head in front of the multitude of
fans.
It doesn't get better than seeing
Gionta and Bobby Allen run through
thecrowd with smiles a mile wide, slapping hundreds of hands. It doesn't get
better than watching MikeLephart videotape the moment late Saturday night,
to savor when he's older and thinking
about his last glorious moments as a
Boston College Eagle.
These seniors have endured so
many painful losses in the Frozen Four

that it would have been heartbreaking
see them skate off the ice emptyhanded once again. However, this team
is different.The upperclassmen worked
as well with the younger players as is
possible. The team clicked from day
one and earned their number-one seed
with every gritty victory.
Hobey Baker finalist Gionta was
incredible throughout the year. Even
when he didn't get points, he disrupted
the goalie or set up plays for others to
score. Also up front, Lephart was solid
defensively as well as offensively, creating opportunities when there wasn't
much there to start. Back deep, Allen,
Rob Scuderi and Marty Hughes were
solid on defense, and of course Scott
Clemmensen was a wall in goal. Mark
McLennan was a force on the fourth
line and even Dan Sullivan got a chance
to shine in the last game, nearly scoring more than once.
I'm going to miss this group of seniors. It will be weird to go to a game
next fall and not see Brian whizzing
to

By the time you read this, numerous individuals or groups will probably have
denounced the celebration that occurred in the Mods after the Eagles completed
their payback romp through the NCAA tournament. The revelries will probably
be called excessive or immature or destructive and we as a student body may
even be labeled "schizophrenic," as one columnist wrote last year. That's all well
and good; I fully support their right to be completely wrong.
What happened Saturday is the perfect companion to last year's "hockey riots." Taken together, the two events illustrate both the support this school has for
its hockey team and certain characteristics too often lacking from our so-called
campus "community." The essential nature of the party in the Mods was not destruction but jubilation. Passion. Release. Spontaneity.
For those who weren't there, we jumped around, shouted BC cheers, danced,
screamed, threw beer cans and had a light in our eyes not found in the everyday
treks through the Dustbowl. This all stands in tribute to the hours of hard work
put in by Boston College's student athletes: It's pretty rare for BC kids to do
anything as a group, and the fact so many came together last Saturday is not as
insignificant as it may seem
When I'm telling my grandchildren undoubtedly boring stories about the rebellious days of my youth, I won't talk about that philosophy class, the trials and
tribulations of on-campus housing or the countless nights spent drinking dollar
drafts. In all likelihood, my big college story will focus on the nights where the
Mods turned into a block party. The nights when people stopped looking at those
they didn't know with suspicion, when both actual and metaphorical fences were
torn down. And so it should be. I only wish we could capture that feeling more
often - maybe during the first 100 days party or maybe for no reason at all.
BC is such a strong university precisely because there is no one thing that
makes it a strong university. It's fair to say that in Chestnut Hill we do almost
everything: quality academics, a huge varsity sports program with highly successful teams, pervasive Jesuit identity, strong science departments and a prominent business school. BC has the picturesque suburban campus complete with
big-city access, widely available on-campus housing, a wide-reaching international studies program and a burgeoning identity as a school seeking to put the
"art" back in liberal arts.
As a campus, our ability to party with the best of 'em must rank among all
these other factors in making BC as wholly well rounded as it is. I'd say our
university becomes more attractivebecause of events like last Saturday's, not less

around with the rest of the team. It will
be weird not being able to rely on
Bobby or Marty Hughes to break up a
play at the blue line. I'll miss seeing
Lephart's furious rushes on goalies,
watching Gionta tossing pucks over the
glass to adoring little fans before the
games, and joining in on the crowd's
chants of "Scotty! Scotty!"
But right now, there is nothing to
be unhappy about concerning this team.
They've done it. They have won it all.
Those players who won't be here next
year have pulled through, overcoming
roadblocks and obstacles over the past
four years, to bring the championship
trophy to Chestnut Hill.
So, in the words of those fans who
braved the cold and hail to meet their
hockey team late Saturday night: Thank
you, seniors.
Paul Crocetti is the Assistant Arts and
Review Editor of The Heights. He is a
sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences.

The only real taint on the post-game party is, of course, the fence. Ultimately,
it's nothing but sad thatmembers of the BC community were denied access to the
celebration enjoyed by so many. It's unfortunate that students couldn't invite siblings or friends from other schools to share in our good fortune. At the risk of
being glib, we have enough ideological, emotional and mental fences to overcome without implementing actual ones.
It is all the more damning when one considers how useless the fence proved.
Kids came in through holes, hopped over the tennis court side and tore down the
portion facing Walsh Hall. I have a sneaking suspicion that the fence was conceived and constructed as a response to last year's "hockey riots" and nothing
else. The administration, always conscious of our media-image,presumably wished
to avoid a repeat performance by the student body. Ignoring the fact that administrators have no right to dictate a value system to the students as a whole, one can
only wonder how much worse the pictures are this year: mobs ripping posts from
the ground, police grappling with those attempting to climb the edifice, crowds
of disaffected kids who couldn't get in.
That is not to say I blame the police for their actions. My personal interaction
with cops has always been decidedly negative, especially during last year's "riots," but this time around, members of the BCPD conducted themselves with
significantly more restraint and respect for students than they have displayed in
the past. 1 do wish they weren't such a visible presence in the future perhaps
officers can be stationed outside the fence,,ready Jo assist in the event of trouble
but they should be commended"for doing their job without infringing upon our
right to celebrate in the ways we saw fit.
There will always be those who felt the behavior after the game was excessive or disgusting or perhaps didn't coincide with the Jesuit ideal. That's fine. I
can only conclude those people just don't get it. In 50 years, I bet there will be
few BC grads who wouldn't trade all the restraint and sobriety in the world for
the chance to jump around with their classmates, shouting: "We are BC."
It is a shame we couldn't light that couch on fire, though. It was pretty cold
last Saturday.
-

Kilian Betlach is a regular columnist and the Marketplace Editor of The Heights.
He is a junior in the College ofArts and Sciences.

Senior Challenges Reader,
Urges Consideration
JASON CAVALLARI
I also respect the right to free speech to which Mr. McGlinchey made reference in his letter ("Freedom of Speech Should Be Recognized," A9, April 3). It is
probably the most important right that one can have in any country, next to the
right to vote. Nonetheless, while I agree that this right is important, I disagree
with Mr. McGlinchey in that the First Amendment is not a license for Americans
"to speak what is on their minds."
The First Amendment is important in that it allows us to express opinions and
criticize our institutions in thoughtful, articulate ways. I doubt that the Founding
Fathers had things like "bitch got jungle fever" in mind when they created this
addition to the Bill of Rights. The right to freedom of speech comes with a responsibility to one's fellow citizens to use it in the manner it was intended, not to
say whatever comes to mind with impunity.
Furthermore, Mr. McGlinchey makes the following statements: "Icall things
'gay' if I don't like them and, while I don't want to offend anybody, that's the way
I speak. I resent people telling me what to say and resent being afraid to say
something without somebody in my face telling me I'm a jerk." Calling things
"gay" is not an issue offree speech; it is an issue of being a decent person to your
fellow human beings. By saying something or someone you disagree with is
"gay," you are implying that the worst possible insult that you can think of is to
label something or someone as homosexual. As a gay man, I feel I would be
remiss if I didn't exercise my right to free speech and point out that you do offend
people when you say something like that (as much as you may resent hearing it),
just as much as if you were to use a racial slur right in front of a member of an
ethnic minority. Additionally, if this were never pointed out because people don't
appreciate being called "jerks" (to use Mr. McGlinchey's terminology), we would
never be able to ameliorate the situation.
I urge Mr. McGlinchey, and all of The Heights' readership, to watch what
they say. The recognition of freedom of speech is not the issue, but the recognition of people's feelings is.
Jason Cavallari is the director of BC's Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Community
(LGBC) and a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences.

The opinions expressed in columns do not represent the views of The Heights and
The Heights Editorial Board.
The views of The Heights Editorial Board
are expressed in the editorials found on the
first page of the op-ed section
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Letters
Newtonite

Questions
Fairness of New
Lottery Structure
To the Editor:
It came to my attention while riding
the bus back to the Newton Campus on
Wednesday, March 28 that the Office
of Residential Life had decided to give
those students living in construction
zones on Upper and College Road priority housing in the lottery for their senior year at Boston College. Housing
decided to make up a new code of "0"
for these students.
This is ridiculous! The reason the
lottery is in place is to assure that the
allocation of rooms is done.in a fair,
equal way. By giving certain people a
better code, the Office of Residential
Life has destroyed that premise. I concede that the students in the construction zones were not aware of the pending construction when they moved in
at the beginning of the fall semester.
However, the construction is only
an inconvenience, not a lowered standard of living. Those dorms are as good
as the ones on the rest of Upper and,
geographically speaking, a hell of a lot
better than the oneson Newton. I didn't
complain when I was placed on Newton because I knew that it was the luck
of the draw that placed me here.
I also knew that, because of the
housing lottery, I would have an equal,
fair chance at living in better accommodations. The premise of the unbiased
housing lottery made up for the fact that
I had to wake up an hour early for
classes, or that I had to wait for long
periods of time in the freezing cold
waiting for a bus.
Now, because of the decision of the
Office of Residential Life, I will have
little choice of where I can live senior
year. Undoubtedly, many of those with
the special code will take full advantage and will choose the Mods.
Practically letting these students
choose where they will live ruins the
process for the rest of us who will have
to wait to see what's left, instead of the
possibility of getting the first pick in
the lottery. These students are getting
of, great housing as coman entire
pensation for a semester's worth of inconveniences. The rest of us are being,
in effect, punished by Boston College
for NOT living in construction zones.
The university had an obligation to
inform all students who would be affected by these decisions; they also had
an obligation to let those affected students be heard before a decision was
rendered. Neither of the two happened.
Something needs to be done to rectify
the situation, and that something is to
take away the housing priority and make
housing fair to each and every student
atBC.
Jim O'Donnell
A&S '04
April 2

College Roader
Defends Fairness
of New Lottery
Design
To the Editor:
We are College Roaders; sophomores (half of us who lived on Newton
last year), freshmen and a whole slew
of construction workers who have become our neighbors. In response to the
"Newtonites" who seem to be doing a
lot of complaining for "handling itfine,
with pride," we think you're missing the
point as to why we are getting priority
housing.
It is not because we don't like our
living situation; we don't, but it is because there are certain dangers, inconveniences and problems with living in
a construction site that are hardly comparable to Newton's circumstances.
First of all, the buses do present a
difficulty when trying to get to main
campus. However, juniors who are
forced to live near Cleveland Circle and
on Coram. Ave because they only have
three years of housing have the same
problem while traveling to classes. They
wait, they freeze, they deal with angry
drivers, too. It's a problem that more
students face, rather than just freshmen
on Newton.
Secondly, while College Road, Fitz
and Gonzaga have been newly renovated and do have the advantages of
carpeting, keypads and wooden beds,
we do not have drywall in any of our
rooms and have to make do with the
same cinder block walls that you do.
As Newtonites, you can take a nap in
your room during the day without
jackhammering above you that is so
loud you can hear it through earplugs.

Using your room as a study area
must be a convenience; here, it is impossible to study during the day because
of drilling, cement blocks being thrown
down a trash chute next to your window and constant beeping of the cranes
and trucks in the area. While our rooms
have better furnishings, you can at least
live in yours.
Lastly, there are many problems
with the construction that those of you
who don't live here wouldn't know
about. Noisy generators run all night to
keep the pipes from freezing but keep
students awake in the process; we are
forced to walk through a maze offenced
walkways to leave our buildings; when
it's windy, rafters fall off the scaffolding; there are propane leaks; heal and
hot water are shut off for days at a time
because of accidents caused by the construction; and a wrench and a brick have
fallen off the roof and almost hit students walking home, just to name a few.
Housing priority does not have
much to do with construction problem
at hand, but it is the only way for housing to make it up to us. We originally
asked for monetary compensation, but
we understand that is nearly impossible.
Having first pick senior year is fair
we'll be getting a better living environment to make up for the unusual,
construction-related circumstances that
we've endured. I even know some of
-

Those restrictions, I assume, pertain
to kegs and nothing smaller than

handles of liquor.
I was present for the events of 1998
and 2000. I was no angel.
However, during my time in the
Mods, I was as loud, obnoxious, and
publicly drunk as the next person, but
my behavior did not devolve into the
kind of "release" that seems to be prevalent when alcohol, underage drinkers,
team spirit and certain personalities
clash in one spontaneous, on-campus
Bacchanalia.
But turning the Mods into the collegiate equivalent of a gated community will not detract from such conduct.
A smaller band of celebrants are very
much capable of the same kind and
amount of destruction, even if they are
of age and possess the tolerance of
22-year-olds who have been drinking
for four years straight.
The rules are designed to keep underclassmen out, but what about those
on the inside? Can the upperclassmen,
who may be seeing their last college
Championship game, be trusted? Conversely, who will mind the underclassmen when they find an alternate site to
create a scene?
What if recent alums want to make
a trip back to campus and enter the
Mods to visit friends and watch the
game? What if they happen to beover

and-conquer method is as effective in
real life as it is on paper. Then again,
Mary Ann's is fireproof, right?
Bob Herpen
A&S '00
April 5

Celebration
Defied School's
Mod Restrictions
To the Editor:
To the Administration in regards to
"The Fence": HA!
Thank you.
Peter Marino
A&S '03
April 8

Communication,
Activism Needed
Among Students,
Administration
To the Editor:
I would first like to commend The
Heights on its dedication to furnishing
an outlet for the student voice. At a

tive, we just don't care. We have to
make our voices heard and force them
to listen. We must demand the opportunity to give our input and haveit taken
into consideration before any decisions
are made. This is the only way we as
students will gamerany influence in the
decisions that determine how our lives
will play out during our stay at Boston
College.
Once we have made our voices
heard, they will have to listen. When
we graduate, we become the sacred
alumni. We will buy the football, basketball and hockey tickets. We will consider donations to the Flynn Fund and
the like. If our memories of Boston
College aren't as fond as we would have
liked, we will have no incentive to donate.

The administration should realize
this on its own, but they have not.- It's
time they got the wake-up call they deserve. Let's not allow these nonsensical decisions (Mod fences, tuition
hikes, poor seating at athletic events,
etc.) to be made for us.
After all, if the administration can't
seem to improve our school's reputation
their supposed first priority
how can we trust them to improve our
very own lives?
Steve Avanzino
A&S '03
April 2
-

-

Freshman Poet
Memorializes
Brian Kielt
To the Editor:
I did not personally know Brian
Kielt, but I felt moved to write a poem
in his memory, and to offer my condolences to Brian's friends and family.

gan, in overtime, I thought I'd never see
as good. After a loss in the finals again last year, to North Dakota, I
thought we'd never get the big one.
But Jerry York brought in another
class that conjured up pictures of the
current seniors four years prior. With
one of the best senior classes in the nation to emulate, this year's freshman
showed they had what it takes.
So as I sat down to watch last
night's game, I turned to my friends and
said, "Thereis no way we will lose this
game." When North Dakota tied the
game with just under 40 seconds on the
clock in the third, I began to get the
sinking feeling. We couldn't, we just
couldn't, be denied again!
Standing there, surrounded by my
friends and acquaintances and complete
strangers, we all hoped, wished and
prayed. Then, as Krys Kolanos put the
puck through the legs of the North Dakota defender and skated around him, I
knew this was it! Lower Campus
erupted. People ran outside screaming
and yelling, strangers hugging stranga team

ers.

While I'm ashamed of the actions
of some of my classmates and even
more ashamed of the students who gathered outside the fence, I would like to
commend the BC police department.
Overall I think they did the best they
could've in what could have been a bad
situation.
At around 2:45 am, I heard sirens
and along with hundreds of other students, ran to the team as the bus pulled
in. Kolanos walked around the crowd
shaking hands and saying, "Thanks for
coming out."
And I have just one response,
"THANK YOU, KRYS, JERRY,
EAGLES!"
Most of all, THANK YOU SENIORS.
Alan Wehbg
A&S '01
April 8

Hold On
How precious life and how sad the path
to understand.
Suddenly it slips and he is gone, it is
too high a demand.
Fear tonight will still continue while
reliving tragic sights.
Torn emotion, dawning brakes and out
go all the lights.
What has a night to hold but sorrow
when its shadow lingers into day?
For though the sun may rise tomorrow,
rays of solace will not stay.
Memories, my last impression, lasting
pressed upon my mind.
Please be gone, the pictures. Just a
moment. Stop. Rewind.
Hold on, give me your hand and together we shall cross. .
Alone you can not make the journey,
for at its end is only loss.
Like me but different, so hard to commy classmates who live on Lower who
are happy for our situation and feel that
we deserve it.
To those of you who disagree,
spend a day up here when you have a
paper due or a test, when you are sick
and need to sleep, when you try to make
a phone call and you can't hear the person you're talking to because of the
noise, then try to tell us we don't deserve our Mods.
Deanna Devaney
CSOM '03
April 3

Alumnus Finds
Flaws With Mod
Restrictions
To the Editor:
Due to the excitement over the
hockey team's appearance in the Frozen Four, I have been eagerly digesting
every bit of news I can find on
InfoEagle and from the Heights Online. I have also had conversations with
upperclassmen friends with whom I still
contact from the "outside" regarding
what I call the "Mod Lockdown" for
this weekend's anticipated celebration.
If 1 have my facts correct, the Mod
Fences were designed in order to protect Seniors in Mod apartments should
anything like the "riots" of 1998 and
2000 take place. A recent directive from
the Vice President for Student Affairs
sets forth these guidelines as further
preventative measures: Thursday and
Saturday nights, after 9 p.m., all persons attempting to enter the Mods will
have both student IDs and drivers' licenses checked to curtail any underclassmen entry.
Neither underclassmen nor non-BC
students will be allowed inside the
Mods after the deadline. Police and
other security personnel will also check
the amount of alcohol brought in by any
revelers due to Massachusetts Liquor
Transport Laws.

the legal age, and happen to be carrying a fair amount of alcohol? What if
they don't have their old IDs so they
can at least fake a story about being a
student and knowing someone in the
Mods? And how will the security presence be trained should such a situation
arise? They won't be able to discern just
from ID checks who comes ready to
wreak havoc.
I don't feel that it's my high-andmighty God-given right as an alumnus
and responsible adult to be granted access to the Mods without question, but
I saw no allowance, even in the spirit
of the law, for that possibility. I would
be extremely disappointed if I drove 6
hours to just sit in Mary Ann's or City
Side, because a BCPD officer or renta-cop denies me access while sticking
to the letter of the law.
It seems that the administration is
more concerned with image rather than
substance, missing the forest for the
trees. BC does not have a bad reputation, despite the riots and the Naked
Guy Falling From A Mod Awning clip
on Real TV last May. Jesuit-run institutions tend to suffer from a lack of
proper communication between student
and administration. As I have seen at
St. Joseph's University this past week,
any situation that is not resolved by
quiet resignation andhushed mouths inevitably leads t&bigger problems.
I would hate to think that, if BC
wins out this weekend, the damage and
chaos is equal to or more intense than
years past, due to untested emotions
tapped as a result of winning the Big
One, plus added security concerns that
might intensify reaction to any misdeeds.
Answers to problems as large as this
must be sought with no less than direct
discourse between students (notjust the
UGBC) and administration. There are
no easy solutions when there is the potential for 9,000 people to gravitate towards one area.
A painful lesson to learn is when
the cure is worse than the disease,
though I sincerely hope that the divide-

-

school where on-campus activism is
somewhat lacking, it is great to have
the opportunity to hear the concerns and
insight of my fellow undergraduates.
But the point of this letter is to encourage my fellow students to take action. As a student body, we have several complaints: from fascist on-campus drinking policies and rigged Mod
lotteries to forced triples and rising tuition in the face of a dip in the US News
and World Report college rankings. In
the past week, complaints have buzzed
around Lower Campus about how students living in dorms on Upper where
construction has been taking place will
receive priority in the Mod lottery. I
cannot tell you how many times I have
heard someone say something to the
effect of, "If I had known I'd get first
pick in the Mod lottery, I would have
begged to live in Roncalli!"
However, little action has been
taken by the student body. Though the
immediate response to such foolish administrative decisions is one of outrage,
very few students follow through and
demand action. This is the plague of the
Boston College campus: apathy in the
face of outrageous decisions by the administration regarding student life.
I have tried contacting UGBC
President Alvin Barnett via e-mail about
my concerns regarding the apparently
rigged Mod lottery. He did not respond.
I am unsure as to why that is, and perhaps he has a very good reason. I assume his job is a demanding one. I hope
he can get back to me when he has the
time. However, it seems to me that the
two on-campus entities supposedly devoted to representing students (the
UGBC and the Office of Residential
Life), pay us little to no mind.
1 often encourage my friends to
write letters and contact administrators
with their complaints and sometimes
they do so, but not always. How often
do we, as a student body, complain that
administration fails to ask us our opinion before making serious decisions?
It is fairly obvious that they have
no reason to do so. From their perspec-

prehend.
Why life taken, just beginning, as life
speeds around the bend.
Karen Gamier
LSOE '04
April 2

Hockey Fan
Grateful for Win
To theEditor:
As I sat down to watch the hockey
game, I looked back on the past four
years of BC ice hockey.
I remember my first game four years
ago. You couldn't help but feel that this
team, that freshman class especially,
was something special. Over the next
four years, I would attend every home
game I could get to. And I would learn
that this class was, indeed, something

special.
After the heartbreaking defeat we
suffered in the finals that year, to Michi

Junior Opposes
Guest Columnist's
"To the Man Who
Mugged Me"
,
To the Editor:
I'm the black man with'braids' in
his hair who makes you shudder. The
one who forces you to cross the street
because you're afraid that I'm going to
take your briskly earned $23, which is
cached safely in your newly-bought
Gucci purse. When you see my tightly
braided cornrows and hear my thick
"ghetto" accent, you think, "Respect. I
mustn't cross the faulty black man's
boundaries, or else. What if he mugs
me?" I rule your life because you let
me, the black man for whom you claim
to have a dearth of respect because of
his actions but contrarily seemed to
deserve quite a bit of respect. I control
you. I tell you when to breathe and
where to walk.
You even quoted my icon, or shall
I say you misquoted him. Lest you know
that Malcolm X was robbing you, too!
The same Malcolm X who was preaching was climbing through your
grandfather's window. Dußois, another
black man, called "thinking that that
you know," when in fact you don't, a
veil. You are blinded by thinking that
you know someone when in fac, you
don't. To sum up my confession and
the so-called culpability of the black
man's actions for this robbery and assault and on further a general stereotypes of black men, I offer this simple
disclosure so that you may indeed more
clearly understand me: I don't want you.
And I didn't rob you. You robbed yourself.
Shedrick Gavin
A&S '02
April 8

These are yourpages.
Let your voice be heard.
\u25a0'
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The op-ed pages of The Heights exist to
foster discussion of campus issues and
to provide a forum for the ideas and
opinions of members of the
Boston College community.
If you've got something to say, e-mail a
submission to heights^ditor@hotmail.com,
post it on www.bcheiglstsxom or drop One off
on disk at the Heights office in McElroy 113.
;
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The Heights OP/ED

April 10, 2001

In order to provide space for the widespread reaction to the guest column entitled
"To the Man Who Mugged Me," The Heights has added two pages to our op-ed
section. All of the columns and letters on this page, as well as several on the
preceeding pages pertain to that column* printed on pageA9 of our April 3 issue.

An Open Letter to the Guest Columnist
CAMILEY.TOWNSEND
I recently read your article in The
Heights. Upon first reading your article, I was struck with a tinge of anger
at your words. I thought to myself,
"How can she generalize all Black
males?" My brother is a Black male
who attends an Ivy League university,
where he maintains a 3.7 GPA. Every
summer he is a consulting associate for
a prominent investment firm. He is not
a thief. Evenbetter, my father, a Black
male, is a supervising attorney in Los
Angeles. He is not a sexual assaulter.
My very good family friend, who is a
Black male, is a Los Angeles surgeon.
He is neither a thief nor a sexual
assaulter.
I could list for you many other examples of Black males who have succeeded or who are en route to success.
What about those Black males? They
don't seem to lend to your negative perceptions of Black males. Or were you
not exposed to positive Black male
models in society? I cannot blame you
for that as a child, just as you cannot
blame Blacks for the color of their skin.
However, the color of Black skin cannot be changed, but maybe your negative perception of Black males is something that you really don't want to
change.
I am not upset at you for feeling
anger or resentment to those individu-

als who harmed you. I understand. No
one should have to endure what you've
endured. But those were two individuals. Should I take your article and assume that all Korean-Americans are at
war with Blacks? That surely was not
my perception of the L.A. riots, being
that I am from Los Angeles. I did not
hate or have resentment toward any of
the many Asians with whom I attended
school. Actually, I only had a problem
with the several police officers who
brutalized a Black male and got away
with it.
Should I go on the stereotype that
all Asians are nerds and are quiet because that is some of what I have seen
throughout my life? NO. Should I assume that because several white males
have entered schools and committed
mass murders, that every white male is
going to shoot me and those standing
around me? NO. Should I assume that
since one White male in his drunken
state urinated over the side of the rail
where the urine almost saturated me,
that all White people will do that? NO.
I couldn't and wouldn't make any
of those assumptions. These are the extreme ends of the spectrums; just as the
Black men who tried to perpetrate their
crimes were at the negative end of the
spectrum for Blacks. I do realize that
your experiences may have been a

slightly more traumatizing than someone almost urinating on you, but it is
still not fair to stereotype all Black
males.
In order to stop those stigmatizing
racist thoughts you should utilize what
is right here at Boston College. Numerous young Black males whom you have
somehow overlooked during your short
stay here are breaking away from the
stereotypes you so eloquently wrote
about in your article. I do realize that
there aren't that many Black males on
this campus, but there are enough who
are going in the right direction and
whoaren't just here for athletics.
(Many, probably you included, think
that Blacks are only in institutions like
BC for sports. That is far from the truth.)
These exemplary students and role
models should make it clear to you that
Black males shouldn't be feared any
more than any other stranger who may
approach you at a "dingy T platform."
I am tempted to take this even furtherand list names of Black males who
attend Boston College and who are not
thieves or sexual assaulters, so that your
distorted "wretched reality" that seems
to be limited to those negative portrayals of Black males can stop right here.
This is a university where expanding
your knowledge is key; please do that.
The only thing that might be taken away

from you in doing all this, as you mentioned, is your "dire desire" to give
Black males the benefit of the doubt.
But never can anyone take away your
freedom to open up to others when you
are in a safe environment like Boston
College. If the "psychological calamities" are far too grave for you to bear
and you can no longer fight your instilled urge to stereotype others, then
you will be just like every other ignorant person who seems to lack education because he or she didn't meet any
positive male Black role models.
We are in an environment where
there is the opportunity to break your
tendency to stereotype Black males and
carry that out into thereal world instead
of the negativity you expressed in your

writing.
I challenge you to make the effort.
No, I dare you to make the effort to see
what is right under your nose: positive
Black males. If need be, you can contact me so that I can introduce you to
those Black males whose skin color
does resemble the man who mugged
you, but whose attitudes, actions and
accomplishments resemble him in no
way.
Camille Y. Townsend is a member of the
BlackStudent Forum and a sophomore

in the College

ofArts and Sciences.
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Society's Fault

at by customer assistants when you walk
into a store on the same caliber as
Macy's or Banana Republic?

To the Editor:
It occurs to me as I read Arar Han's
article entitled "To the Man Who
Mugged Me," (A9, April 3) that, though
she has every right as a victim of crime
to expose what is wrong in our society,
by suggesting that a black man chooses
to "legitimize these very stereotypes
against which [we] all battle daily," simply misses a much larger point. Does
any criminal do what criminals do bel*TTiuse he or she chooses to do so, or is
it a case of such patterns of behavior
being forced on individuals by the very
inequities which run prevalent in our
society?
I cannot know what it feels like to
be Arar Han, nor can Ihave any right to
think what she feels is wrong. 1 would
not want to trample that very basic human right of freedom of expression. I
also think she was wronged. But, it does
seem to me worthwhile to ask whether
it is the man who fills the stereotype,
or is it the society which forces those
stereotypes to be filled? Though the
answer to that is frightening, recognition of the fact can only serve to break
the very essence of stereotype.
Edward Stack
GA&S '03
April 5

Can you tell me how it feels hearing that BC caters to your race knowing that it does not? Can you tell me
how it feels being told that an event that
honors your culture, your heritage is
racist? Can you tell me how it feels
working in a predominantly white
place, knowing that someone is
"scared" ofyou or thinks that you "are
here because of affirmative action?"
Can you tell me how it feels when
people ask you "What sport do you
play? Basketball? Track?" on the first
day of school, as if you are only capable
ofrunning with a ball and either dunking it or bring it to the end zone? Can
you tell me how it feels to only hear
black men, members of your race and
gender praised with the clauses:
"[blank] is a good rapper" or "[blank]
can really play [insert sport here]"? Can
you tell me how it feels having a faculty member read a banner for your cultural event and say "Oh, that excludes
me!" and walk away?
Yes, it can be argued that Ms. Arar
Han is just expressing her story, but replace the words "black" and insert your
respective race. Coming into this world,
ever since slavery, has been a hard road
for black men. People often ask me,
"Why are you always angry?" One person told me why by saying, "You have
every right to be angry, you are a young
black man in this society." It feels like
crapjcnowing that people with the same
mentality that Ms. Han is "fighting the
impulse to retain" are the same ones
who stare at me on the train, street, road,
etc., when I walk hand-in-hand with my
Cambodian girlfriend whom I love.
They are the same ones whom I interact with everyday ofmy life.
It feels like crap to know that at one
point in history, men from my culture
were not allowed an education, were
considered less than human, three-fifths
of a man. It feels like crap to know that
it will be a very, very long time before
we see a president from the same gender and race as me.
It feels like crap knowing that I can
only date certain females because some
were told that black men were bad and
that they would get disowned by their
family if they did date one. It feels like
hell when you are told by a female that
you are interested in that: "If it was a
dark night, and there were two streets,
a street filled with black people and a
street full of white people, I would take
the white street, regardless of how long
the walk."
Things like the statements and
questions above are why people like
Tiger Woods and Mariah Carey basically denounce their "blackness" and
choose the other races that compose of
them. I am proud to be black; that is
who I am.
The purpose of this reply was not
to insult Ms. Han in any way, shape or
form. It is just to give you the perspective, my perspective, as a young black
man reading the article.
J.M. Hairston
A&S'O4
April 5

Student Offers
Perspective on
Column
To the Editor:
"Criminals such as you." "I am
faced with a choice here: Victimizing
innocent young black men by stereotyping them, or victimizing myself by
allowing people like you to take advantage of me. I want desperately to create
no victims, but what am I to do when
my safety and sanity are at stake?" "...
It also seems rational for me to be wary
of young black strangers, to protect
myself."
These are the things 1read yesterday at the ODSD office while preparing for a planning committee meeting.
It is sickening to see the status of a culture I am a part of to be put down in a
school-widepaper such as The Heights.
Do you understand what it is to be a
black male in this society? Well, let me
tell you what it is for the average black
male.
Do you know how it feels to be
constantly mistaken for a drug dealer,
gangbanger, thief in other words, a
criminal -just because you "fit the description?" Can you tell me how it feels
being stopped, and asked for your license and registration just because you
are driving a nice luxury car that "looks
similar to the one" that has happened
to be stolen a few hours before you
passedby? Can you tell me how it feels
to see an innocent member of your own
race and gender savagely beat on national television and watch two out of
four police officers receive a penalty?
Can you tell me how it feels being stared
-

Column Dismays

Sophomore
To the Editor:
Although her literature was written
from an intellectual point of view, the
author of "The Man Who Mugged Me"
(A 9, Apr. 3) has created a forum
wherein my views on black Men and
the racism they face even in the year
2001 may be entertained. This is in no
way a personal attack on any particular
party or parties.-It is simply a-confrontation of a systerfi that ever so often'
rears its true face.
I picked up The Heights to look at
the funnies as I do every Tuesday
around lunchtime after skipping my
10:30 a.m. class. Flipping through it, I
came to a story that I assumed was correlated with the recent women's rights
protests. As I continued to attempt to
read, consulting the dictionary every
now and then due to the number of esoteric words, memories distracted me. I
was transported to the times I walked
down the street late at night and the
person approaching me, crossed the
street and crossed back soon after she
passed me. Following this scene, I arrived at the night I was stopped by an
omnipotent police officerfor "looking
suspicious" in my Banana Republic
garb. My mind then jumped to the
countless times I have been to parties
and clubs that the cover charge included
$15 and the degradation ofmy character as I endured search rituals worse
than when leaving the'country on my
recent trip to Cancun. In each of those
instances, the questions that could not
find the courage to venture from my
head to their ears, "What is going
through yourhead? Do you see me as a
person, or do you see me as a potential
threat to your cute little wallet?"
My eyes grudgingly received these
acrid words. For the duration ofmy consumption of this article, the feelings
expressed were engaged in intense warfare with my accumulated experiences.
Once the dust settled, I came to an
epiphany: Racism is my fault.
1 am not offended by the fact that
you havevoiced your opinion. I feel that
a bigot who keeps feelings to one's self
is more of a threat to me than one who
is blatantly prejudiced such as yourself.
In fact, I empathize with you, as you
should not be subjected to the violations
of human rights that you have. I have
no sympathy for the offenders, despite
the fact that their human rights had
probably been violated more that day
than you in your life. Actions as reprehensible as those they committed can
never be condoned.
I will not, however, accredit your
renitence to your own fault. We live in
a society that today sweeps race issues
under the rug with an "I am not racist
because
has an entire month to
praise the "main blacks," has conveniently forgotten the ramifications of
400 years of slavery, lawlessness, and
inequity and feigns not to understand
that racism cannot possibly disappear
in a matter of 40 years.
What does frighten me, however,
"

...,

is the fact that although you have
"fought [your] impulse to retain the
social stereotypes against blacks [you]
absorbed as a child," you have also relinquished the opportunity to erode the
eminent wall of stereotypes by regarding the African-Americans you have
come in contact with here at Boston
College as the exception and not the

norm.
We attend a university thatwill not
allow certain acts (not Vertical Horizon)
to perform at concerts, save additional
security. Metal detectors are common-

place at functions" held by primely
black organizations on campus. We are
members of a school that routinely disbands registered parties held by blacks
prematurely. The President of this institution deems black history not "our
history." I cannot possibly expect you,
one person, to be strong enough to see
me as a person if a university as
attemptingly inclusive as the one you
attend cannot.
Seeing that it is not my fault that I
am born black, I have done my best to
live up to your standards. I have worked
hard to pick myself up by the bootstraps.
I am in college. I have a job, and I try
my best not to break the law. I only hope
this can help you in your internal
struggle with racism.
I want inform you that as Iread your
eloquently-constructed plea for my
people to embrace your culture of success, your words became daggers pricking my conscience and opened my mind
to a perspective other than a black
male's. How could I have been so closeminded, thinking I was a victim ofracism? I cannot impress upon you the
impact your article has had on my life.
You are a visionary on the theme
ofracism, an issue so vital to the fabric
of American society. I wish you all the
best in your educational aspirations. I
would be honored to have you as a
teacher of my children. And I, in fact,
someday probably will call you. Not
because I need your wallet, but to know
why you are teaching my child that if
they play their cards right they may, one
day, be considered to be a child and not
a sub-human demographic.
David Dundas
CSOM '03
April 6

Column Offends
Freshman
To the Editor:
1 am writing in response to the article written by Arar Han in the April 3
Heights ("To the Man Who Mugged
Me," A 7). I know Arar from the Lynch
School of Education, and I respect her
as an intelligent and articulate person.
1 cannot respect the opinion she expressed in her article. I am also surprised by The Heights' lack of sensitivity in printing this article at that particular time.
I understand that Arar was trying
to express the pain she felt after the two
terrible attacks she experienced. 1 can
only imagine such pain, but I don't un-

To the Woman Who

Ignorantly Insulted My Race
TIFFANYGRIFFIN
When I first read your article, I must admit a rush of anger and disdain filled
my soul. In the year 2001, ignorance amongst the nation's "brightest" individuals
is still kept alive through the succumbing to stereotypes. Who would have thought
that in today's day and age, prejudice would prevail over individualism? Who
would have thought that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s dream still would not have
been fully realized? And who would have thought that melanin would still divide
the many people of our country?
After re-reading your comments, my anger soon dissipated and sympathy soon
took over. I felt bad that, as an 18-year-old college student who has had so much
schooling, you could be so ignorant. And not ignorant in the derogatory colloquial sense of the word. Not ignorant in the sense of a demeaning insult. Ignorant
in the literal sense of the word. You are lacking a true conception of reality. You
are living in a false world, maybe created by your parents and community; maybe
created by the media, maybe created by your inability to truly see ALL people as
human and individuals.
I can understand the violation that you must have felt when that man stuck his
hand in your pocket, but you must understand that he is one of many. You must
understand that each and every time an individual does something that you believe to be unfair, you cannot rebuke his or her whole race as a result of the

injustice.
You state that historically blacks and Koreans have not gotten along, yet again
you are tainted by the shallowness of ignorance. If you look at history, Africans
and Koreans do not share many common interactions ofstrife. If you delve deeper
into the content of the stereotype that blacks and Asians do not get along, you will
see that the conflict between blacks and Koreans today is a creation of the social
systems which are in power in the United States. Those withpower want to keep
that power forever, with the means being "divide and conquer." If all of the
minority groups are constantly at each other's throats, how can they ever unite to
become a mighty force in the US? If the people of color (and yes, as much as you
?
you are of color) join together, we pose a threat to the
may not want to admit
injustices being done to all of our people.
Many people are angry at The Heights for publishing your article, which hurt
and angered such a large percent of the population here on campus; nonetheless,
I hold a much different view. I am not angry at The Heights, because they published the feelings of a student on campus, because the sad thing is that I am sure
that your stereotypical views frequent the minds ofmany students on this campus
more than anyone would like to admit. The anger felt at your degrading and insensitive tone should be directed to the continual battle against ignorance, segregation and division apparent on this campus.
I think that you have a lot of confusion inside that needs to be addressed.
Psychological healing? Yes, maybe that is the answer. But I have a better suggestion?INTEGRATION! You should immerse yourself in the cultures of others
and learn. You should learn that we have more similar aspects than those that
make us different. You should learn about the real history that shapes both blacks
and Koreans here in America. You should embrace those who are different than
yourself, because learning goes beyond the classroom. Learning goes beyond that
which those in power chose to perpetuate. And you should do this as quickly as
possible, because soon you will be a member of this society coming into daily
contact with those you believe to be inferior. You will be the teacher who keeps
the black student back for another grade because of his color. You will be the
doctor who finds the "complication" during the surgery of a black patient that
does not deserve to live because he is "less than human." You will be the district
attorney who is not passionate enough about her cause to get the accused black
individual off for his charges, because you hold the belief that all blacks are
criminals anyway. Right now, as educated as you may be, you are a threat to our
society. Just as big of a threat as that man who put his hand in your pocket that
night you so vividly portrayed for the entire Boston College community.
People all over this country ctaim that the injustices blacks face are done with
and that they need to stop complaining. ¥hey rieed to'move on. The past is the
past. This is a new millennium. Yet, from your statements, we realize that there is
still a huge mountain to be climbed. Some may claim that your views are the
minority; that most people do not think the way you do. Yet, to that I say: A
minority ruled South Africafor years and look at the history of their country. Your
views affect us all as explicitly or implicitly, as you want to portray them.
Boston College is one of the nation's most renowned institutions of higher
learning and one of its greatest aspects are all of the cultural clubs represented on
campus. You should join one, go to their events, eat the food of these cultures,
ask questions and try to free you mind from the shackles of ignorance that have
you bound. And next time you see a black man, you should not "draw near or
stand afar," you should say "hi" and treat him as any other human. You should
treat him the same way that you want to be treated: as an individual who breathes
the same air, eats the same food and lives on the same planet as you.
-

Tiffany Griffin is the winner of the 2001 Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship
and a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences.
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derstand her reaction. She writes, "I
have fought my impulse to retain the
social stereotypes about blacks I abmy will to refrain
sorbed as a child
from denigrating you begins to
crumble." She later comments that she
cannot put all black men in this category, though, and that the next person
who mugs her could be of any race. The
problem I have with her statement is
that it contradicts itself. She cannot say
that she doesn't include all men in this
category but is giving into believing the
stereotypes about black men. A stereotype is a false image about an entire
race; it doesn't distinguish between individuals.
I also was saddened by this description that she was starting to believe this
of all black men, that she would be wary
of black men from now on. When I'm
walking by myself late at night, I'm
afraid I'll be attacked by a man. I don't
insert the words white, Asian or black
before that word, I'm justnervous about
being attacked. That Arar would now
assign that wariness to black men is
disappointing. It also makes me feel bad
for the limited number of black men on
this campus. While this school struggles
with diversity, minority students can
often feel that their needs aren't being
addressed by the BC community. This
is an article that further strengthens the
hardships these black young men must
deal with.
Black men deal with so many biased perceptions already in this world.
I know that my brother, and many male
cousins, who are good men, all struggle
with the perceptions that Arar is thinking of giving into. For their sake, I make
a personalplea to Arar, that you not give
in. In our country we are trying to get
...

to the point where we judge people not
by their skin color or ethnicity but by
their character. I am sorry, Arar, that you
are considering taking a step backwards
in this struggle. I definitely cannot speak
as to the feelings that the attacks you
suffered would cause, but there are
some beliefs that you must hold onto,
even if you endure hardships and suffering. I don't understand what you refer to when you speak ofrace relation
problems between blacks and Korean
Americans, but hopefully you will completely let go of the stereotypes that you
"absorbed as a child." I wish you well
in getting over the pain of both incidents.
I also wished to express my disappointment in The Heights for printing
Arar's article the week of Black Family Weekend. I am not really involved
with the activities going on this weekend, so I'm not going to take a position
in regards to whether or not they're
should be such a weekend. I'm aware
that there are a lot of strong feelings on
this topic. However, the fact is that it
did take place, and for this article,
which speaks on stereotypes against
black men, to be printed right before
so many relatives of black students
came to campus and perhaps read this
issue, is irresponsible of theeditor. Arar
no doubt had the right to express her
opinion and I didn't have a problem
with The Heights printing it, but I feel
the timing was wrong. This article could
have been held a week and it still would
have had an impact. I hope that in the
future The Heights will be sensitive to
such factors.
Linsey McCombs
LSOE '04
April 6
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Team
Works

There's

no "I" in team. It's the oldest sports cliche in the book, and
it applies perfectly to the 2001

NCAA Champion Boston College

hockey team.
With the Eagles, personal awards
and accomplishments do not exist.
Brian Gionta doesn't win the Hobey
Baker? So what. Scott Clemmensen has
never been on an all-star team in his
life? Who cares. Rob Scuderi gets no
recognition? Doesn't matter. The one
and only goal of each member of this
squad was to win as many team titles
as possible.
"I'm not much for personal accolades, I just want to win," Clemmensen
said after the Eagles dispatched North
Dakota on Saturday, 3-2 in overtime,
to take home BC's first national title
since 1949. "It's a team sport and we
needed every single person on our team
to win it."
Clemmensen is far from exaggerating. BC's championship performance
featured immense contributions from
every class and every position. Freshman Chuck Kobasew won the Frozen
Four's Most Outstanding PlayerAward.
Sophomore Krys Kolanos scored the
dramatic game-winner in overtime.
Junior defenseman Brooks Orpik shut
down North Dakota's Hobey Baker Finalist Jeff Panzer. Senior goalie
Clemmensen was a rock in net. The list
just goes on and on.
"There's such good chemistry on
our team," Kolanos said. "That brought
us here."
It's a safe bet to say that Head
Coach Jerry York will not be a guest
lecturer in Merkert next semester for
the chemistry department, but the man
clearly knows a thing or two about the
science as ii relates lo putting together
a hockey team. This year's Eagles had

exactly the right combination of guts,
skill and camaraderie to make them
champions ofevery major competition
in which they took part.
"This club has probably the greatest amount of team chemistry I've seen
in all my years in sports," said senior
Bobby Allen. "There's a tremendous
bond between all of the guys on our
club."
The bond between players that produces championships is rare. In these
days of spiraling salaries and enormous
egos, many players both in college
and in the pros really play for their
own personal advancement, regardless
of what they say about the team. But
when Kolanos was slicing to the net
against the Sioux, getting ready to score
the game winner, a fat contract with the
Phoenix Coyotes, his future professional club, was likely the last thing on
his mind.
Gionta, too, was in no mood to put
himself above the team. -Gionta recorded no points in the NCAA Tournament after tallying 53 in 40 previous
games. But the Hobey snub and point
drought could not have mattered less
to the BC captain as he hoisted the
championship hardware at Pepsi Arena.
"When Brian didn't win the Hobey
Baker, he kept saying, "The only trophy we came here for this weekend is
the national championship trophy,'"
York said. "And there was no falseness
to what he said."
Cynics will say that the Eagles
were simply talking about the team
concept simply because humility is
politically correct. But being around the
team and seeing how the players relate
to each other on the ice and in the locker
room shows that their feelings are
genuine.
Even ifKolanos' goal had not gone
in the back of the net, this team would
have been special. Now that itbears the
title of national champions, itbecomes
legendary. It will go down in the illustrious history of BC hockey as the team
that came together to exorcise the demons of a tough 52-year title drought.
Other teams in that time span may have
had more individual talent or individual
character, but the 2000-01 Eagles were
the only squad that had the cohesiveness as a unit to be able to lay claim to
being the best collection of hockey
players in the land.
Teams that put all of their eggs in
one basket hardly ever win. One superstar can only carry a team so far, and
the unselfish attitude thatcharacterizes
the type of team unity that the 2000-01
Eagles had is what makes a champion.
-

-

BC Grabs
National
Crown

Experience
Pays Big
Dividends
By Casey

Continued from Al

sports

"It was just a quick transition in the neutral
zone; Kobasew was able to get me the puck," said
Kolanos. "I was able to beat their D-man wide and
put a little fake on the 'tender and once it went in,
all the emotions came out."
"It was a heck of a move by Krys Kolanos,"
said North Dakota Head Coach Dean Blais. "With
that big reach, Idon't think there's another player
on the ice that could've made that move."

editor

Albany,

2001 NCAA Championship
Boston College 3
North Dakota 2
Though Blais and the Sioux might have been
caught off guard by Kolanos' deke, no one in maroon and gold was surprised to see the sophomore
win the game on the textbook move.
"He does that move to me all the time in practice. He's so patient with it, I can't stand it," said
senior netminder Scott Clemmensen. "But hey, it's
all right, practice makes perfect, I guess."
"Krys is a great player. When he takes it hard
to the net, no one can stop him. He's been doing
that move all year and sometimes it pays off and
sometimes it doesn't. It paid off tonight," said captain Brian Gionta.
"That's a move Ipractice quite often," Kolanos
admitted. "I guess I'd have to say that's my bread
and butter. I knew 1 was going to it."
Carrying a 2-0 lead into the 16th minute of
the third period, the Eagles looked like they would
finally end the heartbreak of going without a national title since 1949. After coming within minutes of the prize so many times only to fall short,
it seemed like BC would capture the title without
any overtime heroics necessary.
The Eagles stormed onto the ice in the first
period and asserted early dominance, but a solid
performance from Sioux goaltender Karl Goehring
and a few unlucky bounces kept BC from capturing a first period lead. Goehring's nine saves in
the first frame helped swing momentum to the
Sioux, but Clemmensen would not be outdone.
When the up-and-down play shifted towards
Clemmensen, he responded brilliantly. With less
than two minutes remaining in the period, BC was
caught deep in the North Dakota zone. While all
five Eagles were trapped up in their offensivezone
trying to net the game's first goal, North Dakota's
Bryan Lundbohm crept up towards the BC net. A
long pass through the neutral zone found his stick

O'Connell

Brian Gionta shows off the national championship trophy following
the Eagles' jinx-breakingwin over North Dakota on Saturday.
and Lundbohm was in all alone on Clemmensen
with a chance to score. Clemmensen stood his
ground, cut down the angle, and baited
Lundbohm to go glove side. Lundbohm looked
to top shelf the puck past Clemmensen's left
shoulder; instead, Clemmensen made a brilliant
glove save, preserving the shutout period.
The Eagles owned the second period. The
chances from the first period continued, but the

two goalsthey netted came with the help of some

divine intervention. Kobasew opened the scoring when Jeff Giuliano snatched a botched pass
from Goehring and then threw it out to the front
of the net for a waiting Kobasew.
"I was basically just trying to put it anywhere
in the area of the net before he got back. I think
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NY ?When Boston College walked back into its locker
room at Pepsi Arena after surrendering two goals in the last 3:42
on Saturday to tie the national
championship game, anyone who
has followed the team over the past four years had
a severe episode of deja vu. The Eagles had been
here before, surrendering late leads in title games.
And that fact is precisely why BC was not about to
let the set-back translate into another deflating loss.
The Eagles were able to take the national title
back to Chestnut Hill for the first time since 1949
after an overtime renaissance brought them back
from impending heartbreak for a 3-2 win over North
Dakota. BC erased the bad memories of the past
three years when Krys Kolanos slotted home the
championship-winning goal 4:43 into overtime.
A monumental collapse had happened exactly
one year before when the same opponent, North
Dakota, had stormed back from a third period deficit to snatch the NCAA title from the Eagles' talons. Many people expected the worst again last
weekend when BC gave up a 2-0 lead, including
surrendering the tying goal with 36.4 seconds left.
But the experience of that stinging loss last year
combined with 52 years without a championship
taught the Eagles to brush themselves off and
bounce back.
"This game is 95 percent mental," said BC captain Brian Gionta. "You have to roll with the
punches. [Head] Coach [Jerry York] told us that no
matter how bad we felt after giving up that [gametying] goal, we were going to feel really good after
an overtime win."
The winning goal was made possible by greatly
improved intensity from the Eagles when they came
out for the extra session. The last 10 minutes of
regulation time had seen all of the momentum
switch to the Sioux and the tying goal in the final
minute had silenced a partisan BC crowd that was
gettingready to celebrate. But the Eagles remained
calm on the ice.
"We were still composed even after that second goal went in," Gionta said. "We just had to
refocus for overtime and we came out on our toes."
The Eagles came out gunning, but not before
an inspirational locker room speech by senior
netminder Scott Clemmensen, who was not previously known for his rousing locker room oratory.

See TITLE, B3
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See EXPERIENCE, B3
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JEFF BRIEN

Bobby Allen (center) reveled in the Eagles' first NCAA title since 1949.

BC's physical play helped to quiet the Sioux goalscorers.

From Cross Country to Hockey, Eagles Gave Fans Reason to Believe

Here

at The Heights, the one
thing we look forward to more
than a week off is the annual
Christmas party. For once, we all get

Dave LaMattina

ON THE D.L
to sit around and not worry about dead-

lines or fact-checking or how little sleep
we're going to get that night. We dress
up like we're off to Homecoming, head
to a fancy restaurant downtown and
enjoy a night of being people, not jour-

nalists. The highlight of each year's festivities comes at the end of dinner before the post-party when we exchange
our Secret Santa gifts. Occasionally,
someone gets something worth keeping, but most of the time, the presents
are all gags (it never fails that someone
gets "adult" gifts).
Last Christmas was my first time
getting a gift and, needless to say, I was
excited. As people stood up one by one
and revealed the person for whom
they'd shopped, I continued to grow
antsy. I couldn't even imagine what 1
was going to get. Finally, a now-former

fellow editor rose to present his Secret
Santa and as he introduced his presentee, I knew it was going to be me.
Over the course of last year and the
beginning of this year, this certain editor and I constantly fought over Boston College sports. You see, he was an
avid fan back in the days when the
Eagles felt heartbreak on the hardwood
against Harvard, on the ice against
Michigan and Maine, and on the gridiron against their own inner demons.
Time in Chestnut Hill seemed to transform him from a sports fan to a cynic.
Needless to say, we never saw eye to

eye.
So as he rose to present me with
my gift, I could only imagine what it
could be. I walked to the front of the
room to open it, only to find two pompoms and a cheerleading outfit for a
three-year-old girl. In light of my prediction that the hockey, basketball, and
football teams would all be in the top
25 next year, he assured me that I would
need his gift because the basketball
team's turnaround would be too improbable and the hockey team lacked
the killer instinct to close out the national championship.

Unfortunately, I could say nothing.
My parents taught me to hold my
tongue and let time prove me right but
in this instance, 1 needed help from
more than time.
Thankfully, with the aid of athletes
ranging from Troy Bell to Sarah Powell
to Brian Gionta to Shannon Smith, I've
finally won the argument. With the
hockey national championship finally
wrapped up, it's been established: This
is Boston College's best sporting year
ever.

See ATHLETES, B5
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Women's Rowing off to Fine Start
By

On March 24, the Eagles raced in
the Jesuit Invitational in Cherry Hill,
New Jersey. The Eagles easily won

Andrew Smith

heights

staff

The Eagles women's rowing team,
under the direction Head Coach Steve
Fiske, is currently enjoying a remarkable season in only its first year as a
varsity sport.
After a year of intense workouts
and preparation, the dedication of and
hard work is beginning to pay off. Since
it is only their first varsity season, the
Eagles do not have any rowers who are
on scholarship, and only one who was
recruited. However, this has not
stopped the team from posting some remarkable times and winning many
competitions and regattas.
The Eagles began their challenging spring season by making the long
trip to Florida to take on the Miami
Hurricanes, who are ranked among the
top thirty teams in the country.
In an exhibition match held on
March 6, the Eagles took first in all nine
competitions, a remarkable feat considering the circumstances. The University of Miami boasts a fully funded program that gives out twenty scholarships
and has a full-time coach.

end. On Saturday, the team journeyed
to Northampton, MA to compete
against UConn, UMass and Delaware.
both the varsity
The Eagles won
the varsity eight
eight and second
over UMass by
eight races over
less than a second,
Joseph's,
St.
"We are really working finishing with an
Fairfield, Holy
Cross,
and
impressive time of
towards the Big East.
Loyola.
6:13:7. The varsity
We want to be able to
four also defeated
The following weekend the make the
andpost UMass in only a
race. In
crew team travreally good times which two-team
eled to Camden,
the second varsity
will help us
seedings eight, the Eagles
New Jersey for
fell short to the
the Knecht Cup,
in theNCAAs."
Minutemen.
a prestigious reMary Cooley
In a sport
gatta hosted by
Villanova Uniin which commitmentis necessary
versity. Fortytwo schools participated in the open indue to the time, effort and hard work
vitational. In the varsity eight finals, BC that must be put in, it is essential to have
raced a time of 7:01 on the 2,000-meter great leaders. The women's rowing
course, placing the team in second team considers itself lucky to have
place behind only the Naval Academy. these leadership qualities in its two captains, senior Mary Cooley and junior
The second varsity eight and both novice eight teams took second place as Kristin Henny.
"They are both outstanding leadwell, while the varsity four took fourth
ers," said Fiske. "And they do it by explace at the regatta.
BC had two races this past week- ample. They are the two hardest work-

ers on the team and that sets the tone

for everybody else."
The teams are usually changed before each race but the varsity eight stays
the same for the most part. Along with
Cooley and Henny are Andrea
Achimovic, Cate Boron, Kristin Cary,
Ellie Gregory, Alex Kazanovicz,
Amelia Stephens, Julie Todhunter, as
well as coxswain Natalie Aldarete.
The team is looking forward to the
rest of the season including its biggest
race of the year, the Big East Racing
Challenge that takes place on April 29.
"We arereally working towards the
Big East," said Cooley. "We want to be
able to make the finals and post really
good times which will help us for
seedings in the NCAAs."
It will be a tough road for BC in
the Big East Racing Challenge against
fast opponents Syracuse, Notre Dame,
Rutgers, and Miami.
"I'm really excited about this
team," said Cooley. "We have a lot of
sophomoresand juniors who are amazing. I have never been on a team with
girls who work so hard and spend so
much time. I really expect great things
from us."
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No more than five minutes after the
game-winning goal, ESPN concluded
its broadcast from Albany and rolled
Baseball Tonight's opening credits,
thus concluding its coverage of the contest. For those of us on campus, however, the end of the game marked just
the beginning of the greatest night of
the year in Chestnut Hill.
Here at BC it is not uncommon for
the student body to gather and rally
around the success of its sports teams.
Marked by a football victory in the
Aloha Bowl, an NCAA tournament bid
for thebasketball squad, and the hockey
team's fourth consecutive Frozen Four
appearance, this year has provided the
campus with much for which to celebrate. Saturday night's celebration
was different, however.
Kolanos' game-winning goal
prompted a celebration so deafening
that it could be heard by the overwhelmingly envious students at Boston University. Music blared and the
echoes of fireworks reverberated
throughout Chestnut Hill as students
charged down to the Mods for a celebration of the school's hockey promi-
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The first three periods of
Saturday's national championship
game were thrilling beyond belief and
the overtime segment was even more
so. Krys Kolanos' decisive overtime
goal was among the prettiest BC tallies ever to grace the extra frame. Seeing a freshman, Chuck Kobasew, honored with the MVP trophy provided
great hope for the future, while finally
watching senior captain Brian Gionta
skate around with the national championship trophy in hand served as an
image not soon to be forgotten. All in
all, Saturday's game had to be one of
the most emotional and unforgettable
athletic events in which BC has taken
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Thousands of students assembled
in and around the Mods, rejoicing in
the school's first national championship
in 52 years. Cold temperatures and light
rain were not enough to disperse the
crowd as students lingered for hours
around the Mods, singing and cheering, celebrating the national title that
had so long eluded the school. Despite
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overcame to show their respect for the
legendary coach, including one man
who was said to have played for York
over a decade ago, when York served
as head coach at Bowling Green.
After York, the team began to descend from the bus one-by-one, each
player placing his bag down before taking a lap around the crowd. A barrage
of chants honoring each player was
heard as each made the rounds. Gionta
soon appeared in the bus' doorway,
hoisting the championship trophy like
a proud parent. The trophy then made
its way around the crowd before the
newly-crowned champions called it a
night.
"That was great to see when we got
back," said goalie Scott Clemmensen.
"We weren't expecting many people to
turn out because it was so late, so it was
a real surprise. It was great to be able
to share the championship with them,
they have been through so much with
us."
"That was it," said freshman Ty
Hennes. "When we got off the bus and
saw all of those people there, that was
when werealized-that wewere national
champions."
The celebration may have come to
a close soon after the rise of the sun
the next morning, but the events of Saturday, April 7, 2001 will not soon be
forgotten. This was a night that will remain fresh in the minds of all fans, not
as the night in which the Eagles ended
their 52-year championship drought,
but as the day that the Eagles started a
new streak of championship wins.
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championship trophy.
As the bus pulled up, cheers of
"We Are the Champions" and "Let's
Go Eagles" were quickly replaced with
chants honoring Head Coach Jerry York
and his players. Supporters from all
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the media's focus throughout the
NCAA tournament, this celebration
had little to do with vengeance. It had
nothing to do with retribution. Instead,
this year's festivities were centered
solely on the victory and the victors.
Close to 3:00 in the morning, several hundred students, family members
and fans at large greeted the team as
the bus pulled into the parking lot at
Conte Forum. Here, the focus shifted,
however, as all in attendance had come
to honor the coaches and players who
had worked so hard to bring home the
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Cass and Jeff Giuliano defend the BC goal against North
Dakota's Aaron Schneekloth.
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National Title
Belongs to BC
Continued

Scott Clemmensen, the NCAA Tournament's all-time save leader and winningest goaltender, was at his best in the Frozen Four,
coming up with many key stops, including this one against the Sioux' Bryan Lundbohm (10).

Experience, Seniors Finally Able
to Put Eagles Over the Top
Continued from Bl
"Scott stood up in the locker room
and said, 'Listen, boys, we've done this
for four years and now it's our turn,'"
Gionta said. "It was the most I'd heard
him say in four years."
And the Eagles took their turn, not
letting glory pass them by yet again.
They were able to do it with strong senior leadership and an amazing sense
of team chemistry.
Two seniors who stood out for their
play on the ice were Clemmensen and
defenseman Rob Scuderi. Clemmensen
now the all-time winningest
goaltender in the NCAA Tournament
robbed the Sioux of certain goals on a
number of occasions. Scuderi continued his masterful NCAA play by helping to shut down North Dakota's super
line of Jeff Panzer, Brian Lundbohm
and Ryan Bayda as well as feeding the
offensive players.
Gionta was also a major factor in
the game although he was held without
a point. The BC captain made his presence known with his patented quick
rushes up the ice and physical presence
despite his diminutive frame.
-

-

The experienceof having played in played with us in the past,"
four straight Frozen Fours paid off as Clemmensen said. "The only regret I
BC looked like the more experienced have is that they didn't hold that troteam despite the fact that North Dakota
phy above their heads because they
was the defending
played a big part
NCAA champion.
in where the BC
"We were there
has
program
in overtime, we
"We were there overcome. They all
own a piece of it
kept pressing and
we
we weren't going
as well."
give
up," and we weren 't
to
Because
to
Clemmensen said.
of the contribuClemmensen
tions of this
attributed much of
year's seniors
Scott Clemmensen
the experience that
and the 2001
he had gained to
Eagles as a
whole, this may
former BC players
who had helped to bring the Eagles out
not be the last national title coming back
of the mires of mediocrity that they had
to Chestnut Hill in this decade. The
been in only five years ago. The 2001
experience gained by the returning
national championship could not have players during that magical night in
been won without names like Mike Albany last weekend and the passing
Mottau, Brendan Buckley, Marty
of the torch of experience to the next
Reasoner and Jeff Farkas being associgeneration of Eagle stars is something
ated with the BC program. It was the thatshould guarantee future success for
experience that these players passed on BC.
to the Class of 2001 that ended in BC's
"We've had a great program here
overtime resurgence last Saturday.
at BC and I'd rather be part of a great
"I thinkwe'd be remiss if we didn't program than a team that wins the
comment about the players who have
championship and never comes back

in
time,
kept pressing
going
give up."
?

again," York said. "We'll be back for a
lot more Frozen Fours."
If hockey is as much of a mental
game as Gionta says, it was the experience of the eight members of the Class
of 2001 who were able to gain the experience to put the Eagles over the top
to become national champions for the
first time in 52 years. The glorious night
in Albany would not have been so glorious without the contrast of emotion
provided by the emptiness of the title
drought. And thanks to the Eagle seniors and their leadership, Boston College is a champion once again.

from
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Jeff [Giuliano] picked off a pass that
he made and he made a great pass to
me and it was just a matter of beating
the goalie," said Kobasew.
Kobasew beat Goehring easily, slotting the puck between a diving defender
and the desperate flailing of the
goaltender.
Senior Mike Lephart would add to
BC's fortune three minutes later when
he collected a pass from defenseman
J.D. Forrest and moved in from
Goehring's left with defenseman Chris
Leinweber covering him tightly.
Lephart didn't have much of an angle,
but ripped a wrist shot anyway. The
puck tipped off of Leinweber's stick,
redirected, and beat Goehring on the
nearpost.
"To score a goal in the national
championship game is icing on the
cake," said Lephart. "I try to do what I
can to help the club, I was happy that I
was able to score a goal tonight."
BC took the 2-0 lead into the second intermission and hopes of a championship grew. But North Dakota would
not go so easily. After playing a tough
third period, BC's lead stood at two. But
with 4:53 left to play, a too many men
on the ice penalty left the Eagles shorthanded. Trailing by two, Blais opted to
pull Goehring in favor of the extra
skater, leaving the net empty and giving BC a chance to end it.
Instead, North Dakota's Tim
Skarperudredirected a shot from Travis
Roche and cut the Eagles' lead to one.
BC clung to the one goal lead, but
Blais would again pull his goalie with
a minute to play, hoping for a miracle.
In an almost identical play, Wes Dorey
redirected a shot from Aaron
SchneekJoth past Clemmensen to tie the
game with 36 seconds to play.
"It doesn't matter if we lose 3-0 or
2-0, we might as well try to go out and
get the first goal of the game. Sure
enough we got one and then we got the
other one right away. You get a little bit
lucky sometimes," said Blais.

"We were rightfully down walking
into the locker room after the goal that
tied it," said York. "It's interesting, we
had Mike Keenan come in and talk to
our team [earlier in the week] and he
was talking about mental toughness. He
said, 'When Jersey tied the Rangers
with five seconds left in the '94 [Stanley
Cup Playoffs], all I said in the locker
room at that time was no matter how
bad you feel about what just happened,
think about how good you're going to
feel if you score the OT goal.' I think
our kids understood what they had to
do."
They certainly did. BC came out
with more intensity than they had in the
game's opening. North Dakota had the
extra period's first chance when Bryan
Lundbohm broke free with 17:50 to
play. Lundbohm fired a shot towards the
upper corner, but Clemmensen's glove
was there to save BC once again.
"At that point in the game, you're
obviously warmed up and you don't
want to take any chances. I didn'tknow
if it was going to go wide or what, but
he let a good shot go and I was fortunate to get a glove on it," said
Clemmensen.
Clemmensen's save kept the Eagles
in the game and gave Kolanos a chance
for his heroics and for the play that will
forever be known as The Move.
For the seniors who've now won
every championship possible, there
wasn't a better way to leave the Heights.
"It's something that, for me, hasn't
set in yet," said Lephart. "I still can't
believe we did it. I've never been among
a group of kids with more character and
more team unity and desire than the kids
on this team right here. We preach team
unity constantly and I think that was
something that got us the win tonight."
"No matter if we won or lost tonight
we were still gonna have a bond. This
sort of solidifies it forever," said senior
assistant captain Bobby Allen. "We can
come back in 10 years and have a reunion and say we were national champions in 2001 and no one can ever take
that awayfrom us."

Clockwise from top: Chuck
Kobasew earned MVP
honors; BC celebrates a
goal against Michigan in
the semifinals; Captain
Brian Gionta signals that
BC is number one.
proved upon his NCAA Tournament

record save mark. At the conclusion of

Mike Lephart battled through a leg injury to score a goal in the title game

Frozen Four Notebook
By

Jake Berry

assistant

sports

editor

Saturday's NCAA Tournament
championship game was Boston College's sixth appearance in the title
game, including three in the last four
years. With the win, the Eagles improved their championship gamerecord
to 2-4.

The game's scoreless first period
was only the second first-frame shutout in title game history, the first com-

ing in 1968 when North Dakota and
Denver skated to a first period tie.
The Eagles-Sioux matchup proved
to be the second consecutive final pairing between the two. BC's win continued the NCAA's streak involving back-

to-back final matchups. Minnesota and
Michigan Tech are the only other teams
to make consecutive appearances in the
championship game. The two faced off
in three straight finals between 19741976, never having a repeat winner.
North Dakota's two third period goals
upped the Sioux's point advantage in
the final period to 5-0 over the Eagles
in the last two title games.
BC's win leaves Boston University
as the only repeat winner in NCAA
Tournament history. The Terriers won
back-to-back championships in 197172.
The game was the fourth for Head
Coach Jerry York, three coming with
BC since his arrival at Chestnut Hill in

1994. York also led the Bowling Green
Falcons to a championship win in 1984.
With the win, York becomes only
the second coach in NCAA history to
lead two different teams to national
championships. Ned Harkness also won
championships with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (1954) and Cornell
(1967, 1970).

BC goaltender Scott Clemmensen
broke two NCAA Tournament records
in the title run. The championship victory granted Clemmensen with his 10th
tournament victory, eclipsing former
Michigan goalie Marty Turco's previous record of nine, set between 199598.
In this game, Clemmensen also im-

the championship contest, Clemmensen
stood at 356 career NCAA tournament
saves, 35 more than former Harvard
goaltender Grant Blair's second-place
total.
Although senior captain Brian
Gionta was held scoreless in the championship contest, he finishes his career
with 15 points (eight goals and seven
assists) in 13 NCAA Tournament
games. This is a mark that leads all
current Eagles.
***

Playing at Albany's Pepsi Arena,
the Eagles improved their neutral ice
record to 9-1-0 on the season, the only
loss having come at Detroit's JoeLouis
Arena when BC fell to Michigan State
in the Great Lakes Invitational.
The championship win granted the
senior class with its 117th victory over
four years, setting the record for the
most wins by any one class in Boston
College history.
The Eagles improved their season
record to 26-0-0 when surrendering two
or fewer goals in a contest. Additionally, BC scored the game'sfirst goal for
the 28th time in 43 games, amassing a
record of 25-3-0 in those games.
With the win over North Dakota,
the Eagles won their 11th consecutive
game. This winning streak is the team's
longest since York took over as head
coach in 1994.
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Softball's Ryan Brings Competitive Fire
By

Ernie Kappotis

heights

By

senior staff

"We are all working
really hard to win the
Big East."
Kim Ryan

It was a beautiful Wednesday afternoon at Shea Field and the Boston College softball team was preparing for the
next day's game at UMass.

?

Before conducting an interview
with The Heights, pitcher Kim Ryan
took her tum at mandatory batting practice. With cheers of "Let's go,
Kimmie!" emanating from teammates
around the field, Ryan smashed a
fastball over the left field fence for a
home run. The smiling sophomore then
hustled over to the bleachers to talk
some Eagles softball.
During her freshman season of
2000, Ryan firmly forged her spot
within the Eagles pitching rotation. She
was not only appointed as the ace of
the staff, but also broke the record for
Big East strikeouts in a seasonby whiffing 106 batters over the course of the
conference schedule.
Ryan's overall total of 197
strikeouts and a miniscule 1.47 earned
run average (ERA) translated into First
Team All-Big East recognition and a
share of the Big EastRookie of the Year
Award. Ryan's several highlights from
last season included tossing a no-hitter
against Providence College.
Ryan hails from Bay Shore, NY and
pitched for four years at Bay Shore
High School. Her team earned state
championships during her sophomore
and junior seasons. During her high
school career, Bay Shore was ranked as
high as 16th in the nation.
Ryan was named New York State
Player of the Year twice. She explains
that her next step after high school was
very logical because she always wanted
to attend Boston College. Her father is
a BC graduate and Ryan has always enjoyed the Boston area.
"The mix of sports and academics
makes BC great," says Ryan.
The right-handed Eagle hurler has
always loved playing softball. She
started pitching at the age of ten. Ryan's
older brother played baseball and her
younger 12-year-old sister is currently
also a softball pitcher. Summer softball
has always been a meaningful component of Ryan's life. She has played for
past summer teams as the Long Island
Chargers and the Montclaire Majesties,
which is a women's major league

squad.
"It [summer softball] is a lot of fun,"
she says. "You get to travel to a lot of
nice places every weekend. It keeps you
in great shape for the season."

which was 16-14 at the time.
Thursday's loss at UMass brings the
team's record to 16-15 and Ryan is focused on the team finishing the season
strong.

Kim Ryan is the ace of BC's pitching staff and has a no-hitter among her many achievements
Ryan is off to a personal 6-3 start
in the 2001 campaign featuring a onehitter against Kent State on February
18. The sophomoretruly sparkled in the
team's early March trip to San Diego
where she won,all three of her starts
against Furman, Portland State and the
University of San Diego.
The victory over Portland State was
a complete game, three-hit perfor-

BASEBALL TEAM GOES THROUGH
UP AND DOWN WEEK
By

Tim Arth

heights

staff

The Boston College Eagles baseball team played an exciting week of
baseball last week as they played four
games in three days. The Eagles lost
an extra inning heartbreaker to the
NortheasternHuskies a week ago, and
split a doubleheader against Brown
University last Thursday. BC then split
a doubleheader at St. John's last Saturday to move to 13-14 on the season,
2-7 in the Big East.
BC lost to Northeastern 4-3 in ten
innings last Tuesday. Starting pitcher
JedBrown gave up one run in the first
inning and two in the second inning.
Senior Chris Gannon came on in relief of Brown in the third inning and
pitched four incredible innings, striking out a season-high seven batters.
The Eagles came flying back with
a vengeance in the fourth inning as BC
had a three-run inning to tie the game
at 3-3. Brian Macchi, Jarett Mendoza
and Jeff Mackor each had RBI singles
in the frame to tie the Eagles with the
Huskies.
The game remained tied until the
10th inning when the Huskies hit a
single and then a game-winning triple
to defeat the Eagles. Head Coach Peter Hughes had mixed emotions following the game.
"We gave up a couple of earlyruns
on defense, and that hurt us for the rest
of the game," said Hughes. Hughes
also hopes that as the Eagles progress,
"We will win those close games in the

future."
BC starter Matthew Duffy gave up

three runs in the first two innings, and
the Eagles kept Brown University off
of the scoreboard for the rest of the
game.
But those three runs were all that
Brown would need as they edged the
Eagles 3-1 in the first game of their
doubleheader. BC was only able to
muster three hits over the entire game.
Their lone run came off of Ryan
Leahy's double in the fifth inning.

SOFTBALL SWEEPS,
THEN SWEPT

After the first game, BC appeared
that they had gotten into a scoring
funk, but that perception was blown
away in a big way in the second game
of the doubleheader. Junior Brian
Macchi went five for five at the plate
with two home runs and nine RBIs to
lead BQpast Brown 17-4.
The Eagles' offensive explosion
accounted for 16 hits, nine of which
went for extra bases. Also having a
big game was Eagle catcher Jeff
Mackor, who went two for three with
two doubles.
Ryan Leahy and Matt Lederhos
also contributed in a timely manner,
each hitting a double and a single in
the game. James Dawson, in his first
career start for the Eagles, allowed
three runs on six hits on the way to
score his first win of the season.
Hughes was pleased with the
team's effort on the day, but realized
why the day had two vastly different

performances.
"We had some kids pressing in the
first game," said Hughes. "We loosened up in the second game and had
some fun. That's the only way to play
baseball."
Hughes also discussed Brian
Macchi's scoring output in the second
game against Brown.
"Brian had as unbelievable of an
individual game as you can have," said
Hughes.
BC split a doubleheader against
St. John's in Jamaica, NY last Saturday.
In the first game, the Eagles were
down 5-2 in the seventh before
Mackor's three-run double set off a
BC scoringbarrage that led the Eagles
to a 10-6 win. Gannon earned the win
to improve to 3-2 on the season. In
the second game, the Red Storm rallied to a 6-3 win.
BC played St. John's again on
Sunday, but results were not available
when The Heights went to press. The
Eagles return to action this afternoon
with a doubleheader against Albany
at Shea Field.

mance. On March 24, Ryan struck out
11 batters in a triumph over Radford in
Virginia. During this outing, she sat
down seven consecutive hitters with

strikeouts.
"I am much more experienced this
year and not as nervous," says Ryan.
She believes that her addition of a
changeup to her repertoire of pitches
this season has increased her stability

on the mound. The team also has a new
pitching coach, Bob Carr, whom Ryan
is very happy to work with.
Despite accomplishing all of this
remarkable success over her first yearand-a-half with the Eagles, Ryan did not
mention any of this individual information during her interview with The
Heights. The only statistic that she
spoke of was her team's overall record,

"We are all working really hard to
win the Big East," she says. "San Diego was a really good tournament. Everything seemed to come together there.
We played tough the whole tournament."
The sophomore truly admires the
dedication, effort and support exemplified by all of her teammates. She greatly
respects and appreciates the leadership
demonstrated by the team captains, seniors Summer Jarratt and Jenn Perrotta.
"The captains are amazing," says
Ryan. "They are great on and off the
field and really hold the team together."
Ryan describes BC Softball as a
mixture of hard work and great fun. She
says thatHead Coach Jen Finley really
pushes the team to excel.
"Coach [Finley] works us hard,"
she says. "We watch film all the time.
They [the coaching staff] work us in a
lot of areas. We work on detail a lot."
But Ryan is not too shy to admit
that the team also has some humor incorporated into its practice routine.
"Earlier today we were hitting real
fruit: apples and oranges," she says.
In San Diego, the team drew lines
on the beach and played.
"We are a very closeknit team and
we are all really good friends," says
Ryan.
Ryan is an English major in the
College of Arts and Sciences. "I like
having the opportunity at BC to learn
about a lot of different topics," she says.
"A broad base of knowledge is good."
With sophomore sensation Ryan on
the mound, the present and future of
Boston College softball appears to be
bright. Her spirited energy and passion
for the game appropriately supplement
her tremendous talent.
Like many BC students, Ryan has
been a little "under the weather" the past
couple of weeks. When she hits the
mound again with full strength, Eagle
opponents should heed this warning:
BC's version of the Ryan Express is
coming soon to a campus near you.

Nikki

Lopreato

heights

staff

The Boston College Softball team
swept St. John's on Saturday and then
dropped two games to Seton Hall on
Sunday. In the first game against St.
John's, the team was down 5-0 after
three innings. BC started its comeback
in the fourth, when Cara Blumfield hit
her seventh homerun of the season.
Going into the seventh, the team was
still down 5-1 beforeBlumfield, Alison
Erbig, Jen Asbury, Jacqui Goodchild,
and Kim Ryan all scored to win the
game. Brooke Shull started the game
and Tekae Malandris pitched the final
six innings for the win. Malandris gave
up two runs on two hits and she struck
out seven.

In the second game, BC was down
1-0 before Asbury tied the game with a
homerun in the fourth. Summer Jarratt
led off the top of the tenth with a single
and went to second on a wild pitch.
Blumfield reached second on an error
and Jarratt scored. Blumfield added
another run when Asbury singled.
Malandris struck out three in the bottom of the tenth to earn her second win
of the day.
On Sunday, Seton Hall was able to
score two runs in the bottom of the first
inning. BC got one run back when
Blumfield scored on a single by Lisa
Fischer in the second. In the fourth, the
Eagles were able to chip in two more
runs. After two walks and a hit batter,
Jarratt scored on a single by Fischer.
Asbury tallied a run when another batter drew a walk with two outs. The Pirates were able to take advantage of two
errors and two wild pitches in the seventh to even the score and then won it
in the bottom of the tenth. Brooke Shull
started the game for the Eagles and
Malandris pitched the final six innings,
striking out 11.
In thesecond game, Seton Hall took
a 1-0 lead in the first. In the second,
Blumfield homered to tie the game.
Erbig singled, stole second and scored
on a single by Malandris. BC scored
again in the fourth when Asbury hit a
homerun. Seton Hall scored three runs
in the bottom of the inning to take a 43 lead. The Pirates went on to win the
game 5-3. Ryan pitched the first four
innings, striking out three. Malandris
finished the game for the team, striking out two and allowing one hit.
Boston College is now 18-17 overall and 3-7 in the Big East. They will
play Brown in a doubleheader on
Wednesday at Shea Field at 3:00 p.m.

Baseball's Extraordinary Joe
By

Chris

heights

...

staff

We all have dreams. Whether it is
to be president, a professional athlete,
or an astronaut (the author included)
there is that higher goal that we all shoot
for. It is only the very fortunate who
get to live out there dreams in real life.
Joe Kealty is one of those people.
Growing up in Framingham, MA
Kealty was your typical New England
kid he wanted to play baseball for the
Red Sox in Fenway Park. While that
dream hasn't entirely come true just yet,
Kealty has fulfilled some other dreams
and overcome a great deal of adversity
in the process.
In high school, Kealty was a baseball and hockey star at local Catholic
Memorial. The youngest of three brothers, baseball was the sport he excelled
at the most, but after a superb senior
hockey season he wanted to find somewhere he could play both sports at a
high competitive level.
"He had the hockey bug," third-year
Head Coach Pete Hughes commented
on his first baseman / left fielder - who
actually recruited Kealty while at Trinity University in Texas. "I remember
him from my days at Northeastern (he
was an assistant coach from 1991-95)
and tried recruiting him when I was in
Texas, but he wanted to play hockey
too."
Some schools, like Northeastern,
Providence, Trinity and some smaller
schools wanted Kealty for his baseball
attributes while other smaller Division
II and 111 teams desired his hockey talents. In the end, only BC and Williams
gave him an opportunity to play both
hockey and baseball. Kealty eventually decided on Boston College because, "it fit more of my idea of a school
good academics and good sports programs."
"I wasn't heavily recruited to play
either sport at BC, but I wanted to come
here. This seemed like the best fit for
me. BC had more of a balance of the
things I wanted," Kealty said reflecting
on his choice of schools.
His decision to come to Chestnut
Hill caused a bit of tension within his
family because his brother, Jeff, was a
-

-

hockey standout at that other school on
Commonwealth Ave., Boston Univer-

sity.
Initially, Kealty was another name
on that now famous and victorious
freshman class of hockey recruits in
1997. After playing with them for much
of his freshman year, Kealty realized his
true calling was baseball.
"It was a great experience and I
knew that I could have competed at that
level. It was a hard decision, but I know
I could never have played hockey without baseball. They are a great bunch of
guys, and I'm still close with them and
I

live

with

[senior

defenseman]
Rob
[Scuderi]. I'm happy

playing baseball. My
brother has always had
hockey and I've had
baseball."
As the dream of
playing two sports at
such a high level began
to dwindle, Kealty then
helped rebuild another
program here at Boston
College, the one he is
most noted for - the
baseball team. This
freshman class with names like
Hubbard, Gannon, Mendoza and
Rogers helped put BC baseball back
where it should be - among the top in
the Big East.
"We are a pretty talented [senior]
class and, it's been great going from a
program that has been at the bottom of
the Big East going to a team where we
set school records for wins the last two
years. It is fun being able to win now
and knowing we can win.
"Everyone is out there playing out
there for and with their best friends. It
makes you want to do the best you can
possibly tin because your friend is out
there too. Winning always makes
things better and brings people closer."
"[Joe] has been a major part in the
rebuilding of this program," Hughes
said. "He has been a cornerstone in the
return of Eagle baseball over the past
four seasons."
Kealty has appeared in 140 of the
team's 174 games, starting 128 of them
including each one since sophomore

year. Never one to take too much credit,
Kealty gives much of it to team unity
and 2000 Big East Coach of the Year
Pete Hughes.
"There has always been a lot of talent here, [Former Head Coach Moe
Maloney] put together a talented group,
and coach Hughes has done a better job
knowing what to dowith that talent and
getting the most out of us. He has given
us confidence to know that we can do
what we are capable of doing out there,"
Kealty said of his coach.
Much like the seniors on the hardwood and in the hockey rink, this group
of nine also has restored the baseball
to
"new
Eagles
Heights." They have
set school record win
totals over the last two
years with 26 and 35
respectively, and last
year made it to the
semifinals of the Big
East Tournament.

Kealty attributes
much of the team's success to cohesive talent
and leadership both
present and past.
Former Eagles, most notably Sean
McGowan and the late Sonny Nictakis
gave Kealty along with his fellow teammates role models to follow both on and
off the field.
Filling McGowan's shoes at first
base was quite a challenge for Kealty
last year, but one he thrived at as he received All Big East First Team accolades. Kealty posted a .326 avg. with
five home runs and team high thirtyfour runs batted in, all after a career
threatening injury in the fall of 1999.
During a fall practice Kealty tore
his ACL and was faced with missing at
least a year of playing sports.
"That was tough mentally and
physically, being away from my teammates all during fall and winter," he remarked.
To make matters worse for the
Kealty family, this was the same time
that Joe's brother Jeff (the aforementioned Terrier), who was on the fast
track to living his dreams in the NHL
with the Nashville Predators' top farm

team in Milwaukee, suffered what
turned out to be a career-ending injury.

As Jeffsuffered from the effects ofpostconcussion syndrome, Joe was rehabbing his knee.
"Last year was a tough year for my
family with both our injuries because
sports is a big part of our lives," Joe
commented. "At times I wish I could
trade our injuries because it's possible
for Jeff to play hockey with a repaired
ACL and for me to play baseball with a
concussion because it's less physical.
It just wasn't meant to be."
Hard work, dedication and support
from teammates and his family, especially from Jeff who Joe sees as inspiration when playing, allowed Joe to
comeback ahead of schedule and lead
the Eagles to such a successful year.
"That shows the kind of person he
is. His character, work ethic and his
approach to the game are remarkable,
he came back from blowing out his knee
to be First Team [All Big East]," praised
Hughes.
"There were other good first
basemen in the league, and it was kind
of a surprise, but it felt really good because some people had counted me out
before the season started," a proud number nine commented.
His superb play earned him a spot
in baseball's premier summer league,
the Cape Cod Baseball League last
summer. The league has produced such
Major League stars like Darren Erstad,
Todd Helton, and Robin Ventura, along
with current Red Sox John Valentin,
Jason Varitek, Mike Lansing and Nomar
Garciaparra. Having a house in Orleans
on the Cape, Kealty and his family always attended Orleans Cardinals games
and seeked out the autographs of the
future major leaguers.
"It was unbelievable. I've always
wanted to play there my entire life. 1
grew up watching those games. Playing in that league last year was like a
dream," Kealty noted. Not one to be
easily intimidated, Kealty played for the
Chatham A's. Again, he was able to gain
confidence after his experience.
"I felt I played better than my stats
indicated and I felt like I was happy with

See KEALTY, B5
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Ryan Leads for Women's Lacrosse
touches the ball, she's a threat to score
a goal, and that makes the kids around

By Roger Smerage
heights

staff

Emily Ryan is the definition of an
all-around player. She contributes everything she can to the Boston College
women's lacrosse team: The only thing
she has not done is try her hand at
goalkeeping.
Ryan, a senior from Franklin, MA
is near the top of the list on the team in
every offensive category. Last season,
she was tied for the most goals with
34, and second in points and assists.
Ryan also is a strong defensive
presence, forcing turnovers and making checks.
On top of this, she takes the draws
for the Eagles, and has 32 draw controls on the season. At one point earlier this season, she led the nation in
that category.
Ryan has been a key part in helping first-year Head Coach Shari
Krasnoo become acclimated to BC.
"She plays offense and defense,
and I think she's really stepped up her
defense," says Krasnoo. "There are
games where she is playing better defense than offense, because she's helping in the midfield trying to get the ball
back for us."
But her play isn't what Krasnoo
appreciates the most.
"It's her second year as captain and
her role as a leader is important to us
both on and off the field," explains
Krasnoo. "She really cares a great deal
about Boston College and BC lacrosse.
The kids look to her a lot to try to make
things happen. [They] look to her to
keep everybody together."
Teammate Lauren Meyers agrees.
"She is a leader. I find her someone to look up to. She sets the example
for the team," Meyers says.
As for her leadership role on the
team, Ryan says, "I like to lead by example. I'm a pretty hard worker. I'm
pretty intense on the field."
This year, Ryan has taken on much
responsibility and made use of her two-

her better. When she gets doubleteamed, she has a good opportunity to
get the ball to someone else to score. I
think she does a good job recognizing
that," says Krasnoo.
Ryan credits her success to the offensive strength of the team as a whole.
"We have so many offensive
threats," she says. "It's good to have a
balanced attack. The more scoring
threats you have, the harder it is for the
defense to focus on one player."
This season has been a struggle for
the Eagles, who are 1-7 so far. However, this is the inaugural season of Big
East women's lacrosse, and BC and
Notre Dame played in the very first
game on March 17. The Irish beat the
Eagles 8-7.
"Looking at some of our losses, it's
deceiving," says Ryan. "There are some
which kill you because you know you
could have won."
Five of the seven losses have been
by three goals or less.
"But I think you have to put things
in perspective. Learn from your mistakes. With one win, it's tough, but
we've played a tough schedule. We play
the more talented teams. I think our
team does a good job pulling together.
We try to stay positive," says Ryan.
With six games left, the Eagles
have a chance to pull together a respectable season. After a game today at Connecticut and next Saturday's game at
Syracuse, Krasnoo's squad plays four
straight home games to close out the
year.
"I think this is the transition year.
We
have a lot of talented players, and
HEIGHTS PHOTO/JOHN KENNEDY
good leaders coming back next year.
Emily Ryan is in her third year as a team leader.
Just being a part of the Big East shows
year captaincy to lead the team. Her
on.
we're taking a step forward," says
offensive numbers this year are lower
"I've always been an all-around Ryan.
than the two previous seasons (Ryan is player. I'm a playmaker and I love ofWhen asked about the thought of a
on a 36-point pace, compared to 50 last fense, but I've always loved defense. team without Ryan, Krasnoo said, "I
year and 58 the year before), but she
If there's one thing I've worked on this think she keeps the team together in a
has stepped up other aspects of the year, it is draw
lot of ways. She's
game that she has always tried to focus controls," Ryan
a great lacrosse
says.
player, and, being
Krasnoo has
a two-year cap"I've always been an
tain, she's a great
noticed this, and
says, "She has 32
leader
on this
all-around player. I'm a
controls,
draw
team.
She'll
be
and being able to actually play where
playmaker and I love
missed in all reall the Red Sox legends have in the past. and I think a week
Above all
It was a bit intimidating playing. (left ago, that led the
offense, but I've always spects.
else, she's a great
nation. She takes
field) against .the Green Monster
the draws for us
loved
person."
though. But to play there, and win a
"She's a
Beanpot as a team was special," and he and is obviously
Emily Ryan
at
it."
hard
worker
and
very
good
is quick to point out, "I actually hit one
Even though
she sets the preceoff the wall and did get a double out
dent,"
she is a balanced
adds
of it."
is
one
the
"It's
that
each
of us
player,
Ryan
major
Meyers.
something
of
scorWith Jeff recovering well and beas underclassmen tries to become."
hind him every step of the way, Joe ing threats for BC.
Her listed position is an attack
Although Ryan has not won any
knows his close family ties will remain
with him and support him wherever he \ving, and attack is exactly what she championships in her time at BC, she
does.
still has tremendous pride in being an
may go in the future. He understands
season,
In
this
she
has
eight
games
Eagle, and faith in her younger teamthe lessons of life and has been through
the tough times and while always quick 15 goals and three assists. Over her four mates and women's lacrosse players yet
to come.
years, she has netted 113 goals and 31
to point out the good ones that he conassists. In her three previous seasons,
"In a couple of years, when we're
sistently enjoys.
"Going through all this made me she either led or was second on the team winning the Big East, I'll just be glad
to be able to say I was part of it," says
appreciate even more what I have and in both shots and ground balls.
"Offensively, every time she Ryan.
enjoy it even more," said Kealty of his
time at BC.

Kealty's Journey
Continued

from

B4

playing against kids of this caliber and
I knew 1 could play with them all
along."
That confidence has carried over
into this season as he is hitting at a .306
clip with eight doubles, one home run,
twenty runs batted in, a .418 slugging
percentage and .456 on-base percentage.
"He's our best hitter, and has been."
Hughes remarked. "He's our three hitter. In a high powered offense, on an
offensive minded team, that was second in the nation in 1999 in offense."
Due in part to a tedious travel
schedule and monsoon size rainstorms,
the team is off to an unexpectedly slow
13-15 overall (2-8 Big East) start, but
Kealty sees no need to panic and accepts some of the blame.
"There is still time to turn it around,
it's still early. We started last year 1-5
and still made the [Big East] tournament. We are just not getting the a lot
of clutch two out hitting that we need
and are used to and I'm partly to
blame. No practice, not being on our
own field, and not playing games every day has been a big factor."
As far as the future is concerned,
the 6'3", 210-pound first baseman and
outfielder is now playing "pain free,"
hopes to get drafted and play in the
majors. But if that doesn't pan out he
would like to play somewhere either in
Europe or Australia.
"He's got a shot [to get drafted].
His versatility is a plus," noted Hughes
of Realty's major league dreams. "He's
focused and that's some added incentive for him in his senior year."
While his dream of playing for the
Red Sox may not come entirely true,
he has played against the Old Towne
Team a few times during the team's
annual game during spring training.
One of his numerous vivid memories
those games was talking to Carl Everett
and Manny Ramirez this year and his
hit off current Red Sox starter Paxton
Crawford last year in his first at bat back
from injury.
"It's always an unbelievable experience. It's pretty fun playing against
those guys you always see on TV getting paid millions of dollars to play all
summer long. Every year we have
played them better and not embarrassed
ourselves, showing the direction that the
program is going," commented a proud
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Kealty.
Chances are that if Kealty does
make it to the big leagues playing in
the existing Fenway Park may be slim,
but he has played there in the Beanpot
Tournaments held every April.
"It was actually one the things I was
looking forward to when I came to BC,
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Catherine Bracy
for the
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While the rest of the BC student

population was gearing up for a hockey
national championship, the men's tennis team was quietly going about its
business keeping its postseason hopes
alive this week with two clutch conference victories over Providence and
Villanova.
Against Providence on Tuesday,
the Eagles completed their seventh
sweep of an opponent this season by a
score of 5-0.
Justin Slattery (7-5, 6-3), Brad
Anderson (6-4, 6-0) and Tim Brennan
(6-1, 6-0) were all straight set victors,
and each of the three doubles teams
won their matches.
The tennis Eagles then played on
Saturday, dropping only one match to
a scrappy Villanova squad. Again,
Slattery (6-1, 6-4) and Brennan (6-1,
6-0) were victorious in straight sets and
Anderson (6-1, 6-7, 6-2) won a hard
fought match at the number three
singles spot while Paul Colahan won a
10-8 tiebreaker.Jason Cowett dropped
the only match of the week 3-6, 4-6.
"This is the second of three mustwin matches for our team," said captain Matt Stutz after his win at number
two doubles in the Villanova match.
"Again, like with Providence, the team
played well and we came away with
an easy victory."
The last of those must-win matches
comes Sunday when the Eagles face off
against St. John's. The Eagles are in a
fight with the Red Storm to make it to
the Big East Tournament. If the Eagles
win, they are in the Big East Championship Tournament. If they lose, the
Johnnies will go.

The men's tennis team has a
few must-win matches ahead if
it is going to make the Big
East Tourney.
"Every Big East match is crucial
in order to qualify for the championship," said senior Justin Slattery. "With
the season winding down and the
senior's careers coming to an end everyone is giving their all to make this
season the best one yet."
Coach Rob Miller is optimistic
about the Eagles' chances. "Each
player, starter and reserve, has contributed in their own way to make our team
strong," said Miller. "We've never lost
focus on our goals. I've been proud of
this team from the first day ofpractice.
?They deserve to qualify for the Big
East."

A THLETES MAKE 2000-01 SEASONS
MEMORABLE FOR SUPERFANS
Continued from Bl
It started with soccer, cross counfall. The high expectations for women's cross country
were met with fury. The women captry and football in the

tured the Northeast Regional Cross
Country championship, and then went
on to place fourth at the NCAA Championships. Soccer followed suit, with
both men's and women's teams marching through the season. The men's team,
picked to finish ninth out of 12 teams
in the coaches' pre-season poll, surprised everyone but itself and won the
league tournament. The women's team,
always a force, continued its winning
ways before falling in the semifinal to
rival Notre Dame. Football finished the
regular season with a record of 6-5, respectable enough to earn the Eagles a
berth in the Aloha Bowl where they
defeated Arizona State 31-17.
Men's hockey hit the ice with a
championship sweep on the mind?a
sweep they completed with amazing
precision. They captured the Beanpot,
a tournament I was assured we would
never win because it's a test of theheart
that the boys weren't ready for. Basketball tipped off in the waning months of
the semester without much fanfare, then
proceeded to complete one of the greatest turnarounds in college hoops history and win back the crowds in the
process. Somewhere in the midst of it
all, Smith captured her national title.
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And so the fairy tale concludes with
everything an Eagle could have hoped
for. The rewards for the players are well
deserved and campus morale is at an
all-time high. The recent successes have
made everyone a believer.
Somewhere along the way, there's
always a way to tie it back to our Jesuit
roots. In Matthew 9:1-8, Jesus encounters a paralyzed man to whom he says,
"Take heart, son: your sins are forgiven." Onlookers scoff at this statement, claiming if Jesus was truly who
he was said to be, he would cure the
paralyzed man of his ailment. Jesus
turns and says, "For which is easier, to
say, 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say,
'Stand up and walk' ?" He then proceeds
to heal the paralyzed man, telling him
to rise and walk.
The story holds a lot of weight
around here. Instead of giving into the
non-believers such as the former editor, it seems that the Eagles of all playing surfaces didn't fold in the face of
strife; rather, they gathered strength
from the diehards, the ones who sat in
the nearly empty arenas, felt the same
heartbreak at overtime losses and nearly
cried in defeat.
We will never forget this year. For
seniors, it's a rousing send off. For the
rest of us, it's a year to compare everything else to. It's the year thathas given
all of us?cynics and diehards?a reason to believe.
It's the Year of the Eagle.
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
ROLLS ON

MBA 5K RACE BENEFITS
JIMMY FUND
By

John

Muething

heights

staff

The annual Boston College
MBA Challenge was held last Saturday. The race attracted over 150
runners from Boston College and
other schools in the surrounding
area. The course was a five-kilometer loop around the Boston College
campus, starting just outside of the
Plex.
Proceeds from the race benefited
the Jimmy Fund, an organizationthat
fights cancer in children and adults
at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
in Boston. They help to raise the
chances of survival for cancer patients throughout the world.
2001 marked the secondyear that
the BC MBArace has been in existence.
"The race started as a way to
raise moneyfor the Jimmy Fund and
as a way to provide some healthy
athletic competition between students at Boston College and some of
the other schools in the city," said

By

race organizerEdwardTai, CGSOM
'02.
Other schools taking part in the
race included Harvard, MIT, Babson,
BU and Bentley. This year'srace was
won by Tim Tapley of Albany, NY.
Tapley completedthe five kilometers
in 17:12. This broke the previous
record of 17:33 that was held by
Frank Klemovitch of Chestnut Hill.
Klemovitch came in second with
a time of 17:22. Jonathan Wyner of
Cambridge won the 36-to-50 age division with a time of 17:40.Shiveen
Crumpton of New Zealand won the
women's trophy, finishing in 17:50.
Ed Kirby of Brookline won the 51to-65 age group trophy, finishing in
25:46.
When asked about the future
prospects of the race Tai seemed upbeat.
"It's a goodrace and a good time
for everyone involved. It's a great
way to take part in some friendly
competition and raise money for a
great cause. We hope to continue
with this for years to come," said Tai.

HEIGHTS PHOTO / SAMANTHA MASSIE

Over 150 runners participated in the second annual Boston College MBA Challenge on Saturday
to benefiit the Jimmy Fund.

Senior co-captain Emily Ryan netted four goals and freshmen Rachel
Bausch and Tara Morley netted three

Allie Weiskopf
editor

The men's hockey players weren't
the only Eagles experiencing triumph
in Albany Saturday. The women's lacrosse team (2-7) added its second win
to its season record crushing Albany 2010.
"The game against Albany was ,a
great opportunity for us to show that
we were better than we had been playing," junior Lauren Miller said. "The
game came at the right time because we
needed a boost in morale. We took the
opportunity to show what we could do
and how well we could play."
Miller led the Eagles with six goals
and three assists, a career high.
"Since it wasn't as challenging of
a game as some of our other Big East
competitors, 1 used the game to work
on some things and improve," Miller
said.

Tue 4/10

Tue. 4/10
Tue. 4/10
Tue. 4/10
Wed. 4/11
Wed. 4/11
Wed. 4/11
Thur.4/12
Sat. 4/14
Sat. 4/14
Sat. 4/14
Sat. 4/14
Sat. 4/14 '

Baseball vs..Albany (2)
Women's tennis at Boston University
Men's tennis vs. Boston University
Women's lacrosse at Connecticut
Softball vs. Brown (2)
Men's golf at Mass. State Championship
Baseball vs. Rhode Island
Baseball vs. Pittsburgh (2)
Baseball vs. Connecticut (2)
Softball vs. Providence (2)
Women's rowing vs. Colby & Coast Guard
Men's lacrosse at Canisius
Women's lacrosse at Syracuse
-

Miller both netted two goals each.
"Rutgers was a tough game," Miller
said. "We were very frustrated afterwards because Rutgers didn't really
beat us; we lost it for ourselves. We
knew after the game that we didn't play
our hardest or our best, so we took Al-
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bany as the chance to redeem ourselves
and show we were better than what we
had showed against Rutgers."
Again, Zeller out-saved her opponent 12-10, but her defensive lead did
not help the team.
"We weren't working as a team

paper is due at 9 a.m.

Y)ur term

The Boston College women's tennis team is about to wrap up one of the
most successful seasons in school history. On Saturday, the Eagles closed
out their home schedule with a convincing 7-0 trouncing of Providence College. On Senior Day, all three seniors
played and won, wrapping up a terrific
four-year career at BC in which the
Eagles have moved from being a strong
program on the rise, to one of the best
programs in the country.
"I am very proud of them," Head
Coach Nigel Bentley said.
Seniors Cynthia Tow, Kiren
Fernando, and Angela Niznik played
their final home match on Saturday and
are on a roll going into the Big East
Tournament, which begins a week from
Friday. The women wrap up with a
match against cross-town rival Boston
University this Tuesday.
"We crushed Providence," Bentley
said. "Hopefully we'll stay sharp for our
match against Boston University and
stay sharp going into the tournament."
The match on Saturday featured
wins by all seniors Tow, Fernando and
Niznik.

By Roger Smerage, Heights Staff

goals apiece.
For the eighth time this season,
freshman goalie Rachel Zeller outsaved her opponent, blocking 16 shots.
"I don't think Albany was as strong
as Rutgers," Zeller said. 'Their shots
weren't as close as the Rutgers players
who shot tight on the crease. Our defense was working together against Albany more than Rutgers."
Despite their success in New York,
the Eagles suffered a loss earlier last
week, falling to Rutgers, 7-19.
The Eagles set their fate against the
Scarlet Knights during the first half of
the game, scoring their only three goals
during the first seven minutes, leaving
a 10-point gap (3-13) at the half.
The defense, led by Zeller, stepped
up in the second half, only allowing the
Knights to score six goals. Ryan and

"

The 13-14 Eagles play two non-conference games with the Great Danes.
With a 9-6 record, women's tennis takes on the 6-6 Terriers.
Men's tennis, 11-9, hosts the Terriers.
At 2-7, the Eagles look for theirfirst Big East win against the 1-5 Huskies.
The 18-15 Eagles face the 2-20 Bears from Brown.
Men's golf participates in the State Championships.
The 15-11 Rams come to town for one game.
A Big East doubleheader with the 15-12 Panthers.
The Eagles' home stand continues against the 14-14 Huskies.
The week of Providence continues When the 14-13Friars come to BC.
A dual meet for the rowing team against the White Mules and Coast Guard.
The 0-7 Eagles face the 4-1 Golden Griffins.
The inauguralBig East season continues for BC in Upstate New York.

against Rutgers," Zeller said. "If you
play individual defense against your
player you aren't as successful as when
you see ball and see girl. In Rutgers
there were a lot of fast breaks. We were
able to play against Albany better because we had better control over the

ball. We also communicated better in
the Albany game. After our loss to
Rutgers we wanted it even more. Hopefully thatwill make us want the UConn
win even more."
The Eagles travel to Connecticut
tonight in a Big East match-up.
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This Week in BC Sports

WOMEN'S LAX WINS IN ALBANY
By
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Golf Teams Have Men's Lax Remains Upbeat
Quiet Resurgence
By

heights

By

Brian Denitzio

heights

editor

Due to the rebirth of men's basketball and the continued success of the
Eagles' hockey program another team
here at the Heights has been overlooked
of late.
The Boston College women's golf
team has undergone a renaissance of its
own in recent years and all of this
growth is soon to come to a head. While
the spring season
typically
is
tough, due to the
unpredictability
of the weather
and other circumstances, this season will serve as
a springboard to
future success for
the Eagles.
In
recent
years the team
has gained a great
deal of respect
both in the Big East conference and in
the region. The team looks strong for
the spring season.
'The team is as strong top to bottom as I' ve seen it in the last four years,"
said senior captain Meghan Donoghue.
"Any one of our girls is capable ofplacing very high in any tournament."
This may not sound like anything
special, but when one takes into account
the Eagles' starting line up will typically include as many as two freshmen
and a sophomore the depth is all the
more impressive.

Coming off of a fall season in which
the Eagles grabbed a handful of top ten
finishes, the team was looking to continue their success in the spring.
The Eagles' began the spring season with a training trip to California
over spring break. During this week the
team was able to practice in ideal conditions at championship courses, such
as the renowned Los Angeles Country
Club and PGA West. All of this was
made possible by Boston College
alumni who played a large role in gaining the team access to play at such phe-

faced with an uphill climb towards their
goal of reaching the Big East Tournament.

In their first outing of the spring
season the Eagles turnedin a solid per-

formance. At the George Washington
Invitational held April 1-2, the Eagles
placed 15th out of 29 teams. Leading
the team was freshman Sean
Mcßeynolds, whose two-day total of
158 earned him 28th place. Finishing
one stroke behind was senior captain
Mike
Rich.

Mcßeynolds,
Rich and freshman Christopher
Sanossian are the
players who, in
Tilgham's absence, will be
asked to step it
up.
In spite of
the loss of their
leading scorer the
Eagles are not
just going to roll
over and let the season pass them by.
Coach Drum still has high hopes for his
squad.
"If we come together as a team we
have an excellent chance of reaching the
Big East Tournament," said Drum.
Thus far it looks like his team has
answered the call. With solid performances from his freshman, as well as
core performances by his veterans,
there's no reason why Coach Drum
shouldn't expect good things from his
team.

Looking ahead for next season,
Drum has signed a group ofrecruits that
he is so excited about he could only
describe them with a series of adjectives. Drum called his incoming class
of Tim Connors, Matt Monahan and lan
Mcßride "standout," "solid" and "terrific." With the return of Tilgham next
season, an experienced group of returning starters, and a core group of recruits,
the future looks bright for the Eagles'
golf team.
The men's team's next match is the
weekend of April 7 at the Yale Spring
Invitational.

vote themselves as much as any college

Michael Teevan
senior staff

It might come across this way
sometimes, but a big-time basketball
player who uses a school as a springboard to the NBA doesn't define the
college sports landscape. (See Griffin,
Eddie.) A situation like that is the exception. A group of student-athletes
like those that make up the Boston Colbetter exlege men's lacrosse team
emplifies the rule.
This set of Eagles reminds you of
what it's all about. It's not about wins
and losses as much as it is about playing hard, being a team and having fun.
MikeAdair, Dan Doucette and Brendan
Sullivan, the team's three captains,
make sure to instill that attitude in their
team before all else, because it's exactly
that kind of attitude that has enriched
their years at BC.
The route that each of the players
took to BC was different. Adair was a
high school Ail-American at New
Canaan High School in Connecticut.
Doucette, a resident of Newton, transferredfrom West Point, where he played
hockey, because he thought he would
be a better fit at BC. The New Hampshire-born Sullivan is from a family of
Eagles ? his father, brother, sister and
cousin all attended BC. As a promising
high school quarterback, he suffered a
thumb injury in his senior year, making lacrosse the center of his attention.
"It's turned out pretty well," Sullivan
said of the way things have worked out.
"The funny thing about the three of
us is that it's a good mixture. We're all
very differentpersonalities," Adair said.
"Sully is the hardest worker I have ever
seen on the field, but he's also the quietest kid. I'm a loud kid who's yelling
and always talking. Douce is the nice
guy who's laid-back and veryapproachable, and he's a lot more cool-headed
than I am."
The seniors have traveled quite a
windy road since arriving at BC. During a hopeful freshman season, the
members of the team discovered that
the sport would be demoted to club status for the 2002-2003 school year, a
devastating blow that steered recruits
and resources elsewhere and sunk the
team's prospects for success. Ever since
then, they've had to play hard and de?

?

athletes, despite knowing that their labor of love is headed for extinction. This
season, the team has gone winless in
its first seven games. (The hardest
games of their schedule were early on;
Adair says, "It was like the reverse of
the Al Skinner [approach].") Still, all
the negativity that threatens the team
doesn't engulf the group.
"I think everyone, even though it's
difficult to keep a positive attitude with
therecord we have, has stayed positive,"
Doucette said. "Most people have
stayed positive and

focused on trying to
continually improve and get better
and address certain
problems we have.
I think it's happento
ing.... Even with
the losses, we're
trying to take whatever we can out of
the games
some
sort of learning experience. We do
certain aspects well
and certain [others]
not so well, but we focus more on the

personalities I've met. I've met on that
team. And despile the fact thai we practice real hard and wc alt get along, and
even though we arc 0-7, we still have a
lot of fun. Wc have so many factors
against us. we almost make a joke of it
now. We still manage to have a positive
outlook and have a little fun with it."
"I've definitely over the course of
the last four years had second thoughts

future.
The story from the men's tee is a
little different. After a very promising
fall season that saw the Eagles place in
the top ten in every event they played
in, the squad was hoping to continue
that success in the spring. Drum was
looking for his team to qualify for the
Big East Tournament and make some
noise. However,when team captain and

?

"I think everyone,
even though it's difficult keep a positive
attitude with the
record we have, has
stayed positive."
Dan Doucette

?

?

positive."
The seniors, almost all of whom
live in Voute, have relied largely on
friendship to get through the last four
years. It's easy to see why. Only their
teammates can understand what it's
truly been like to come to a school with
one expectation and then to encounter
a completely different reality. With all
that's happened and a time commitment
that averages up to four hours a day,
the captains say that, naturally, thoughts
of quitting the team have not been uncommon.

"I know for a fact that probably
every senior has had thoughts about
quitting," Adair said.
"I'm sure everyone on the team has
confronted that at one point or another
and just made the decision to keep playing lacrosse," Sullivan said.
However, when asked if the responsibility has been worth it in spite of the
obstacles, the answers are resounding.
"Oh yeah, God yeah," Adair explained. "That's one of the good things
about it. We' ve lucked out that we have
a great group of guys. Some of the best
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leading scorer Rich Tilgham went down
for the season with a knee injury the
Eagles were forced to band together to
hopefully stay on the very promising
track on which they found themselves.
During the fall, the Eagles put up a
stellar record. The team began the fall
season with consecutive ninth-place finishes at the Yale and the Dartmouth
Invitationals. After that, the team caught
fire and rattled off a string of top-five
finishes including taking first place at
the ECAC Qualifier, followed by a
fourth-place finish in the ECAC.
With all this momentum heading
into the spring season, things were looking up for the men of the links. But with
the loss of Tilgham the Eagles were

everyone really care about them as
people and not just say, 'Oh, he's on
my team' or whatever."

All three captains said that their
fellow seniors (including Cort Duda,
Nick Hayman and Tom Smith) have as
much to do with the direction of the
team as they do. Adair said that Andy
about it. But the best decision 1 made Koch, in the middle of a banner indiwas lo keep doing it. The pros definitely
vidual season, is "definitely, handsdown, the funniest kid on the team,"
to be able to be
outweigh the cons
on a team, and occasionally, things
before ranking J.B. Garth in that catclick, you start egory as well. Teammates say that
scoring some goals midfielder Taylor Whitman does well
and having some for the team even when he's not on the
fun, and it's worth field.
it."
"Whitman is really good with the
Sullivan
younger guys," Adair said. "He makes
said the value of the a pretty good effort to get to know a lot
camaraderie outof them. We've ended up befriending a
weighs the forces lot of the younger guys this year more
that might have than most."
The Eagles have four contests repulled them away.
"We're all maining, with one final home game on
friends, which I April 28 at 1 p.m. against Holy Cross.
think is rare for The seniors agree that the rest of the
both teams. All the slate is comprised of winnable games.
seniors get along Their goal is to win the rest of the way
and we go out together. We'lfhang out
"I'd like to win out, if we can. If
and have a good time," Sullivan said.
we put together a full effort and play a
"As much as people say that wins and full game, I think we have a good shot
losses are so important, the people and we can still realistically win most
you've met and formed friendships with of the games," Doucette said.
"It's realistic to say that we can
along the way, and the coaches you've
[win]," Sullivan said. "As much as we
met and learned from, are just as important. Years from now, you're not
say how nice it is to be around friends,
going to care you lost a game to Marist. the top priority is still winning."
I'll remember the times like the bus
As the final month looms for the
rides, things like that."
seniors of the men's lacrosse team, the
"I think what says a lot about the team is feeling better about its chances.
Adair, for instance, feels energized by
senior class this year is that, considering that they're cutting our sport and the prospect of a winning month to cap
we found that out our freshman year, his career.
"[Friday] night's practice was probto see how many of the kids still stayed
around for four years. That just says so ably the best practice we' ve had as long
much, because we liked hanging out as I can remember here at BC," Adair
with each other and being part of the said. "For some strange reason, we all
team, rather than it was just about gowere relaxed, confident, and we played
the best lacrosse I've seen us play in
ing out there and playing the games."
"1 think most of the team gets along four years at BC."
"I felt almost nauseous, because I
and enjoys each other's company," echDoucette.
"It's
difficult
with
40
haven't
had that feeling since high
oes
guys for everyone to know stuff about school."

nomenal courses.

Coming off of this trip the Eagles
opened their season officially at theii
host tournament, the Lady Eagle Invitational. This tournament is held at the
prestigious Oyster Harbors Golf Club
in Osterville, Massachusetts. The Lady
Eagle is another event aided by BC
Trustee Thomas Vanderslice, who is a
member at Oyster Harbors who sponsors the tournament.
This year the Eagles awoke on day
two of the tournament to find themselves in the midst of a small snowstorm. Such conditions made playing
very difficult and this, was reflected in
the scores across the board. The team
ended up taking home fourth place over
all.
Ahead on the horizon for the Lady
Eagles are the University of Hartford
Championship, Massachusetts State
Championship and the Northeast
Championship. The team will look to
maintain its focus in the face of whatever the weather may bring and turn in
three solid performances to conclude
their season.
In college golf, especially in the
New England area, the fall season is
typically the most productive and most
important. Next fall, not only will the
Eagles be losing only one starter in
Donoghue, they will return an experienced and talented group of underclassmen and be bolstered by a solid recruiting class. The Lady Eagles are a force
now and will only get stronger in the
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Dreamer Examines His Pillow Not Just a Bedtime Story
By

The play starts
out with Tommy
trying to figure

Aaron Butler
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"Know thyself is a phrase that gets
thrown around quite a bit. Some may
know that term from The Matrix or
"Hamlet," but it can also be used to
summarize the moral of the play "The
Dreamer Examines His Pillow."
"Dreamer" is an offbeat comedy
that tries to explain, through a dejected
couple and a wise, yet flawed father,
the idea that life is not as complicated
when compared to life in bed. The play
was written by John Patrick Shanley,
the author of Moonstruck and Joe Versus the Volcano. Shanley uses three
players
Tommy, Donna and Dad
to ex- plain what his opinion oflife is
and through sarcasm and philosophy,
he manages to make it a very entertaining play.
For as much as the dialogue of the
play was entertaining it was the
actual actors that put this performance over the top. Andrew Hopkins,
CSOM '02, played the role of
Tommy. For the majority of the play,
it was hard to decide whether
Hopkins was playing himself or the
character because his performance was
so compelling. He made all the reactions and emotions seem like they were
his instead of part of Tommy's charac?

to

?

ter.

Tommy (Andrew Hopkins) is a confused, struggling character.

himself out. His
girlfriend, Donna
him,
confronts
and he admits

The part of Donna was played by
Lorena Segura, A&S '01. She gave an
outstanding performance as a

Donna (Lorena Segura) chats with her father.

cheating on
Donna with her 16year-old sister,
Mona.
From that point
on, all emotional
hell breaks loose as
Tommy and Donna
try to figure each
other out. They both
love each other, but
they
haven't
figured
o

woman disheartened by the man
she loves. Segura gives a Brooklyn accent that is dead-on since she did not
over-do it, as if it were spoken natu-

rally.
Matt Kaplan, A&S '01, plays
Donna's dad and he gives a great performance as a cynical and sarcastic
Buddha figure, but he has flaws since
he gained his knowledge through life
experience. Kaplan plays the dejected
former artist with excellent acting skills.
To sum up the acting of this play, it was
nearly perfect and each one of these students made the characters come alive
for the audience.

u

ined his pillow after a night of
bad dreams that he gave up
painting. Through sarcasm and wit,
Dad ends up reuniting Tommy and
Donna because he made them believe
that they must "live by your law and
trust you heart
you can never go
wrong."
This play ended up being a kind
of morality tale, but one that examines
the ideas in life. The dialogue was excellent to listen to, but it was the actors that truly made this play. The impact of this play can be summed up by
a line from it: "Life is about our connection to each other, our love, our
family, our friends. We are never
alone."
?

t

what life is and that is
what is holding them back.
To figure out her problems, Donna goes to
her father. In this exchange, her dad offers up
advice like a wise and
aged philosopher
knowledge gained through
rough life experiences, including the death of his
wife. He imparts the
knowledge that life in the
real world is very simple
compared to life inbed.
It was when he exam-

-

Donna's dad (Matt Kaplan) offers
interesting advice.

Imani Reflects Spirituality Blue Men Stand Out in a Crowd
By

Kate McMahon
heights
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staff

There is a reason that gospel music
is so often referred to as "soul," and one
need look no further thanVoices of Imani
in order to appreciate how those terms
have become interchangeable. latent,
contrast and soul marked their annual
spring concert, aptly titled Reflections,
which was held at the Trinity Chapel on
Newton Campus last Friday evening. The
event came at the beginning of Black
Family Weekend and catered to an eager
audience that packed the pews and stood
along the chapel's walls.
The song selections for this concert
were a bit more varied in style than
usual. Some of the more traditional
sounding songs, backed up by a group
of musicians from Berklee College of
Music, built up to some more experimental tunes further into the show.
Director Hubert Walters hoped to
"take us back to the islands" with "My
Lord is Sweet/Real," a jumpy calypso
spiritual, and then back to the traditional
"By and By" with a memorable solo by
John Richardson, A&S '01.
In the tradition of spirituals "woven out of the experience of slavery,"
Walters introduced the a cappella
stylings of "The New Fisk Jubilee Singers," a smaller group within the Voices
whose graceful lamentations were met
with a standing ovation.
The finale consisted of a medley entitled "Walk Down Memory Lane," then
some slower tunes, ultimately exploding
into the fever of "When the Spirit" and
"Grateful," featuring an impassioned solo

Paul Voosen
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Voices of Imani performed their spring show last week.
by Shedrick Gavin, A&S '02.
Reflections ended with Richard
Smallwood's "Total Praise," a Voices
classic, before breaking into a vibrant
encore of old favorites while former
members joined the stage in front of an
audience that had taken to dancing in
the aisles, clapping and stomping in
unison with the singers before them.
Voices has a distinct ability to flood
any space with their presence. Collectively, they reach every person and fill
every of corner of the room with their
song and their undeniable respect and
commitment to the music and its message. Their concerts begin and end with
a prayer, but it is during the concert itself that people witness this surrender,
this air of complete reverence. Often, the
singers clutch their chests and closetheir
eyes, swaying as they give themselves
to music and their audience.
The Voices' humility and love for
their ministry is instantly apparent, as the

audience realizes the performers are also
having fun on stage. The effect is a kind
of contagion: They tickle something inside of the audience, which bubbles with
desire to be part of the experience.People
sway, clap and ultimately spring to their
feet, wanting to be a part of it all.
There was a bittersweet note to the
show, as time was taken out to honor
the graduating seniors who were each
presented with a rose. Graduating members of Voices included: Alexandra
Calixte, A&S '01; Grade Taylor, president and A&S '01; Jasmine Martinez,
A&S '01; Ngozi Onunaku, A&S '01;
Shinique Williams, CSOM '01;
Michelle Malalis, A&S '01; Pauline
Lugira, A&S '01; Plumyenne Penka,
LSOE' 01; Virginia Thomas, A&S 01;
Allison Graham-Smith, A&S '01;
Beatriz Barros, A&S '01; Brooke
Barker, LSOE '01; Jessica Suarez, A&S
'01; Ramon Gupta, CSOM '01; and
Richardson.

staff

Has it ever seemed to you that everyoneyou know has seen theBlue Man
Group? And weren't they always so enthusiastic aboul the show that, upon
learning you had not gone, they immediately told you something to the effect
of, "You must see this show." They were
right: You must see this show.
The Blue Man Group's presentation of their theatrical experience,
"Tubes," is an amazing blend of modern irony, gags, social commentary and
acting that almost defies description.
In fact, to describe actual scenes from
the show is almost doing you a disservice, for an essential part of the experience of "Tubes" are the surprises the
Blue Men spring on the audience, one
after the other. So instead, here's a
list of things to be prepared for
when considering your first excursion
to the Charles Playhouse.

Be prepared to
have your senses saturated. "Tubes" may be
one of the most intense
workouts your eyes and
ears will ever get. It
skirls

with the cast, the

three Blue Men, heads
covered in heavy blue
paint, wearing black
clothing and the band
wearing strips ofblacklight activated clothing,
giving them an almost
skeletal appearance. But
PHOTOS COURTESY OF WWW.BLUEMAN.COM
this is just the beginThe Blue Men shower the audience with toiletpaper.
ning.
The Blue Men will expose you to pressing themselves through subtle facial
color in a way that is supremely unnatuand body movements or scrolling text
ral, colors that are normally rare and displays. Yet they say more with their mufleeting in natural life, neonreds and yelsic than they ever could with their
lows, glowing under black light; colors mouths. The Blue Men make music on
more often consigned to billboards or tubes, barrels, anything that can register
television than on a stage. And the color, percussion. They create driving music
combined with lighting, is used to great from humble roots, taking the audience
effect, emphasizout of its laughter for a moment and leaving music as they ing them in wonder.
Be prepared to participate. The
play, or stunts the
men perform, or Blue Men love the crowd and Jell-O.
simply for dazzling They choose two audience membersand
the audience.
involvethem in onstage gags, injecting a
sense of improv into the show as the Blue
Color's partners in crime in Men deal with whatever the audience
"Tubes" are music
member does next. And they also venand speech
or
ture into the audience, playing with memrather, lack of bers, teasing them and tearing down the
speech. The three public shyness that dominates American
Blue Men are eslife? at least for two hours. Finally, the
sentially mimes, climax of the show involves an experiand never talk dur"Tubes" is a must-see
ing the show, exSee BLUE MAN, C4
-

?

'

Blue Man Group's

All-Female Madrigals Produce Delightful Sounds
By David Buckley
heights

staff

Maprigals \MA-dri-gahls\, n.: One of
Boston College's many a cappella
groups, differing from its contemporaries in its solely female membership and
focus on vocal music that both originated
and blossomed in Italy during the Renaissance-see "delightful," "fun" and "great
way tp spend a Friday evening."

Within the span of two acts in two
hours, the 10 young women who compose the group managed to lead their audience through a blissful array of emotions during their Cafe last Friday night.
Under the guise of director Jean
Meltaus, these young mistresses of
music presented 13 songs to the
healthy-sized crowd that attended,
peppering their vocal performances
with a series of witty and hilarious

The all-female Madrigals delivered thrilling a capella last Friday.

skits. In a long-standing tradition, the
evening drew to a close with the same
song that opened the performance
present alumni were invited to join
their comrades on the stage to perform
"Sing We and Chant It" to a happy and
content audience.
As put by one member of the group,
this year was the Madrigals' year of "recuperation"; not only had they lost their
director ofmany years, Tish Blaine, but
the departure of much of the previous
year's senior talent left the group slightly
weaker than they would have liked to
havebeen.
Despite such setbacks, the group
absolutely shone; a mixture of old favorites, currents hits, classical pieces,
and humorous skits made the evening
quite rewarding. A quartet composed
ofKatie Dailey.A&S '03, Becky King,
A&S '02, Mimi Tang, LSOE '03,
and Debbie Vail, A&S '01, serenaded
the audience with a rendition of
"Come Again," each of the four
voices blending smoothly with one
another's while each, in turn, gently
taking the spotlight at one point or another.
Tatyana Yakovleva, A&S '04, ener-

-

getically infused the night with her solo
performance of "Big Spender" from the
play "Sweet Charity," her purple-feathered boa and seductive dance movements
accompanying the song nicely.
Cindy Yang, LSOE '02, through
her participation in skits and her introduction ofthe group to the audience
at the beginning of the evening, regaled the audience with what appeared
to be a natural sense of humor accompanied by her contagious enjoyment
of the evening. The fun that she
and Debbie Vail had in performing
"My BC Sweatshirt" was obvious to
all.
Irene Novak, A&S '04, and Ashley
The Madrigals performed a variety of old and current hits
Wright, A&S '04, caused an uproar of
laughter when performing their skit,
While appreciative of the amount
"Operatic Club," a set of comedic meplayed in her excellent portrayal of Sean
dieval/ operatic remakes of pop hits.
Connery in the group's adaptation of of people that did attend their Cafe", the
With renditions of classics such as Saturday Night Live's "Celebrity JeopMadrigals wish that more BC students
"Medieval Woman" and "Who Let the ardy."
would turn out for their performances.
Melissa Mohan, A&S '04, also "We're not as well known as the other
Dogs Out?," along with lyrics along
the lines of "What a wench wants /
dominated the stage in her solo perforgroups," explained Dailey. From this
What a wench needs," the skit kindled
mance of "But I Do Love You" from
one performance, it is clear that these
and fed the hysterical laughter of the the box-office hit Coyote Ugly. Her young women not only possess as much
audience.
talent as the other a cappella groups,
earthy voice tempered with a fine viLiz Wilber's, A&S '04, incredible brato and fluid body motions made her but deservejust as large a following, as
dry wit and humor was clearly dispiece a success.
well.
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MUSI C
The Boss is Better Than Ever Harper, Colvin Still Rocking
could be further
from the truth.
While it is clear
that he is not a
portrait of eternal
youth, he has
aged and matured gracefully
into his 50s and
explored his ca-

By

Matthew Harmon
for the

heights

His story could not be any more

quintessentiallyAmerican. In a time of
great peril for American music, a hero
rises out of the urban, seaside community of Asbury Park. NJ. Armed with
his vintage Fender Telecaster, he saves
a generation from the villains of corporate rock and disco music with his
own style of rock 'n' roll. Through his
music, he gives the common man a

voice while tapping into the veins that
run throughout America.

This is the legend of Bruce
Springsteen. It is a legend that all rock
fans have known well ever since
Sprinsteen released Born to Run in
1975. However, the term "legend" may
not be fitting in this case. Legend often
implies a person or subject that has
faded away.
In regard to Springsteen, nothing

manship. The number is a sweeping
rocker that speaksof friendship and faith
in the fashion of which he is capable. The

****

number was also theusual closer for each
of the shows on the recent tour.
In addition to this traditionally-styled
song, the album also includes "American Skin (41 Shots)," a tune about the
shooting of unarmed Guinean immigrant
Amadou Diallo by New York City popabilities as a lice in 1999. Unafraid of controversy,
musician and Springsteen incorporated the song into
the tour's set list, despite threats of boyperformer. Concotts and protests by police.
tinuing the tradiNever one to disappoint his fans, he
tion of great
American songalso performs classics such as "Born to
writers such as Run," "Tenth Avenue Freeze Out" and
Woody Guthrie, an astounding acoustic version of "Born
Bob Dylan and in the U.5.A.," on which Springsteen
John Fogerty, sings and plays with more power and
Springsteen is emotion than any electric guitar or amstill rocking with plifier could ever produce.
all the vigor and
American rock 'n' roll may be in
passion that he showed in the mid-'7os. trouble these days. As talented as some
current American bands may be, it's
While it is obvious that he has no desame
man
and
musician
he
often difficult to have hope for the fusire to be the
ture of rock when the charts are curwas 25 years ago, he recently reunited
with The E Street Band for a world tour, rently saturated with boy bands and
playing material from his entire career. pop tunes that sample every possible
His latest release. Live In New York City, classic song.
Yet, after listening to Live In New
was recorded during the band's 10-night
stand at Madison Square Garden which York City, American rock fans can rest
assured. Even in his career's fourth deended their tremendously successful recade, the spirit of
union. With this album, Springsteen can
rock 'n' roll still
lives in Springbe heard as he is tosteen. The album
day: still exploding
makes a clear
with power and absoSpringsteen
statement to all
lutely live.
the E Street Band
the fans and
In addition to all
the classic hits that
skeptics that have
City followed him
fans would expect to
now and through(Columbia)
hear from the artist,
out the years: The
the album contains
Boss is now dotwo new songs.
ing it better than ever and he is not about
"Land of Hope and Dreams'" is an example of Springsteen's everlasting crafts- to fade away.

Bruce

and

Live In New York

Ben Harper & the Innocent Criminals
Live From Mars
(Virgin)
Live From Mars is a true example of
how one makes a live album. Often times,
artists simply throw together a bunch of
hits that they took to the road and package a live recording to make a quickbuck
from fans who can't afford to follow them
cross-country. This
is not the case with
this recent release
from Ben Harper.
From the outset
of Live From
Mars, it's clear that
Harper has put considerable effort into
assembling this project. Literally sifting
through hours ofrecorded material from
the past seven years (nearly every show
was taped), he picked out what he thought
were the top versions of his best songs.
Nearly every selection surpasses its
counterpart musically and emotionally.
Tellingly, the opening disc's "Burn One
Down," features an ecstatic crowd singing along to every word. Another crowd
favorite, a guitar-driven cover of Marvin
Gaye's "Sexual Healing," carries the energy and vivacity a live track should have.
A fitting close to the first disc,
which features Harper backed by his
full band, the Innocent Criminals, is the
jaw-dropping medley of the 1997 hit
"Faded," and the Led Zeppelin classic
"Whole Lotta Love." Those 11 minutes
of song undeniably confirm this band's
ability to display their grittier rock 'n'
roll roots. Jimi Hendrix would be proud.
Of course, as one might expect if
one is familiar with Harper's shows, he
just happened to throw in a second, ena man and his
tirely acoustic disc
guitar, as the saying goes. It serves as
an ideal balance to the first disc in its
?

simplistic, mellow mood.
Kicking off with the beautiful
"Waiting on an Angel," this set makes
it known that this is the "real" Ben
Harper, a compassionate, reflective
singer/ songwriter who finds beauty and
simplicity in everything. Unlike many
of his contemporaries, he can pull this
off without seeming forced or sappy, or,
even worse, boring. His startling cover
of the Verve's "The Drugs Don't Work,"
and a remarkable take on his brooding
"Another Lonely Day," exhibit these
abilities best.
Harper finishes with the political
"Like a King," and the Maya Angelouinspired "I'll Rise," another medley of
epic proportions. What's wrong with all
this, one might ask? Well, it's nitpicking to argue with the track selection, as
Harperdid his best to include personal
as well as fan favorites. The one drawback is that it's rather difficult to swallow so much quality material at once,
but in reality, that just speaks to
Harper's accomplishments as a dedicated and gifted musician.
?

Bryan Wilson

Shawn Colvin
Whole New You
(Columbia)

Just because a CD isn't bad doesn't
necessarily mean it is good.
Such is the case with Whole New
You, the most recent release by Shawn
Colvin. While the
CD doesn't necessarily have any outstandingly bad
songs, it certainly
doesn't have any
spectacular gems

YOURSELF
EXPOSE
TO NEW MUSIC!

thatmerit radio play or any attention in

particular.
The CD takes on the soft lyrical
tone that typified the music scene during the mid-to-late '90s. Colvin uses a

quiet, peaceful voice that soothes the
listener and plainly expresses her
thoughts. While such a voice is beautiful to the ear and is certainly a strength
of the album, it also creates a weakness
in that Colvin is unable to vary her vocal style. Each song uses essentially the
same tone, range of notes and vocal
quality; there is absolutely no diversity.
Thus, one is unable to tell when one
song ends and another begins.
Only one track, "Roger Wilco," the
eighth song on Whole New You, breaks
away from this trend. In this song
Colvin uses what can best be described
as a country style in delivery, pitch and
beat.
The words to the songs reflect deep
introspection upon the part of Colvin
and beautifully explore the meaning of
the individual, the nature of love and
relationships of a variety of sorts. While
most providefresh new material and use
excellent descriptions of the topics exposed, others fall into the cliched column and provide little depth.
The instrumentation used on the
CD is worthy of note. In the background, one can hear an interspersion
of the traditional guitars, keyboards and
drums, but there are also violins and
cellos, trombones and recorders, saxophones and piccolos. This diversity of
instruments creates a rich background
tone that meshes nicely with Colvin's
soft voice.
Despite such strengths as beautiful
lyrics and refreshingly diverse instrumentation, Whole New You lacks the diversity among its tracks to be considered
a great album. Just because it can't be
considered bad, the CD doesn't have
what it takes to be considered good.
?Shaun M. Filiault

***

The Living End

Roll On
Reprise Records
From Crocodile Dundee films to
Survivor to the Simpsons visiting Australia, the Aussies have tried their hardest to secure their place in popular
American culture. On the musical front
of the attack, there has always been
some band trying to get in on the action, from Men at Work to Silverchair.
What's the moral of the story? It ain't
easy being Australian and being cool
(at least for more than a week). Then
enters the Living End.
On their third studio album, these
Aussie rockers are having trouble fading away as quickly as their predecessors. From the main stage of the Warped
Tour to opening for Blink 182 to winning every award imaginable in Australia to getting respect even from Spin
Magazine, this trio of punk rockers is
doing all they can to get their name out
there with an incredible tour and promotional schedule. And this is predominantly what The Living End is: a tour
band. Their new album, Rolling On, just
gives them new material to play on
stage.
The first time this reviewer saw
them live, he certainly had never
heard any of their
music, but it cer-

tainly didnot seem
to matter. The Living End performs
three-minute songs, and they perform
them well.
They sound like late-'7os punk
rock, mixed with elements of jazz and
some rock. The opening track, "Roll
On," shows what has been missing from
punk rock for the last 20 years, namely
acts like the Clash. Also included on
the album is a live version of their somewhat popular track from their last album, "Prisoner of Society." One listening of this album is all the evidence
needed to prove that The Living End
really is one of the last hopes for modern punk rock.
From Jeff Probst in the Outback to
*
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MOVIES
Just a Funny, Clever Film Along Came
By

Ted Graboski
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JUST VISITING: This filmfocuses on an
11th century French knight and his
squire, who are sent to modem America.
Starring Jean Reno, Christian Clavier
and Christina Applegate. Now playing at
GC Chestnut Hill.

Just Visiting is one ot'lhe most unique
movies to premiere in recent memory.
Thankfully for moviegoers, it is also one
of the funniest. The film is a remake of
the 1993 French comedy Les Visisteurs,
and boasts an impressive cast. Based on
their performances, this reviewer
wouldn't be surprised if both Tara Reid
and Christina Applegate gain future roles
that propel their careers even further off
the ground. The movie is a dazzling blend
of chivalry, poor manners, romance and
comedy in all shapes and sizes.
Count Thibault of Malfete (Jean
Reno), an I lth century nobleman, is
about to marry Rosalind (Applegate), his
true love and the Queen of England. Unfortunately for the Count, an evil witch
casts a spell upon him. He then murders
his beautiful bride at the mercy of the
spell. In order to avoid execution by the
authorities, he seeks the help of a local

wizard (Malcolm McDowell), who
works with time travel. Thibault hopes
to travel back in time to stop the murder,
but the wizard makes a mistake and sends
Thibault and his servant Andre (Christian Clavier) to present-day Chicago.
They arrive at the history museum
in Chicago, and luckily for them, the curator is Thibault's last living descendant.
Julia (Applegate as well). At first, Julia
thinks Thibault is her English cousin
who had disappeared in a boating accident some years before. This cousin had
left Julia an estate in England with the
ruins of a castle.
In the ensuing scenes, Thibault and
Andre bathe, at first in the toilet, as they
don't realize that it's used for other
things. As they get in the bathtub,
Thibault tells Andre to pour in a giant
bottle of Chanel cologne, thinking that
it is bath oil, much to Hunter's later chagrin as it had cost $2,000.
Andre falls in love with Angelique
(Tara Reid), themaid who lives next door
to Julia. Reid is impressive in a sweet but
sassy role. She convinces Andre that he
needs to be independent of Thibault and
live as a free man.
Clavier is funny as the moronic
peasant, and adds some nice charm to
the film. Reno is humorous and believ-

By

Dave LaMattina
Editor

heights

The Count and Julia ride the subway.
able in his role as Thibault. Applegate is
impressive as his descendant. She is
charming, likable and funny, seeming far
removed from her days as Kelly Bundy.
Just Visiting is full of zany comments and ridiculously funny scenes. It
is interesting to ponder how an 11 th century person would react and behave in
modern-day America. The best aspect of
the film is that it isn't difficult to suspend one's disbelief. Wizards and spells
may seem ridiculous in modern day society, but they didn't seem very crazy in
Just Visiting.
In addition to the funny moments,
three separate romantic relationships
blossom and are resolved towards the end
of the film in a very satisfying ending.
Just Visiting is one of the best movies to
hit theaters in recent months.

ALONG CAME A SPIDER: When two
children from an upper classfamily are
kidnapped, Morgan Freeman is sent to
investigate. Starring Morgan Freeman,
Monica Potter. Michael Wincott afid
Penelope Ann Miller. Now playing at
Circle Cinemas.

For most moviegoers, the word
"prequel" only applies to big-time directors like George Lucas. Prequels are
highly anticipated, but few take on the
task of making such a movie due to the

Morgan Freeman also plays
Detective Cross in Kiss the Girls

a

Prequel

criticism that can follow. Director Lee
Tamahori may not have had the cult-following usually associated with prequels,
but he did have a huge advantage when
he took on James Patterson's Along Came
a Spider. Its predecessor, Kiss the Girls,
had a moderately successful box office
run, and both generated a huge following in novel form.
While Kiss the Girls explored the
deranged plans of two psychotic criminal geniuses, Along Came a Spider is
more of a crime drama. Morgan Freeman
reprises his role as Detective AlexCross,
a forensics expert and budding novelist.
The picture opens with Freeman on the
job, tracking his undercover partner who
is trying to draw out enough evidence to
put away the Casanova Killer. When the
operation fails and his partner is killed,
Cross resigns from the force, believing
he's unfit to be a detective.
EnterMaxim cover girl Monica Potter. Potter stars beside Freeman as Special Agent Jezzie Flannigan, a Secret
Service agent assigned to protect Megan
Rose Dunne, daughter of Congressman
Thomas Dunne. Like Cross, Flannigan
fails on the job and as a result, she loses
Megan to kidnapper Gary Soneji
(Michael Wincott). Soneji is reminiscent
of the criminals of Kiss the Girls. He's a

brilliant mastermind who seeks out challenges to test his deranged eriiiiiiiul mind.
Soneji is obsessed with seeming his
place among great villains of the past.
In order to immortalize himself, he must
find someone to appreciate his greatness.
He has seen Cross in action and knows
that Cross is vital to his success. Soneji
draws Cross into the mix and links Je/./ic
and Cross together to find Megan.
Though Along Came u Spider is
billed as a prequel, the only link between
Kiss the Girls and Cross' new venture is
Cross himself. For all intended purposes.
the movie might as well be a sequel.
Along Came a Spider features a stellar performance by Freeman alongside a
mediocre showing by Potter. The actress
starred with Robin Williams in Patch
Adams and had a lot to live up to. Ashley
Judd's turn as the leading lady in Kiss
the Girls was a majorreason for the film's
success. Though Potter didn't quite fill
the role as nicely as Judd. her deficiencies were made up by the onscreen conflicts created by Freeman and Wincotl.
The film wasn't as entertaining as
Kiss the Girls, but solid performances and
quality action scenes make the movie a
worthwhile way to kill a few hours.
Rating: B+

Depp Blows Audience Away Amores Perros Worth the Time
Rating: B+

By

Crocetti

asst. arts & review editor

BLOW: A 1970s drug dealer is deeply
involved in the importation and popularity of cocaine. Starring Johnny Depp,
Penelope Cruz, Rachel Griffiths and Ray
Liotta. Now playing at CC Fenway 13.

It's been a year for great drug movies. With the recently released Traffic and
Requiem for a Dream, directors are finding new ways to tell stories of drugs.
These films and others have shown the
worst possible things that can happen in
the life of addicts and dealers.
Blow, directed by Ted Demme,
shows that world and more. It chronicles
the true story of George Jung, from his
days selling small amounts of marijuana
to dealing kilos of cocaine ("blow"). It

Johnny Depp holds Blow together.

can't match the wide scope of Traffic or
the personal nature of Requiem, but it
does deliver solid performances and
leaves the audience in a contemplative
mood.
As the story begins, Jung is portrayed as a bit of a loser who stumbles
across some marijuana one day by way
of a friend. His dealing takes off from
there. He rises from his loser status to
one of the most wanted men (by both
addicts and police officers) on the West
Coast and, eventually, the world.
Jung teams up with notorious Colombian drug kingpin Pablo Escobar, whom
Jung fears at first, but who has more
wealth than Jung can imagine.
Sometimes Blow tries too hard to be
huge in scale and lacks in the character
development aspect. The viewer only
sees Jung as a nice, innocent guy. when
ihi.vis probably not the case. Jungs personality sets up an interesting contrast
whenhe meets Escobar for the first time.
After Jung witnesses a man executed
on Escobar's property, there is real fear
in his eyes over what could happen to
him. He doesn't falter before Escobar,
though, and his rise to fortune continues.
Demme glamorizes cocaine selling
but overembellishes* He shows a world
ofparties, beaches and beautiful people.
But then he brings us back to reality and
shows us that these actions can tear a
family apart.
The most touching scenes in Blow are
those involving Jung and his parents. Ray
Liotta gives a memorable performance
as George's father, growing increasingly
sentimental with age. His face is soft and
solemn when he realizes he can' t do any-

thing to keep his son away from drugs. If
anything, this film will make sons want
to spend more time with their fathers.
Rachel Griffiths plays George's
mother, a tough woman who won't put
up with her son's antics. Griffiths' subpar Boston accent and melodramatic
emotions are overshadowed by Liotta's
heartwarming performance.
Depp holds Blow together with his
outstandingperformance as GeorgeJung.
He goes from down-and-out young loser
to hip drug dealer to down-and-out old
loser in jail. His best moments, in fact,
come at the end of the film when he imagines that his daughter visits him in jail.
He is all too believable as a helpless, sorry
old man, who now stumbles around jail.
As his wife, Penelope Cruz takes
on her character's aggressive personality well. She is annoyingly cruel to Jung
al times, and

the audience can i help bui
feel badly for her whipped husband.
The funniest performance comes

from Paul Reuben's (a.k.a. Pee Wee
Herman) portrayal of stereotypically gay
hairdresser and addict Derek Foreal. The
result is hysterical. Every second he is

on screen brings laughter, with his funny
lines and flamboyant movements.
Blow has a solid combination of humor and sentiment. Reuben's antics are
offsetby Liotta's sorrow. At times longwinded, the film still gives a good feelof
what the '70s and '80s drug culture was
like. Held up by strong performances.
Blow will make one think about the value
of family life, as well as the value of
drugs in American society.
Rating: B

Is God calling you to be
a Josephite priest, brother,
or volunteer?

AMORES PERROS: Directed and produced by Alejandro Gonzalez Indrritu,
Amores Perms is a foreign film starring
Emilio Echevarria, Gael GarciaBernal,
Goya Toledo, Alvaro Guerroero, Vanessa
Bauche, Jorge Salinas and Marco Perez.
Set in Mexico City, Amores Perros
explores a fatal car accident from three
different perspectives and the lives that

revolve around those perspectives.
In the first case presented, Octavio,
played by Gael GarciaBernal, is in desperate need of money. Dogfight master
Jaracho (Gustavo Sanchez Parra) lets
his prize dog loose on Octavio's dog,
Cofi, who has never fought, and
Octavio's dog wins, killing Jaracho's
dog.
Jaracho demands either compensation lor Ins dog or Octavio's life. Essentially broke. Octavio enters Cofi into the
world of dog fighting, where Cofi is unbeatable. On a winning streak, Octavio
continues fighting his dog, all the while
collecting his winnings to save enough
to run off with his brother's abused wife.
The second perspective presented
moves from the underbelly of Mexico
City to the posh life of a magazine editor, Daniel (Alvaro Guerrero), and his
new, adulterous flame, the supermodel
Valeria (Goya Toledo). The majority of
this narrative takes place after the car
accident and deals with its aftermath and
the misplacement of Valeria's dainty dog.
The third story is that of a former
guerilla turned prisoner turned bum/contract killer, El Chivo (Emilio Echevarria).
He wanders the streets of Mexico City
with his army of dogs, scrounging for any
useful items people may have thrown
away, obtaining the occasional contract
to kill someone, and all the while stalking his estranged daughter.
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These three plots are all tied together the human condition, about the way in
which humans will both brutally sacriby a car accident and Cofi the dog. The
three texts weave into one another, with fice life without a blink of an eye (as in
the story of "Octavio y Susana" as the the dog fighting) and then turn around
and attempt to save it (as in the car
pre-crash, "Daniel y Valeria" as the postcrash, and the story of "El Chivo" as the crash).
glue that holds the two together, providIn any case, after viewing Amores
ing for a sort of constant narrative of the Perms it is blatantly obvious thai it's an
rise and fall of Cofi.
incredibly complex movie that should be
Under the direction
of Alejandro Inarritu,
Amores Perros explores
the different facets of
life in Mexico City in a
formidablefashion. The
grainy but vividly colored cinematography is
perfect for the topics of
dogfighting, superficial
relationships and life on
the streets. It exposes the
beauty of human imperfections within the city
'>"\u25a0
Echevarria relaxes with man's '
I
<\u25a0\u25a0

in an amazing way.

Furthermore,
Inarritu uses the motif of dogfighting in
an interesting way. Rather than have men
fight out conflicts by typical macho standards, the men use dogs whenever there
are confrontations. To settle the constant
rivalry of Octavio and Jaracho, the two
each put their dogs into the ring.
The way this is accomplished is almost humorous: Just as the tension between the two men is at the breaking
point and the viewer has been suckered
into thinking that they will severely beat
each other, Octavio and Jaracho simply
regress to sending their dogs on each
other.
The only thing about Amores
Perros that really deserves criticism is
its graphic violence. It reaches the point
where the violence was absolutely nauseating. However, this isn't that big of
a fault. The excessive bloodshed is
fairly necessary for Inarritu to make his
statement about the wretched irony of

watched again; it's so long that you really don't havethe patience to put up with
it another time. This movie is definitely
not for the intemperate: but. if the moviegoer has a good deal of tolerance, it
would be an extremely worthwhile movie
to see.

Rating: A-

Movie Ratings Key
A
B
C
D
F

Kermit
Beaker
Rowlf
Miss Piggy
Scooter
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Back in 1994, in an attempt to fill
the sizable void created by Cheers going off the air, NBC offered a little comedy called Friends. From the outset it
enjoyed astounding success and
through the years maintained a solid
following.
Of late, however, Friends' ratings
have declined.Some may say the glory
days are past, but this point is debatable. What is unquestionably true is that
the cast of Friends not only gives the
world an alternative to Liz Filarski and
company, but also has made a catalogue
of fine films worthy of listing in this
week's "Reel Deal."
Listed here are the five finest films
made by the cast of Friends. The list is
slightly skewed, with some cast members better represented than others; not
ideal but unavoidable. The "Reel Deal"
will not stoop so low as to allowEd to
creep onto the list in the name of equity. Once Matt Leßlanc actually reads
a script before inking a production deal,
he might find himself worthy of being
immortalized on this list. Until that day
comes, the five best films made by
members of the cast of Friends axe as

follows:
1. Office Space
Though Jennifer
Aniston has only a supporting role, it
is nonetheless the finest movie that a
"friend" has had a hand in.
?

2. Scream'\u25a0.\u25a0<? An intelligent thriller,
starring'Courtney Cox, thatenjoyedthe
most commercialsuccess ofany movie
made by a "friend."
3. The Whole Nine Yards? While the
prospect of anothe? mob-comedy may
seem as appealingas oral surgery, The
Whole Nine Yards starring Matthew
Perry is not what voir would expect.
4. She'»the One ?-This eminently enjoyaMe"Sornedy Central Classic" stars
EdBuhls and John Mahoney ofFrasier
fatiSf. It finds its way onto the listthanks
to ;a?Brie siipportingperforniancefrom
Jentiifer Aniston.
5. Fools Rush In An often overlookedbut very cute romantic comedy
starring Matthew, Perry and Salma
"

?

Hayek.

While Office Space does not immediately jump to mind as a Friends
movie, to hot name it the best would be
a glaring oversight.
Produced in 1999 by Mike Judge
(Beavis ahaßutihead), Office Space is

a clever comedy that satirizes office life.
Thefilm's main character is Peter Gibbons (Ron Livingston, Swingers), who
holds a low-level position atlnitech, a

co!ft||i^s!SfttoariHtonipany.

<3ft>bons is tttafoughly convinced
that Ms life is miserable and will only
get worse if he continues to work at
Initech. After an episode with a hypnotist, Gibbons gains the courage to go
ahead and live his dreamof never working again, Not only does Gibbons stop

going to work, he also aids his co-workto bring down Initech.
Along the way, the plot winds through
a number of hilarious turns and concludes with an ending that ties things
up into a neat little package.
The cast of Office Space is phenomenal. Every character, no matter how
small, manages to leave an impression
in the mind of the viewer. Additionally,
the brilliant script provides viewers with
a wealth of quotable material. Office
Space is the sleeper of the list. While it
did not enjoy the commercial success
of any other movie in this week's "Reel
Deal", Office Space should not be ignored and should most definitely top
everyone's must-see list.

ers in a plot
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Blue Man Group, One of a Kind
Continued

from

Heavy

CI

-

Boston's Blue Men perform weekly
be appreciated on several different levand this reviewer does not believe
he has ever heard an audience laugh so
long and so loud inside a theatre as he
did "experiencing" the Blue Men. Theirs
els,

dancers play their parts with enthusiasm and accuracy. The problem is the
story's ill fit in a ballet format. Accuracy can only take an audience so far
before its viewers realize that this production is better suited as a play, not as
a ballet.
The setting of the show is Paris,
home to Victor Hugo, famed author of
"Hunchback." Michael Pink is the choreographer and director who masterminded the retelling of Hugo's story
in the form of a "dance-drama."
Pink's effort is a strong one, but his
would
talents
have been better
spent on a differ-

Melissa Goldstein
heights

Paranoid starts off with heavy gui- ety, it seems thatthe only challenge to
that immediately place the listener this riff's suprerrjacy comes from Deep
into a dark world. "War Pigs" begins with Purple's "Smoke on the Water."
thisrough and edgy guitar accompanied
: Although BlackSabbath excelledin
only by a soft drumbeat. AjaUbreak alarm hard rock, theband could have slowedit
goes off, creating
down. "Planet Cream"
the image of imis a quiet, relaxed tune
pending danger.
with a smooth, bongoSoon thetunequilift drumbeat, lijstead
ets and a heavy,
otOzzy shouting his

By Jeremy Raelin
arts

at the

Charles Playhouse

is a take on the world that is so vital and
engaging, and yet so differenl from our
own, that at the end of two hours, one
finds oneselfwishing one could stay there
forever.

Hunchback Ballet Fails to Please
By

RockRol and

Duty

cncc that can't quite be put in words.
Lei's just say this: This reviewer never
realized before how plain white paper
could make him so happy.
Be prepared to think if you want.
The show has a decent amount of reading throughout and some of the jokesrely
entirely upon the audience reading boards
(he Blue Men hold. A lot of their written
humor can be taken as a critique of art,
lor il seems as if the designers of Tubes
were either failed artists or art historians,
for their criticism of modern-day art is
both sharp and witty, but unimportant to
the enjoyment of the show. The underlying message of the show is that art is all
about people, and not necessarily
curation: the Blue Men show this through
their actions and not their words.
Be prepared to laugh. The humor
of the Blue Men is so wide and appealing that it absolutely floors everyone in
the audience throughout the show. It can

staff

Nole: Do not go see ballets with
word 'hunchback' in the title. The
Boston Ballet's production of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" was not
so much about ballet as it was
iiboul dramatic pantomime. Fans of
talking, singing and dancing should go
across the street and catch another
show.
The big problem with this production is not the talent, as the ballet's lead
(he

ent story.

The Boston Ballet's production of "The Hunchhack of Notre Dame" left audiences in the lurch.

The opening
of the show is impressive, due to
the set design,
which fits the
story perfectly in
its tangibly bleak
tone. Production
Lex
designer
Brotherston does
a flawless job of
interpreting the
dreariness of the
story onto the
stage. An incred-

ible stained-glass window glows
through a transparent curtain portraying a black-and-white cityscape and
disappears as the curtain goes up, revealing some lower-class Parisian debauchers.
There's nothing worse than ballet
dancers who are down on their luck and
have had too much to drink. From what
this viewer gathered, the scene is about
the group's contest to decide who has
the most unattractive face.
As the group dances around in
circles, taunting each contestant, audience members fumble with their
tickets to make sure they're at the
right show. For a while, it seems
the contest will be too close to
call, but Quasimodo (a.k.a. the Hunchback) enters the scene and sweeps the
contest with his astoundingly bad
looks.
Still glowing from his victory,
Quasimodo (Reagan Messer) returns
to his home in the stark cathedral. Here
there is an opportunity for the introduction of Esmeralda, quite possibly
the only highlight of the story. As
Esmeralda (Larissa Ponomarenko)
nimbly dances around a live bonfire
on the stage, the beauty of ballet is invoked for a few breathtaking mo-

& review

tars

editor

Band: Black Sabbath
Album: Paranoid
Year: 1971
Label: WarnerBros.
Members: GeezerButler (bass), Tony
lommi (guitar), Ozzy Osbourne(vocals)
and Bill Ward (drums, vocals)

attacking guitar
hits as Ozzy intro-

The name Black Sabbath scares
some people,but it did h&t always. When
the band started, it was popular among
the masses. It was only after time passed
that the name became synonymous with
darkness and evil. Regardless, the influence that Sabbath had was phenomenal,
as Goth rock, heavy metal, deathmetal
and hardcore bands owe their allegiance.

vocals, he keeps them
distorted and hushed.
A soft guitar and eased
bass'gi ve the tune a serenity that the rest of
the album denies.
Even though Sabbathv cpuld slow it
down, the ;band excelled at being heavy. Tony lorpmi'sfast,

duces himself.
As for the
ringmas ter,
Ozzy's voice is
dar% mysterious
and preachy; yet
itremains smooth
and somehow serene. Even when, he
roughens up his vocals, jOzzyisable to
maintain control.
"Paranoid"starts off with the fampus
guitar riff that transforms from a hiph
ahsJ rough sound to a smooth, metallic
one. A hard, up-tempo drum beat follows,

Black Sabbath came ontofhe scene
was playing
its farewell. This gave bands like Sabbath free reign to introduce their own
form of rock. Soon, the band that had
gotten its name from a Dennis Wheatley
book took the stage and ignited a generationof twisteddarkness.
Although Sabbath's firstrelease was
original, it was their second that was truly
a classic. The 1971 Paranoid not only
was a hit in the UK (it reached nurnber
one), but also made a large headway here
in the US. It was no surprise, however,
as the album contains such favorites as
"Paranoid,""War Pigs" and "IroriMan."
at a time when

heavy gnitat eomespacjted with metallic, rough solos. Drummer Bill Ward was
able to set the pace and the loudness as
his drums served as the basis. Geezer
Butler's bass seemed to back up the
drums and fill in for the rfest of the band.
Finally, OZzy's vocals served as the icing oii thecake.'the'additioh that put Sabbath over the edge.
Black Sabbath was heavy metal.
They may not have been vthe first hard
rockers, but they were definitely one of
: i the most influential. Almost every heavy
t.metal band today claims Sabbath as a
large influence. That is just anothertestament to the,band that w. heavy metal.

setting the stage. Ozzy taKes over, spurting forth his message of paranoia and
insanity. The tune is definitely one of the
earliestheavy metal tracks ever recorded.
Perhaps the band's most famous
tune, "Iron Man" begins with a hushed.
repefiiye drum beat that is quickly interrupted with aloud,roughed guitar and
distorted vocals. It is then that the famous
guitar riff comes in. In terms of notori-

Sadly, this beauty is interrupted by
the entrance of multiple French rogues,
who proceed to toss Esmeralda around
the stage for the rest of the scene. The
character acting for "Hunchback" distinguishes itselffrom other ballets in its
adherence to the depiction ofpersonalities. The cast successfully meets the
challenge of expressing personalities
without words. In particular, the Hunchback is able to thrash around while nailing dance moves and maintaining a perfect stance of crippled dejection.

For those who aren't familiar
with the plotline of "Hunchback,"
be warned that the story maintains a steady progression into
negativity for the remainder of
the show. This review may sound
as if this reporter were looking
for a musical rather than an artistic
ballet: Point taken. But the fact is
that while this production of "Hunchback" involved a talented group of
people, it is not at all pleasant to
watch.
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Burritos & Tacos To Go!

DrinkMaster

AussiePride
dozens ofBC students spending ajunior
year abroad in Australia to lead singer
Chris Cheney, it looks like Australia may
onceagain be regaining its "cool" status. Let's.just hope, it'sticks this time, at
least for The
End's sake.
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Living End
Sings With

?

Paul G. Jackson

**

Train

Drops of Jupiter
(Sony)

Boston's Best Burrito 1999 & 2000.
Boston's Best Mexican Restaurant 1998.

Bartending School

It was not too long ago that radio
stations were playing a little known
song called "Meet Virginia." It sounded
a little bit vintage rock, a little country,
but unmistakably good.
By now you may have surmised that
the band in question is San Francisco's
Train. Having just released their sophomore album, Drops of Jupiter, theband
has proven that they are not one-hit
wonders. The group formed in 1994
when lead vocalist Patrick Monahan
and guitarist/vocalist Rob Hotchkiss
played together in various West Coast

Improper Bostonian

-

Open Everyday 10 a.m. to 11 pan.
1412 Beacon Street Coolidge Corner 739-7300
446 Harvard Street Brookline 277-7111
822 Somerville Avenue Porter Square Galleria 661-8500
\u25a0
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coffeehouses.
After the addition qf a- drummer,
guitarist and bassist, they released a
self-titled album in 1998. They have
just released their second effort, containing just as many, if no} more, tracks
reminiscent of, and of thd same quality
as, ''Meet Virginia."
~<
The tide track, "Drops of Jupiter,"
has; already had much airplay and is arguably the best on the album. Opening
with Elton John-like piano chords,
Monahan's voice croons in a classic
rock style. The song is a perfect vocal
and instrumental fusion, and offers a
sound that does not sound likeanyfhing
on the radio today.
Train's lyrics are decidedly a little
bit country ("Can you imagine no love,
pride, deep fried chicken?"), but followed Up with
emotion-packed

Boston's Premiere Bartending School
Authentic Bar Facilities
"%~
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Try All The Winning Varieties!

Intensive Hands-on Training
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verses, ("And
did you fall
from a shooting
star/ One without a permanent
scar?").
The first track, "She's On Fire," is
an extremely catchy song, with a very
comfortable sound. "Whipping Boy" is

Basket,Shaws, <

and other fine tforw in your area
(in
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freezer section)
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lyrically and audibly intense, and
Monahan really shows off his vocal
skills. The guitar work is rustic and
original and each track is suffused with
creative melodies. Drops of Jupiter is a
credible sophomore effort for the band,
and offers a refreshingly new, yet classic, sound.
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

BC's Aamold Races for
Eagle EMS is on Call
Father and Cure for Cancer
Nita Makhija

By

heights

By

Boston College is home to many
clubs and organizations, from student
government to cultural diversity
groups to a wide range of volunteer
groups. There is something for every
student and every interest.
One lesser known but highly influential organization is the Eagle
Emergency Medical Service (EMS).
The EMS is a group of 19 student
from a variety of majors and schools
within Boston College who work in
conjunction with the Boston College
Police Department (BCPD).
Donald Perreault, executive director of Eagle EMS and SON '02, ex-

Laren O'Neil

featres editor

Prior to theOth century, cancerwas
a disease virtdly unheard of. There

were other seous diseases running
rampant throiii this country, such as
polio and smapox. This is not the case
today: Cancee an illness that has crept
its way into tr lives of all, in one form
or another.

Lives hte been turned upside
down by thepainful consequences of
the illness, Wietherpersonally infected
with cancenr acquainted with someone ill with ne disease, cancer has the
ability to inade and destroy the lives
of so many.
For Man: Aamold, :his was the
case. Herfathr contracted lymph node
cancer in 19$ and his successful and
fulfilling lifesyle was ab«ut to be transformed into i life of medication, hospitals and hartache.
For the jast seven ytars, Aamold's
father has tred all the laest treatments
and medicaions and se;n the world's
best speciaists. There lave been no

staff

plains that the students are all licensed

EMTs from their home states and answer to calls that range from sports
injuries to cardiac arrest.
The Eagle EMS is on duty weeknights from 6 p.m. to midnight and
weekend nights from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.
During their shifts, student volunteers
sign into the police station and pick
up their gear, which includes jackets,
medical bags, ID badges and policeissued two-way radios.
When an emergency situation
arises, the BCPD sends an alert tone
over the radio's secondary channel
notifying the on-call Eagle EMS to be
prepared for instructions on the loca-

the situation with a member of the
BCPD.
"Our strength and success is
heavily dependent on the good relationship we have with the BCPD. who
heavily support us," says Perreault.
As the weather warms and spring
begins to take hold, a greater number
of BC students will begin spending
their free time outdoors taking part in
athletic activities like Softball and
frisbee. These outdoor recreational
activities often lead to both minor and
major injuries, calling on the Eagle
EMS to provide assistance to injured

students.
"While due to the vast number of

tion and description of the situation.
The students are then dispatched to

See EMT, C6

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARIT AAMOLD

Aamold's father, who was diagnosed with cancer in 1994, is the
inspiration behind her desire to bicycle across the state.

Members of the Eagle EMS gear up for spring and the possible
accidents that come with the warmer weather.

THE B.C. OF BC: TALES FROM THE PAST
Aamold trains daily to prepare for the strain of riding a bicycle
across the state of Massachusetts will put on her body.
positive results fim the treatments and
the cancer has:ontinued to spread
throughout his atire body. Currently
there is no cunfor the affliction that
has plagued hisiody.
Though a ;eling of helplessness
exists with Aoold and others who
have watche a loved one suffer
through a bot with cancer, she has
taken a differtt approach in dealing
with the illne.' of her father. She has
taken this opprtunity to reflect on her

one that unifies the community in the fight against
cancer. Aamold realized this in her dealing with the illness of her father and
has decided to take action.
Though she may be unable to cure
her father directly, Aamold plans to
fight cancer on a different front, through
fundraising to find a cure. On August 5
and 6, the 21st Pan-Mass Challenge
(PMC) will take place, and Aamold will
join thousands of other cyclists, volunat anytime and this fear is

over 3,000 riders participating.
PMC is the nation's oldest and most
successful bicycling fundraising event.
The donations from the event have led
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute's clinicians and researchers to learn more
about cancer and it's causes, and to develop increasingly effective treatments,
for this deadly disease.
The clinical research helps to reveal
the complicated nature of the disease.
Whether a new surgical procedure has

BC Grows Beyond "Trolley
Car School" Days
By

Natalia Quirk

heights

staff

Housing issues seem to be on the
tip of every Boston College student's
tongue these days. Whether it be in reference to construction, priority housing,
a person's luck in the lottery or lack
thereof, the issue of housing is always
central to the BC

experience. It is hard

to believe that in BC's 138-yearhi story,
students have only been living on cam-

in finding a cure for cancer,
she will do the rest. Part of
community;
Marit is asling for the support of the BC
her job includes a rigorous training schedule.
In order tc support Dana-Farber Institute's research

oi the community
anund her. During ihs time, it become
apparent to her thatmore people than
many imagine are afected by cancer.
"1 didn't realizehow many people
have experience in his or are affected
by it," says Aamoll. "It is something
that touches everycie's lives."
Cancer is somthing that doesn't
skip over the peopJ we love and care
about. It does not >ick and choose its
victims based on rse, age or the goodness of the person, t can affect anyone

ovn life and the

teers and sponsors in the 150-mile, twoday bicycle ride across Massachusetts.
The PMC was established in 1980,

led by Billy Starr and a group of 36
friends who cycled across Massachusetts to raise money for the Jimmy Fund
of the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.
Starr's mother died of cancer prior to
the event. That year, they raised $ 10,200
for the organization. Last year, with
2,500 riders, PMC contributed $8.7
million to the organization. The goal for
the ride this year is $13 million, with

developed or better therapies for childhood leukemia are developed, progress
is always being made. Aamold is seeking to help contribute to the cause. "1
think it is a matter of time and resources
before finding a cure," she says.
Though Aamold may not be able to
cure her father, she is hoping that one
day there will be a cure for cancer and
that other people will not have to suffer through the loss of a loved one.

See CANCER, C6

als.
Although many thought that such
change was in disaccordance with Jesuit, schooling, representatives were
sent out to high schools in New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut, areas that
continue to provide many BC students,
to help market BC to the Northeast cor-

ridor.

As the school changed from commuter to boarding, the buildings that

now constitute Upper Campus were
built. The University completed the

When BC

first became a residential campus, the buildings of
today's Upper Campus were the only residence halls.

CLX building in 1955, followed by
Kotska and QonzagaHalls in 1957 and
1958 respectively, and finally,
Cheverus, Fenwici and Fitzpatrick
Halls.
By the:endofthe 19605, enrollment
had increased substantially. Unfortunately, the financial management system of the college had not quite caught
up with the growth.
BC relied entirely on its income
from tuition arid federal aid. But, this
type of management made it difficult
to build onto the current campus. By
the beginning of the '70s, federal aid
was cut, causing financial difficulties
at many schools, including Boston College.

BC spent in a "cash on the barrel"
manner, haying no capital resources.

For a while, it wasfeared that BC would
have to declare bankruptcy. Other
schools in the area did, in fact, floun-.
der; one of these schools was the Sacred Heart College of Newton, whose
campus was quickly acquired by BC
and is now Newton Campus.
In the '70s, John Smith, the
University's treasurer, would help BC

out ofits slump by changing its buildings from a liability to an asset. With
this turnaround, BC wanted to admit
more and more students.
In 1975, after BC thought that it had
correctly estimated the percentage of accepted students who would actually
come to Chestnut Hill, nearly all accepted students elected to attend
Heights that September.
At this point, BC had to discover a
quick solution to the housing dilemma.
After toying with the ideas of housing
students at the'Howard Johnson in
Newton or at a hotel in Ken more
Square, the administration settled on a
housing solution that would be quick.
and in the long run, extremely popular.
The Modular Apartments were
moved onto campus in halves on the
back offlatbed trucks, swung into place
by cranes onto cement foundations, and
then bolted together. Despite the fact
that they were intended as temporary
solutions to the housing problem, students have grown attached to the cozy
apartments with the miniature backyards and have fought every attempt to
raze them.

?

pus for 46 of those years. Construction
of the first campus dorms, Clayer,
Xafrier and Loyola Halls (CLX) on
Upper Campus began in 1955.
Prior to building its dormitories,
Boston College was known as a "trolley car school," as most of its students
arrived at classes by the T from towns
like South and East Boston, Dorchester
and Roxbury. After World War 11, other
students attended from Peabody or
Danvers, traveling in carpools. The
postwar period also saw an increase in
matriculation (from BC's low of 6
graduates in 1945), as did many universities, thanks to the G.I. Bill.
BC began gaining notoriety and it
became necessary for the student body
to cover a wider geographical area. Rev.
Joseph Maxwell, SJ, who became University president in June of 1951, took
on the responsibility of making BC a
nationally recognized university, as
opposed to a small, liberal arts college,
while still maintaining the Jesuit ide-
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BC Student Rides to Raise Student EMTs Get a
Taste of Emergency Life
Money to Cure Cancer
Continued from C5
Aamold emphasized the importance of
her decision to ride. "I really want to
be very involved in the ride and make
it big." says Aamold. She is taking the
challenge very seriously and has trained
extensively, but she hopes for the support of the BC community. "I hope you
will want to be a part of the cure as

much as I do. I will do all the hard work.
All I need from you is a donation to help
me along the way," she says.
For every donation. 93 percent will
go directly to the effort to eliminate cancer. PMC is a chance for people to make
a difference in the fight against cancer,
and whether it's through a donation or
actually taking part in the ride, support
is the only way to advance the race to-

ward a cure.
"The essenlial in people is often invisible to the eye, but the heart is always telling the truth. This time I listen
to my heart. I hope that you will too,"
concludes Aamold. To make a donation
to Aamold's ride or for more information regarding the Pan-Mass Challenge
see www.pmc.org or contact Marit
Aamold at 852-5424.

Continued

from

C5

emergencies a BC police officer may
not always be able to physically be
present with the Eagle EMS. [the
BCPD] are always there to back them
up with any necessary assistance," explains BCPD Sergeant John Derick,
the liaison between the BCPD and the

Eagle EMS.
The Eagle EMS was established
in 1997 by then-student Mark Ritchie.
The idea arose in response to the travesty he experienced when his friend,
who had had previous heart trouble,
went into cardiac arrest and died while
playing basketball in the Flynn Recreational Complex. Ritchie, a certified
EMT, attempted to keep his friend
alive while waiting for help to arrive
and then helped the police in performing CPR. The attempts to resuscitate
his friend were unsuccessful.
The tragedy lit a fire in Ritchie's
heart and inspired him to launch the
Eagle EMS allowing students to help
in emergency situations. After gain-

Aamold stands outside the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

\
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Full college credit

?

Liberal arts curriculum

?

Excellent instruction by

ing approval from Boston College, the
school gave the organization $11,000
to begin the program and buy supplies.
Since then, the Eagle EMS has
been strictly self-funded, raising
money through T-shirt sales and similar fundraisers. They are currently trying to secure a budget to replace old
and worn-out equipment and supplies.
Until recently, these volunteers

in Boston.
For more informatio, contact director, Donald Perreault i (617) 5667415.

#

Above: BCPD Sgt. John Derick (rear) with iMTs (from left)
Rob Fogerty, A&S '02, Mark Ritchie, BC '0G and Jae Ti, BC
'00. Ritchie was the student founder of the Eaje EMS organization back in 1997. Left: The EMT logo, whch all certified
EMTs receive upon completion of their raining.
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in Boston

There's still time to write for
Features! Come to the next
Features meeting Wednesday
April 18, at 4:30 p.m. in the
Eagle's Nest.

I

"Our strength and
success is heavily dependent on the good
relationship we have
with the BCPD who
heavily support us."
Donald Perreault,
executive director of
Eagle EMS

have been perfoiiing their duties on
foot. According tQerick, one student
EMT is typically ssigned to Lower
Campus, one onjpper or Middle
Campus, and whe.possible, one on
Newton Campus.
Fortunately, thiEagle EMS recently received a dcation of two bicycles: one from thfiCPD and one
from Harris Cyclty in Newton.
Perreault is workingm a way to attach supplies to thejcycles so the
volunteers do not havto hold the supplies in bags strappeco their backs.
The Eagle EMS is valuable part
of the BC
Derrick describes them, they are in extra set of
hands" for the BCPD.
The Eagle EMS as monthly
meetings in addition tttheir weekly
on-call shifts. To join, udents must
be a certified EMT in thr home state
or take EMT certificatioclasseshere
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CAR RENTAL
from $149,00 per week
with unlimited mileage

Wellesley professors
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Evergreen Travel

Program open to undergraduates,
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high school juniors and seniors
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1401 Centre Street
Boston, MA 02131

Toll Free

389 Washington It
Brighton, MA 02115

800-896-4600
Or visit us at

www.evergreenholidays.com
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Everyone likes to have his or her chance to talk, hence the creation of "Everybody's Column." Each week a regular Heights
writer will fill this space with his or her thoughts, complaints
and ramblings. We hope you enjoy.
I love to write for The Heights. I
mean, hey, who doesn't love to see his
or her name in print and, at the same
time, get to write a 750-word article.
OK, maybe it's just me. but whatever.

In my love for writing and, perhaps,
also in my lunacy, I begged my dear
friend and Heights Features Editor Ms.
Lauren O'Neil for this week's
Everybody's Column. Being the kindhearted and wonderful woman she is
(anyone who would put up with Tim
O'Halloran for a semester must be a
saint), Lauren agreed and passed the
torch to me.
Unfortunately, I have spent a full
week brainstorming, writing, editing and
re-writing this column and I have yet to
be fully contented with any of those
drafts. I know I want to talk about my
experiencesteaching swimming lessons
at the Plex -1 really do have some humorous tales! Yet, I am unsure of the
fashion in which to deliver my message.
Realizing that I have a slew of fellow columnists on The Heights, each of
whom produce very entertaining, informative and well-read pieces, I have decided to attempt to emulate their respective writing styles. I hope you enjoy.
That's What You Think
(by Annie Barrett)
Have you ever noticed that some
kids are up early Saturday mornings? I
mean, they aren't sleeping! What's
wrong with them? / don r know, but 1
betyou're about to tell us. Yet, lam one
of those strange souls who is meandering nice SAT word there at those early
hours here he goes
While most Boston College students are still in bed at
9:00 a.m. actually, I haven't even gone
to bed yet I am wide awake with clip....

board (CB) in hand and getting ready

to

headjdown the Plex-to teach swimming
lessons (SL) to kids from the Chestnut
Hill area (KFTCHA). Sadist getting
up on a Saturday!? To go to the Plex?
Ewww.
It really is fun to teach SL to the
-

KFTCHA, and it is rewarding to see
them learn and become better swimmers
(LABBS). But, sometimes they make
mistakes. Therefore, TWYT has conducted extensive research and discovered the following categories of common swimming errors (CSE) Dude! This
guy is so elicited and boring. I'm going
to read another column. And, what is it
with him and acronyms?
What's Your Sign?
(by Kali Downer)
Virgo: When you get to the Plex,
tell the kids to get in the pool so that
when they go out to swim they don't look
like some fool! They'll say that the water is cold and sends a chill up their
spine, but tell them it'll get warmer
just give it some time. Ask the kids to
swim a few laps, so in the meantime you
can rest and get a quick nap. When they
are done tell them their strokes looked
good, even if they looked like a piece of
rigid wood.
The Enigmatic Dining Buck
(by Kilian Betlach)
Water Wings: 7.34D8
Bathing Suit: 22.10D8
30-minute private swimming lesson
with yours truly: 19.75 DB
Average settlement for a class-action
lawsuit against a lifeguard:
1,234,567.90 DB
Minimum bribe required for me to
pass one of my students (also one
year's tuition): 39,506.17 DB
The staff here at EDB would also
like to take this moment to state that no
editorial assistants were harmed or harassed in the creation of this column. We
would also like to take this opportunity
to make a huge shout-out to Kari Russ,
Heights editorial assistant.
Memoirs of an Exile
(by Nick Tambakeras)
I hate going to the Plex. Not only
do I have to get up at some ungodly hour.
?

but T also have to make the 15-mirmle
trek from my lovely (but messy) home
on Upper down to the architectural mon-

WZ

strosity that is the Plex. It is ridiculous,
especially those days when it's cold or
raining, in other words, every freakin"
day.

apparently disappearedinto the buffoonery that is the bureaucracy at BC. How
can it possibly take that long to check if
the acquisition of a room on a particular night is possible? I suggest that these

people be flagellated with wet linguine
in the middle of the Quad for their insubordination to the student body.
Yes. I also need to give a big hello
to my favorite systems manager, Rich-

ard Moffitt, Heights editor. The
Moffitteer, as we call him, masterfully
aided me in posting my on-line story
Tuesday evening and is a wonderful example of humanity for it.
Apparently I have consumed my allotted space for this week and have
missed touching upon water safety.
Swim with a lifeguard. Good. Ishall see
you all next week for my next missive.
Oh, and don't let BCPD get you.
Thus are my attempts at writing
\

Column Ihis week. lam
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to come.
Now, I will go on to my diatribe
against the saucy people at ODSD. I
filed a room rec over a week ago, and it
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1. you can't fry with il
4. it's not soup
8. gun fight, for example
12. mineral word
13. IRS word
14. it doesn't mean large
15. ball rest
16. melt metal
17 - argot with an E
l - som ething not happy?
20. joins with a ligature
22. fawn
23. hat alternative
24. opposite the bows
\in
u.r
-27. a strap,
but for razors
church seat
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And, finally, the one everyone has
been waiting for
Eagle Droppings
(by Tim O'Halloran)
Hello, you fine people who are reading this. This week I am supposed to
write about water safety and swimming.
I'll get to that. First, I have a few other
miscellaneous items 1 would like to expose for all of you so as to colour your
lives with my concerns.
First, a major shout-out to all my
compatriots on Kostka First. Again this
past week, we had another late-night
rousing from our beds as the fire alarms
went off again at an ungodly hour. I am
convinced this is all part of a University-wide conspiracy to assassinate me.
They can try, but it shan't happen: Boston College must endure me for years
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31.
32. czars alternative
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Hitf

35 '
37.
39 40.

IMB
10. Id counterparts
11. place for parking

Down

1.-and pans
2. pi

13.
14.
19.
21.
24.
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3. require
4. beckons
5. work dedicatedto

something

classifies
jumped

cold asyou shouldn't pass it

shortcross-line on a typed
letter
25. pant material
26. auction, for example
28. common dog name

6. take a chill7. upper upstairs
8. it hits the bullseye
9. yen

punyl

domesticated
someone who edges?
not

goes

with thine

too much water word
church treason

purchase

made a break
it's not a place for
higher education
57 ' type of soccer
61. absolutely not,

sometimes precedes,
"in hell!"
62. didn't flow
0H Pale64
- rme
65. un-unders?
66 - yellowish loam (what
the world is loam?)
67 '
homonym
68 ' escr ' tor| o
69. Ex-Bear Richard
70. sounds like mop

29. erases
30. succinct
31. common dog part
33. bad bull color
34. big out-breath
36. kiddie present
38. Much -about nada
40. you run them

49.
51.
53.
54.
55.
56.

43. the most spooky?
46. follows orders
47. put a hole in the ground

60. harvest or rewards word
61. it's good to get the-

terminate
let another pass
island inlet

is indebted to
silly game

reed instrument
58. horse food
59. margarine

63. -Yehuda
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Answers to last week's crossword
puzzle. Crossword solutions are always
available on-line at www.bcheights.com.
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satisfied with any of them yet. Oh well,
1 hope you enjoyed even though I never
though that doesn't
got to my point
seem to really matter when one is writing a column for a newspaper, especially
for a newspaper like The Heights.
...

That's What You Think
In an effort to convey to the student body just what they are
thinking (because somebody had to do it), The Heights presents this weekly jumble of internal dialogue (signified by
italics), complaints and behavioral observations.
Annie: Mmmm ... mayonnaise. Sedrinking process for the benefit of the
riously. yum.
NMAs.
I'm through with that. That was boNMA: Ewww ... Does she have any
I've been itching to get this out for gus. Next time I get a huge sandwich,
idea what constitutes mayonnaise ?
a while.
which has probably already happened
Annie: Whatever, dude. / know exMayonnaise is wonderful. It tastes
times,
at least 22
depending on when actly what constitutes mayonnaise. It's
you pick up the paper, I'm just going all
just a hunch offat. It's also just damn
great. It's a major asset to any sandwich,
or to fries, if you're going for that out. I want mayo, baby. And here's what good.
NMA: That's such a waste of fat. /
pseudo-Europeanor "Matthew Perry in I'm doing about it.
The Whole Nine Yards" look. You probUpon extensive research, BC has secretly really love mayonnaise.
Annie: Yeah! Yeah!
ably aren't, though. Good choice.
proven to be a non-mayo-friendly camDoes anyone else agree with me, or pus. Obviously, the administration is
NMA: Well, all right then. What
are you all too afraid to admit it?
would happen if I just grabbed that large
choosing to ignore those clutch situaIt seems like mayo is taboo on camtions when you just gotta have some
sub awayfrom her and ate it myself?
Annie: That's right. Don 'teven think
pus youknow, almost ranking up there mayonnaise.
Once, the mayonnaise option was about it.
with consuming regular salad dressing
or wearing crappy T-shirts and sneakers
The thing is, I also absolutely hate
completely absent from McElroy, which
to go out on weekends (both of which
might have marked the low point of mayonnaise. It's disgusting. It's a week's
worth of lard wrapped up into a seemappeal to me as much, if not more, than TWYT's thorough investigation.
eatingmayonnaise).
But the absolute worst mayonnaise ingly benign, thin layer ofoff-whiteness.
Sometimes, when 1 squirt the conexperience occurred at "Lowa Live!'' Its mere presence on the table can turn
demnable condiment onto a sub, some during the dinner hour. No handy, ina potentially healthful meal into a fullpeople actually act offended. Their mayconspicuous packets were available, so fledged far test. I have trouble watchonnaise disgust might even extend to an
in order to facilitate the glorious maying the stuff mid-smear; its somewhat
intense personal dislike. Even if somespoon
onnaise experience,TWYT had to
foul smell also doesn't help things.
one has never met me, if he or she is a
the fat with an oversized spatula - into
But aren't most ''you/ anything else"
associations equally as paradoxical?
No-Mayo Advocate (NMA), I have a an unnecessarily large bowl.
pretty decent chance of being held in
This was slightly traumatic. I didn't Love-hale relationships are inevitable NMA contempt.
even take "a" packet's worth, let alone and often quite necessary. They occur
NMA: Oh, nice to meet you.
with our classes, our acquaintances,
many packets' worth that would necesAnnie: (rips open a mayonnaise sitate an entire bowl. Tack another five Survivor and Newton Campus. 1 love
packet with teeth like animal, plasters points onto your Official TWYT and hate to run, for example.
contents inside sandwich and voraScorecard (OTWYTS) if you know from
But let's not take my relationship
which top-quality film I shamelessly
with running to the same level as my
ciously devours large chunk of food)
NMA: Oh. Why'd she go and do stole that line.
affinity for mayonnaise. I wouldn't go
So, when I finally sat down, the so far as to train for a marathon; whereas
that? Later.
The NMA contempt won't last formayonnaise was just sitting there in the I'd do just about anything mayonnaise
ever, though. Pretty soon, they'll forget bowl, still jiggling some from the turwanted me to, provided it asked nicely.
what I look like. Then I can creep them bulent trek to the table. It looked so helpYou just have to pick what really
out all over again with some more mayless and exposed,not to mention lonely. matters. That's What You Think, as
onnaise activities.
Friends who sat out of its viewing range usual, is committed to highlighting only
The above is a great example of my looked over, asking, "What'd you get? the most important things in life.
"livin' on the edge" life policy. I'll show
So go out there, grab some packets,
Soup?" No. It's not soup. I got an entire
them.
bowl ofmayonnaise and now I 'm going and go nuts. You too can "show them"
Once, I even reached new levels of to eat it.
and "live on the edge."
The following conversation ensued,
It's what mayonnaise would want
mayonnaise absurdity by attempting the
one hand mayo application/other hand with, ironically, a No-Mayo Advocate.
for us all.

Annie Barrett
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Eagle Droppings

Memoirsofan Exile Best

...

Tim Celebrates the NCAAs

Nick Tambakeras

I can't take this pressure. They're

Tim O'Halloran
This week's effort must detail the
extraordinary goings-on regarding the
hockey team's performance this past
weekend. We will start at the beginning. For my Mythology presentation
on Thursday, it was necessary that I
dress in a bit of' 80s "white trash" gear
for my group's updated performance
of "Alcestis" by Euripides.
My costume consisted of nothing
less than the sweetest mullet in history accompanied by a rather snug
white T-shirt and a quality pair of Top
Giw-esque shades. And, though my
Mythology class was not until 1:30
p.m., it was such a nice day that I
thought I may as well cruise around
campus and my other classes in this

phenomenal attire. This caused a bit
of a sensation, which bothered me not.
But all this is simply prologue:
Now, we hit the crux of the story.
I wore this mullet proudly for the
duration of the day and as I sat and
watched the semifinal game. Since the
boys brought home a victory that
Thursday, I could not mess with the
mojo and therefore had to don the
same attractive hairstyle for
Saturday's final.
We hosted a bit of a gathering in
my Mod to watch the game. It was
quite an eclectic crew of youngsters
(that would be you, Erica) and one
older gentleman by the name of Paul
Hamblin. Mr. Hamblin, is of course,
the father of the inestimable Chris
Hamblin, as well as the keyboardist
for the number-one hit "My Boy Loir
lipop." Mr. Hamblin is indeed a classic man and really should stay in town
for a few more weeks.
The beverage of choice for the

evening was sophisticated bottles of
Busch Light, which were on sale for
$9.99 acase and yes, Mr. Hamblindid
partake of this upper-class beer. I was
somewhat discouraged as a few
people were spending too much time
and energy on drinking and conversing and hence at a number of different junctures I had to demand a "more
[expletive deleted] focused environment," lest I become truly angry.
I relished every moment of watching the game as we stormed to a 2-0
lead. At the end of the second period,
I ventured outside to chat with my
friend, the cop who was manning the
gates outside my front door. We all
had a good giggle as he mentioned that

he remembered my alarming headdress from the other evening. At this
point, I informed the cop that I was
departing briefly to garner some more
beer from another locale and I would
be returning momentarily. When I did
return with two 30s in tow, I simply
walked past a line ofkids who were
not permitted to enter the Mods, gave
a wave and strolled in to the horrendous chagrin of trieSe youthful ban-

shees.
As the third period began, my

HEIGHTS PHOTO COURTESY OF BRIAN HARNEY

Tim celebrates the NCAA Championship Saturday night after
the team's arrival back on campus. He was fortunate enough to
hold the trophy high over his head in celebration.
anxiety level rose with each passing
minute. As the team fell prey to those
obscene goals in the final minutes, I
could not deal with it any more. I decided it would be better for the team
if I did not watch the overtime, since
my watching over these past three
years seemed to have a detrimental
impact on the outcome of the game.
So I went outside to the friendly
cop, and he and I exchanged a few
stories while listening to the game on
his car radio. It was at this time that I
informed him that if we were to score
and gain victory, I would give him an
enormous hug; but, if we were to fall
to defeat, I would try to use restraint
but may well punch him in the face.
But, as you all know, we finished
things'off in good form and this Officer received a festive embrace, after which I sprinted around to my
backyard and tried to hug another officer, which almost got me pistolwhipped.
My yard was in chaos. Hugs,
kisses and high fives abounded and
the glee on everyone's face pervaded.
Then came the firecrackers, which
scared theheck out of me. I was dancing around like a hostage whose captors arefiring bullets at his or her feet
(similar to the Mexican hat dance).
The party really starts now.
Throngs of people crowd each backyard as hysteria ensues. Celebration
is everywhere fences are broken but
at least no fires are set. I should mention that I laughed myself silly upon
seeing the Mod fence lying in ruins
over by Walsh. That fence must have
been pretty sturdy.
I now hypothesize that, in an effort to save money, the BC administration allowed the fence to be constructed of iron-plated tissue paper instead of solid iron.

And then the rain and sleet came.
That was definitely a treat. I harbored
in my house for a spell and awaited
the return of the boys. I sadly missed
the bus arrival, but at about 3:45 a.rn.
I popped over to their room with my
congratulations. It was indeed an interesting moment to talk (while wearing a mullet) to Mr. and Mrs.
Clemmensen at 4:00 a.m.
It was so good to see my friends'
faces flush with joy instead of downtrodden, as I had become accustomed
to. These boys deserve it, especially
the seniors. They have worked hard
and fought hard and faced tremendous
disappointmentat times: It was unbelievably satisfying to enjoy with them
a national title.
Perhaps my favorite part of the
celebration was when I told Brian
Gionta that he had done a great job
and congratulations, and he responded
only,'"Tim, you missed it we shaved
my dad'sbeard." To him, it couldn't
get any better than that.
Now, of course, the night would
not be complete without my brandishing the national championship trophy
above my head for, of course, it was
my mullet that allowedfor the victory.
So I had to pose for a few photos.
All this being said, it was a great
night. I got along quite well with the
police, and the environment, though
chaotic, signified a great moment at
-

BC.

-

So, I would just like to thank again
seniors,
who have been my friends
the
for the last four years, and tell them
how happy it makes me to know that
they finally are recognized as they
should have been the last four years
as the best hockey team in the nation.
Good work and good luck, Bobby,
Brian, Mark, Dan, Mike, Scott, Marty
and Rob. Keep representing.

The Heights will return to the
stands Tuesday April, 24.
Mo¥fitff&§tm&
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calling for it again. Why must I already
register for next semester? What did I do
wrong? That sweetest time of the year,
the coming of spring, has not managed
to escape the wrath of the registration
period at BC once again. Oh, how such
disheartening endeavors stifle the happy
coming of the season.
I never feared class registration before I came to BC. But here I learned
that getting into all the classes you want
is like convincing someone that tuna fish
goes with oranges: It doesn't happen.
I've met a few colleagues at BC who've
pulled off the five-for-five.I don't speak
with them anymore.
Now, as I prepare to set up my senior year schedule, I know what to do. I
don't get excited about a single class, I
pick five alternates and I get ready to go
argue for some overrides. "It's all part
of the college experience," they say.
"Life's tough," they say. "Life's unfair,"
they say. "I know," I reply. "But next
time, would you please explain to your
students that they are paying over
$30,000 a year for approximately sevenand-a half months of classes, some of
which they don't even want to take."
I understand that not every class is
supposed to be chosen by you. I under-

stand the principle and purpose behind
the core education system. But, if I can't
get into three of my top five classes for
my junior year, there's a problem.
Boston College loves to tell their
prospective students how small the class
sizes are. Instead of limiting theclass size
to 15 in most mid- to upper-level classes,
they should raise the bar to 20. Most
people don't really participate in class,
and I'm not particularly worried about

What's Your Sign?
Kali Downer
Aries: Keep in mind this week that things
often sound better in your head than they
do coming out of your mouth. In other
words, think before you speak or risk embarrassment. If you were planning to
apologize to a friend that you may have
upset, a better way may be to write a letter explaining yourselffully, rather than
trying to articulate something that you're
not so sure of yourself.
Taurus: Don't give yourself more credit
than is due when you find yourself winning in a game or a bet. You may think
that you are proving yourself to be more
skillful than your opponents, but really,
it is all a matter of luck. Don't forget to
congratulate those you are playing with,
as they may be ahead of you the next time
around.
Gemini: You will realize you made a big
mistake in a relationship and love may
have passed you by. But don't fret success will soon be yours for the taking;
Make sure to listen for the knock of opportunity and don't ignore it when it
comes. This may be your last chance for
good luck for a while.
Cancer: You have been admiring someone from afar for a while now, and you
will finally have an encounter with him
or her. Don't worry about saying the
wrong thing, or looking like you are obviously enamored by their presence. Be
yourself, and, within no time, you will be
on your way to establishing a long-lastfrom there it will be up
ing friendship
to you to take care of the rest.
Leo: Don't neglect those people whom
you may have lost touch with in the last
couple of weeks. Although you may think
you don't need them in your life right now,
?
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having sufficient personal space around
my desk.
The only peddle who really care
about that little class-size statistic are our
parents and guardians. Why? Because
the average class size at a university has
somehow become intertwined and directly related to the prestige it holds. Give
me a break. I don't care if I'm in a lecture hall or an intimate little nook of a
classroom in the basement of Carney. If
I want to talk in class, I will.
Unfortunately, and contrary to popular belief, college isn't much different
from high school. Most small classes still
have about three or four good talkers, a
bunch of people who couldn't be bothered but give it a shot every once in a
while and that one person who goes pale
at the thought of using their vocal chords
in public. IfI am in a class I don't want
to be in, my communication isn't going
to be very motivated. But stick me in the
best English classes on campus and
you'll wish I would just shut up.
If you think I'm whining, just call to
mind that factoid I gave you about paying $30,000 for seven-and-a-halfmonths
of school. If you annualize that, the cost
comes out to $48,750. Damn.
What were our parents, loan givers
and scholarship benefactors thinking?
To be honest, they were probably thinking: "It's a little steep. But, a school with
an average class size less than 20 has to
be good, right?"
Oh, it's a good school. It's trying to
become a great school. How about rewarding your seniors with getting into
every class they want and a parking permit? Stoptaking away the little perks that
make a disgruntled student into a placated student. You never know. The forum might grow to be bigger than this
little, insignificant corner of The Heights
Inside BC section.
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there will come a day when you wish you
could go back to the way things were.
They have been there for you in the past
and, if you don't reconcile things quickly,
they may not be there for you the next
time you need them.

Virgo: Perhaps you should take a step
back from your social interactions with
people and spend some time reflecting
on yourself. Although you are always welcome in the companyof your friends, you
also must realize people do need their
personal space at times, and you do too!
Try to spend time alone when you are
doing things that don't necessitate having friends there with you, such as work.
This will make the time you do spend with
your friends even more valuable.
Libra: Good moods and good spirits will
be surrounding you all this week, so take
advantage of this rare time when all of
your friends will be relatively happy about
whatever it is you are doing. Don't waste
this time by going to the movies or doing
anything where you won't be able to enjoy each other's company. Be social,
spend time talking and laughing and enjoy the sunshine and good weather.
Scorpio: As Edison said, "I haven't
failed, I've just found 10,000 ways that
won't work." Don't take your defeat as a
sign of complete failure. With each roadblock you encounter, you are only bringing yourself closer to finding out the right
way to approach your problem. Consider
your mistakes a part of the learning process and you will be rewarded in the end.
Sagittarius: You will be faced with many
surprises this week, but the outcome of
these will be entirely up to you. Beware
of a wolf in sheep's clothing. The most
inviting opportunities will be the ones that
you should avoid. On the contrary, the
ones that seem the least appealing at the
time will end up looking more positive
as the finite details become known to you.
Capricorn: Don't take the capricious advice offriends or significant others. They
are not thinking objectively and do not
have the wisdom or the insight to deal
with what you are asking of them. Try
and seek advice from someone who is
older and has gone through the same experiences years ago. But rememberlt's
fine to ask for advice every once in a
while, but only youreally know what you
want out of your own life.
Aquarius: It will be highly tempting to
join your friends in all of their fun this
week, but remember work must come
first. But, take a closer look at the way
you are going about completing your
tasks. You are trying to accomplish some
things in the hardest way possible. Learn
to simplify, and your life will become 100
times easier.
that
Pisces: Expect disappointment
way you won't set yourself up for it later
on in the week. Don't get your hopes up
in any areas of your personal or professional life, because this is just not your
week. Although it starts to look a little
better as the end of the weekend nears,
there is certainly nothing fabulous to look
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Blood Drive
What: See above.
WhererCabaret Room,
Vanderslice Hall
When: Tuesday, April 10and 11,

2-8 p.m.
Other people need your blood.
your blood." So
They "want
give it up, already Stop by and
have a bit of yourself slowly extracted. 6ne Heights Board member warns against being dehydrated while donating. He describes thepassing out experience
as "really freaky ... but when you
wake up, you feel really mellow,
...

like you just ate seven muscle relaxers." We wouldn't miss this.
Call the American Red Cross of
Boston College at 5-8095 for more

information.

Lecture/Forum
What: Transnational Feminism:
Mapping A Discipline, Mapping
a Movement
Where: McOuinn Hall 121
When: Tuesday, April 17, 7-9
p.m.
You've just arrived back from
Easter, and it's time again to ''get
your lecture on." Ease into things
with this public lecture by M v
Jacqui Alexander of Connecticut
College. The event is part of the
Visiting Scholars Series and is
presented by the Department of
Sociology. Call Jess Geier at 2-?
4130 for more information.

What: Where is the God of
Justice?
Where: Higgins Hall 310
When: Wednesday, April 18, 78:30 p.m.
It's a recurring question throughout Jewish/Christian relations:
Where is the God of Justice? We
may not have seen him around
lately, but attend this talk to get
some proper, non-sarcastic insight. Michael L. Cook, SJ, Professor of Theology at Gonzago
University, is a visiting fellow.
The event is sponsored by the Jesuit Institute. Call Patti at 2-8290

for more information.

Performance
What: League of Death
Where: O'Connell House
When: Thursday, April 19
through Saturday, April 21, 7-9
p.m.

Do you belong to the "League of
Death"? You'dsound pretty tough
if you did, but you'd also be a
pretty big liar, since "League of
Death" actually refers to the Committee for Creative Enactments'
(CCE) spring Improv-Comedy
Murder Mystery. Only the select
members, then, get to sound pretty
tough. They're also pretty funny,
so go see them. The show will be
worth the $5 charge. Call James
at 783-9099 for more information.

?

forward to, at least not this week.
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Think you have something worthy of this media greatness thatno
one ever reads? E-mail Annie at
barretaa@bc.edu with necessary
(or unnecessary) information.
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BLB Suspends Mary Ann's License

Strictly
Business

Authorities Threaten to Close Popular Bar During Senior Week

Joe Michael Sasanuma
Another week passed for investors,
and once again, there are no signs that
recent economic troubles are behind us.
Although the market soared on Thursday, this rally failed to carry over into
Friday. The Nasdaq continued its collapse, falling in four of the five trading
sessions this week. This year alone, the
Nasdaq is down 30 percent.
The market's sluggish performances and even the record-setting
rally on Thursday tell the same story:
corporate profits and a lack thereof.The
free fall on Tuesday came as a result of
Monday's profit warnings and/ or layoff announcements from a handful of
companies like Inktomi Corp. (INKT),
networking infrastructure vendor
Redback Networks Inc. (RBAK) and
software developerAriba Inc. (ARBA).
Thursday's massive gains resulted
from something as simple as Dell Computers (DELL) not issuing a profit
warning for the last quarter, even
though the company refused to speculate on future earnings.
Thus, the criterion for market recovery need not be anything special:
Corporations no longer have to impress, just fail to disappoint. Investors want to invest, they are simply
looking for any improvement in the
health of American corporations. The
problem is that such improvements
may take months to materialize.
One of the least-talked-about aspects of this slowdown is how corporations were completely caught off
guard and how quickly the economy
slowed down. Few, if any, companies
or analysts saw any signs of a slowdown to the extent the economy is now
experiencing. When looking back and
trying to understand when this economic slowdown began, the clearest
date anyone can point to is April 14
,§f last year, when the bubble called
Internet stocks finally burst. But while
that was a significant event, the
Internet sector is, despite all the hype,
a minor part of the American economy.
The collapse of numerous companies
with no profits and no solid business
plans should hardly affect the
economy like it has.
Nevertheless, one of the main reasons Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan
insisted that the late-'9os bull market
could not continue was because the
market was skyrocketing. In speeches
made before and during his rate-hiking months in 1999 and 2000,
Greenspan's main concern was the
belief that jt was powering ahead due
to an irrational and an unprecedented
rise in stock prices, which created artificial wealth for the American people.
Thus, it makes sense that when
the major part of the boom, namely
Internet stocks, collapsed, so did the
economy. When consumers suddenly
realized that stock prices are not guaranteed to triple, it's only natural
slam the brakes on spending. Since
consumer spending is two-thirds of
the U.S. economy, it was inevitable
the slowdown in that area would work
its way to the top: corporate spending and earnings. Greenspan's interest rate cuts and President Bush's insistence that the economy is nearing
recession hardly helped curve the
downward drift.
If the present economic slowdown
is truly the result of collapsing stock
prices, and not necessarily vice versa,
the prospect of recovery becomes a little
brighter. Stock prices collapsed because
stocks had to return to reasonable levels. In a way, the drop in the market is
better for the economy because the ones
left surviving even if priced lower
are the ones that possess the business
model to survive. As the rest of the
economy fell with the market, the "justifiable level of stocks" also fell. Eventually, equilibrium should be reached,
and the economy and the market
should begin to recover.
The fact is, there is no reason to
believe that the U.S. economy is
somehow in shambles. The situation
in America hardly compares to the debacle that has been going on in Japan
for more than a decade. The recent
slowdown is merely correcting what
was wrong, namely that the economy
was pushed ahead by the irrational
sentiments of investors. Once the ship
rights itself, stocks should begin to
rise reasonably and justifiably then
the U.S. economy, still strong at its
core, can naturally move forward,
without the push of the stock market.
-

-

Continued from Al
Stanley Chaban, the owner of
Mary Ann's, attended the meeting, but
offered no comment on the incident.
David Eisenstadt, Chaban's attorney,
represented him in the hearing. Two
Mary Ann's employees, Doug Hurley
and manager Chris Walsh, also attended.
Boston Police Officer Bill Kelly
wrote the incident report on the assault and battery charges brought
against Kenny Harley, A&S '01, and

"Serious injury was
ignored by Mary Ann's
and their whole priority
was getting people
outside. I don't think
they ever had any
intention of calling the

police."
Daniel Pokaski,
chairman of the Boston
Licensing Board
?

Andrew Bryant, A&S '04, both members of the men's basketball team.
Kelly testified that, during the investigation, he discovered that Mary
Ann's staff had ushered the BC bas-

ketball players out the front door
while removing the other participants
in the incident, brothers Stephen and
Michael O'Connor and Jill DiSabato,
through the rear door.
Kelly said this allowed the assault
to continue outside the bar, ranging
along Beacon Street and in front of
Store 24 across the street opposite
Mary Ann's.
Additionally, Kelly testified before the Licensing Board that no Mary
Ann's employees called the police
about the fight. The terms of Mary
Ann's liquor license require a bar to
notify police any time an altercation
between patrons occurs.
"You know, I'm not sure this place
gets it... There is no doubt in my mind
that minors were in Mary Ann's on
the night in question. They were in
fact consuming alcohol, and I believe
they were not asked for ID," said
Pokaski at Thursday's hearing.
Pokaski indicated he believed the
bar became "lax" due to the smaller
crowds associated with winter break
at BC and because of the men's basketball team's 85-68 win over UConn
on the night of the incident.
Pokaski condemned the behavior
of the Mary Ann's staff. "Serious injury was ignored by Mary Ann's, and
their whole priority was getting people
outside. 1 don't think they ever had
any intention to call the police," he
said.
Management is required to notify
the police whenever there is a fight in

or around the bar or it becomes likely
a fight will break out between patrons.

The alleged failure by the managers
to call the police contributed to other

alleged violations on behalf of the bar.
BLB members seemed clearly
aggrevated by these failings.
"When the chairman says that it

is unconscionable that you didn't call
the police, I'm with him 150 percent,"
said BLB Commissioner Michael
Connolly during last Tuesday's factual hearing.
During the hearing,
DiSabato, an alleged assault
victim and a former BC student, indicated she saw a
number of minors in Mary
Ann's that night. In particular, she claimed that underaged members of the men's
basketball team were present
in the bar.
According to police and
those who testified at the
hearing, an argument over a
stool provoked further altercation with Harley. Eventually, these incidents culminated in the fight outside of
the bar.
The BLB clearly laid the
blame for the fight on members of the BC basketball
team.

"The BC basketball players started the whole confrontation. There were
plenty of places to sit, but
they decided to sit there,"

said BLB Commissioner Joseph Mulligan at the Thursday judgment hearing.
DiSabato denied allegations that a member of her

The Boston Licensing Board (BLB) cited Mary Ann's for
failing to notify police after a fight broke out. Staff denied
the alleged victims access to the bar's phone, forcing them
to use the pay phone (pictured above) to call police.

See M.A.'S, ClO

Local Universities Share BC's Parking Crisis
heights

the ballpark. There is a 25-year-old
federal ban on new parking spots in
downtown Boston, which Mayor
Thomas Menino is working to have
lifted, in hopes of easing the city's

Griffin

By Larry

editor

This is the third installment in a fourpart series.
In the first two installments of this
series, The Heights examined the current parking situation at Boston College
("Parking Crunch," CI, March 27) and
the internal and community pressures
that forced BC to change its commuter
parking policy next fall ("Space, Environmental Concerns Lay Behind Parking Changes," ClO, April 3) restricting
commuter ("C") permits to students
who live more than one mile from
MBTA access.
In the third part of the series, The
Heights examines the parking situation
faced by BC's peers in the Boston area,
including Northeastern and Harvard.
*

* *

BC isn't the only university facing

a parking crunch in the Boston area,

as

the rapid growth of area universities

Other Boston-area universities like Northeastern
(pictured above) face significant parking problems
combined with the limited amount of
land has created parking problems for
both institutions and the city itself.
Parking is at a premium throughout crowded Boston, and the recent

development booms have exacerbated
the situation. Plans to build a new stadium for the Boston Red Sox have met
with fierce resistance, partly due to
plans for a large new garage to serve

Apple Power Book G4
Exceeds Expectations
By

Joe Michael Sasanuma
heights

staff

"Incredible" is the only word to
describe the newest laptop developed
by Apple Computers. Whether one
loves or loathes Macs, it would be
hard to deny that Apple's newest
Powerßook G4 is unique and special,
which makes it the best laptop available in today's market.

average between 10 and 12 inches, a
15.2-inch screen is gigantic. It's hard
to appreciate how large the screen is,
particularly if one is accustomed to
14.1 inches, which is common on most
professional laptops. To put it simply, the Powerßook G4's screeji is
more than 16 percent larger than the
normal 14.1-inch screen. Once one
begins working in front of the titanium
Powerßook, it's literally like working
in front of a movie
screen (the screen
is perfect for watch-

ing DVDs).
When Apple
CEO Steve Jobs introduced this new
machine, he said he
wanted to create a
laptop computer
that was as thin and
light as possible
without sacrificing
any features. The
computer he chose
Steve Jobs' latest effort utilizes the G4 to compare with
chip, creating the first "super
Apple's newest ofcomputer" in laptop form.
fering was the Sony
VAIO 505, which is
What makes the new Powerßook
known for its lightness, thinness and
distinguishable from its peers is the size portability.
While praising the machine for its
of the screen, which stands at 15.2
inches. Considering that laptop screens esthetic appeal, Jobs noted that

Sony's VAIO is missing many elements Apple's Powerßook possesses,
such as a slot-loading DVD drive, a
mega-wide screen, a long-lasting battery five hours as opposed to VAIO's
two hours
and wireless Internet
connectivity. The titanium Powerßook
has all of these features, but Apple's
machine is actually thinner than
Sony's by one inch. At a little over
five pounds, Apple's machine is
heavier than the VAIO, despite its titanium make, but after adding the
weight of an external optical drive,
which many users carry with the
VAIO, the difference becomes negligible.
The tech specs of the machine are
very impressive. For the first time,
Apple's notebooks carry the Motorola
PowerPC G4 processor, featured on
the Apple desktop line for the past
year and a half. The machine that was
tested was 500 MHz, although a 400
MHz configuration is available as well.
The speed is impressive, even while
doing something as simple as opening Internet Explorer.
The only problem with this new
processor is that much of the performance improvement over the G3 lies
in Motorola's Altivec technology, or
-

See POWERBOOK, ClO

"The present planning is to be able
to provide parking for faculty and staff
that is convenient, that optimizes our
use of land, and is not unsightly,"

said Jeremy Knowles, Harvard dean
of faculty.
BC's parking rates pale in comparison to the cost of parking a vehicle at
Harvard. Student resident permits cost
$725 per year, commuter permits cost
$330 per year and nights-only permits
cost $100 per year, according to the
Harvard parking office Web site. Students living in Harvard apartment complexes have some assigned parking
available to them, but at an even steeper
cost: Yearly rates range from $850 to

sky-high parking rates.
Harvard University's guidebook
for freshmen advises that "most students find it inconvenient and expensive to keep a motor vehicle in Cambridge." According to an article in The
Harvard Crimson, a small number of
students keep their cars on campus
but face tremendous costs in doing
so. Faculty and staff at Harvard complain of the expense and lack of parking at the university in another Crimson article, with a few people claiming
that the parking office wait-lists faculty for "so long that many simply give
up."
Harvardwould like to build enough
new parking facilities in Cambridge to
at least accommodate its faculty and
staff, but like BC, faces strong resistance from civic groups and municipal authorities.

$1,350.
Northeastern University has experienced a mixed bag of success and
setbacks with its parking situation in
recent years. The university, which
was

once predominantly a commuter

school, now has a large undergraduate residential population. In addition,

See PARKING, ClO

Enigmatic Dining Buck

Amid the most perplexing mysteries ofthe world the purposeof the
Sphinx, thebuilders ofStonehenge proudly stands the Boston
CollegeDiningßuck.
-

-

In past weeks, the Enigmatic Dining Buck (EDB) has outgrown the bounds of Boston College Dming Service's primary
currency. As previously elucidated, this could not have been accomplished without the selfless contributions of one Kari Russ
and, while she remains ah integral part of the EDB team, it is
perhaps time to draw the EDB back into the fold. Analyzing the
Bible is all well and good, but perhaps we may all be better served
with a discussion of matters a little closer to all our hearts.
The hockey team won fee national championship.
Welcomehome, EDB.
The following is an analysis of the necessary funding for truly
enjoying a NCAA hockey championship, converted, of course,
into Dining Bucks (DBs).

Three Schlitz 40s for pre-game

5.25 DBs

Two kegs for late-night partying

103.68 DBs

Dishes broken after bad calls
or improbable last-second goals

free from Lower

District 14 baU money

20.25 DBs

Tearing down the Mods fence

priceless

Not following through

ridiculous

Let us not forget that none of this would be possible without
the efforts of the men's hockey team. We at the Enigmatic Dining
Buck remain at a loss as to how that hard work and ultimate triumph may be translated into Dining Bucks. But it's probably a lot.
?Kilian Betlach
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procrastination

New Power Book
Proves Successful

central

Continued

The Mona Lisa. Whistfer's Mother. Scientifically avoiding work. The connection? All
three are examples of art products of the minds of men that resonate in the hearts of every
passing generation. But no great art is created without the aid of others. Dali studied
Picasso and Freud, Michalangelo was bank-rolled by the Vatican. Now the modem-day
procrastinator may be bolstered by the pages of The Heights.
We hereby unveil a new addition to the Marketplace section. Each successive week
will feature a new activity or venue that allows for the squandering of countless amounts of
time." As if reading this wasn't waste enough.
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(chance

sponsibitoy for the ill effects of an
addiction to this site, such as masSive Gf*A decline or abandonment
by friends and family.
The courses are tough and it
choices range between playing a
takes a while to master them, but
traditional golf course, one of two
the time and effort may prove more
mini-golf courses or testing one's
than worth it, given the potential
skills on the driving range. Eventuacquisition of prizes like a JVC
Kaboom CD boombox,
ally, one could become eligible to
win prizes such as a Casio handheld '-\u25a0? '\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0
Game controls on the other
hand, are easy to master: Simply
color TV or a new-Sega Dreamcast
video game system.
';; ; ' place the cursor where ball should
The mini-golf found at "go, hold the left mouse button
www.candystand.com, may be
down until the club is drawn back
summed up in one word: addicting.
to the desiredpower level and then
So much so, in fact, that the
let it go. After a while, a player will
Heights formally disavows any re- - master all-the angles on the course

of

prizes)

The university does operate several lots, and according to Bill Mallon,
Northeastern business manager, there
are 500-700 empty spaces on campus
at certain times. NU recently completed its Renaissance Park garage last
fall, adding 500 new spaces and
bought a garage near its Matthews
Arena (which will be used for paid
special event and guest parking), but
closed several other parking lots.
Students were up in arms this past
fall over rate hikes for daytime parking permits, according to The Northeastern News. Northeastern has in-

'

'"
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point.

-

;
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Northeastern operates a cooperative
education program in which almost all
undergraduates participate at some

and know exactly how much
power to put into the swing to get
that majestic hole-in-one almost
every time. Although some may
think it loses its fun with the repetition, quite the opposite is true
that's when the real fun begins,
Now a player can compete to get
into the top 75 best-scorers. Once
there, one is entered into a drawing for all those nifty prizes mentioned earlier,
This is definitely one of the few
Web sites that best combines the
dual pillars of procrastination and
laziness. What could be better
than that?
Pat Sullivan, Heights Staff

Attention all procrastmators:
Need another reason to put off that
10-page essay. Head over to
www.candystand.com and follow
the links to the Golf Club. The

from
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parly punched through the window
of a vehicle containing several BC
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so many priors, even last week they
were cited again [for allowing alcohol
to be consumed outside on the sidewalk], that doesn't seem to be ad-

equate," she said. "However, I understand the constraints the Board is
under. Maybe this is the next step to
a more severe punishment."

Evans, who says she has lived in
the area for 15 years, also reported
that additional members of the Residents Association have told her,
"Mary Ann's has always been the
place where BC students go to get
drunk."
After the Boston Licensing Board
files a "statement of reasons" expected
some time this week, Mary Ann's
management must either appeal the
decision or comply with the Board's
ruling. The month-long suspension
would begin upon Mary's Ann
compliance or upon settlement of the
decision against the bar.
When asked by a Heights reporter,
Mary Ann's managment declined to
comment on the allegations.

617.730.5566

(MERC) Orientation
5-6 p.m., Career Center, 3rd
Floor Conference Room
?This is a mandatory orientation
for those wishing to attend the
MERC jobfair.
?MERC brings representatives
ofschool districtsfrom around the
country to Boston to interview
potential teachers, counselors and
administrators.

6 p.m., Career Center

Tuesday, April 17
Interview Workshop

5 p.m., Career Center

Wednesday, April 18
MERC Job Fair
Bayside Expo Center, Boston
All day
?Interested students must have
attended a MERC orientation.

Resume Workshop
2 p.m., Career Center

Thursday, April 19
MERC Job Fair (continued)

A&S Site Visit: Hill, Holliday
I -3 p.m., transportation
provided by BC
?Hill, Holliday is an advertising
agency.
?Students will be hostedby a BC
alumni.

Banquet Waitstaff and Bar Staff
Grill, Deli and Line Cooks
Dishwashers, Cashiers and General Utility
30 Positions available (up to $14/hr)
Experience Preferred or Will Train

Monday, April 23

When do you want to work?
Days, Nights, Weekends
Full or Part Time

,
-

i
?

Recruiting Consortium

In Boston or Suburbs

-

I
"

Massachusetts Educational

II a.m., Career Center

I
\u25a0

Tuesday, April 10

Interview Workshop

\u25a0

"coupon" ==ZZZZ

?

Many factors play into the parking situation at BC and the
administration's tactics in solving it.
The next and final installment of the
series, which will appear in the April
24 Heights, will explore the decisionmaking process behind the policy
change and the new policy's many
possible effects.

j

CAPS TOTES -JACKETS
I T-SHIRTS
Pens Mugs Golf Products Water
?

basketball players, saying that the
O'Connor brothers were right next to
her at all times outside the bar.
James Sheppard, A&S '02, testified at the hearing and spoke with The
Heights, refuting some of DiSabato's
claims. Sheppard says he was in the
vehicle with broken windows.
"He bashed out the back window
then he bashed out the side window," Sheppard said in reference to
one of the O'Connor brothers.
Mary Ann's, like BC, has had a
tulmultous relationship with community groups in Brighton. Marien
Evans, president of the AllstonBrighton Residents Association, submitted a letter to the BLB stating the
problems her group has with Mary
Ann's.
Reached at her home Thursday
night, Evans reacted to the decision.
"Given the fact [Mary Ann's] had

Web site: careercenter.bc.edu
Southwell Hall
38 Commonwealth Avenue
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Programming
April 10-23

Interview Workshop

creased the cost of the permits from
$119 to $290 over the past few years.
In addition, the begun reconstruction
of Huntington Avenue eliminated
more than 200 parking spaces often
used by students, many of whom claim
they cannot afford a parking permit.
Overnight parking is another issue at Northeastern, which has only
allocated 250 overnight spaces to students.

BLB Closes Mary Ann's
Continued

?

plenty of ways to expand. Like its predecessor, the machine comes with two
USB ports in the back, although it
now has only one Firewire (lEEE 1394)
port instead of two. It also has one
PC Card slot. Regrettably, because the
new machine is so thin, it has no expansion, which means that you can
no longer swap the DVD drive with a
Zip drive or a floppy drive. The only
option is to connect it through
Firewire or USB.
The new Powerßook is a one-of-akind machine, reasonably priced at
$2,599. While the computer may prove
to be a little bulky for those looking
for a smaller laptop, no laptop on the
market has combined the features,
lightness and aesthetics of the titanium Powerßook G4. Once one considers how much technology this
machine packs in such a small space,
any one of the few drawbacks becomes negligible. This machine is a
must-have for any user, professional
or consumer because it is simply too
astonishing to pass up.

Parking Crisis Hits
Hub Schools Hard

WWW.CANDYSTAND.COM

TIME KILLED:
INTEREST:
REDEEMING FEATURES:

C9

what Apple coined the Velocity Engine, which is only beneficial if the
application you use is optimized for
the chip. Applications that have been
optimized, like Adobe Photoshop,
would see massive improvement, but
those that haven't may not.
One concern with the G4 chip is
the heat it produces. Because of this
limitation, the introduction of the chip
into the notebooks was considerably
delayed. Apple claims the fan within
the machine is enough to cool the
computer.
Furthermore, titanium has the
property of universally distributing
heat, whereas other metals tend to
concentrate heat where it is applied.
Nevertheless, numerous user reports
suggest, ironically enough, that the
machine heats up so much it becomes
virtually impossible to place il on
one's lap.
For those looking to add external
drives, the titanium Powerßook has

-

EfcjUF
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,

Resume Workshop

Do you have a car?
Earn up to $4/hr or more
or transportation will be provided.

3 p.m., Career Center

Event Temps Boston
59 Temple Place Suite b56
Apply M-F 8-5, Sat 10-12

Interview Workshop

Across from Macy's and Boston Common
Take Green Una to Park Street
Or Orange Line to Downtown Crossing
617 357 0282

\u25a0

*.;.*=>

m

.

*!<?f!ng

ana culinary personnel

12 p.m., Career Center

! ptsston lor

service

?Compiled by Bill Shanley
Asst. MarketplaceEditor
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Classified
ate student from the School of Education or an undergraduate education

617-559-9972

or

laurenpaul@mediaone.net.
Sitter needed for three girls ages 13,10,
and 10. Need help some afternoons
through the end of school; the summer
schedule may be flexible. Also seek
help for next school year. Own car will
be helpful. Please call Mary at 9646130.

Babysitter needed. 6-year-old girl/3
on the T.
year old boy in
Flexible hours, comp. pay. Call Pam
@

617-264-9876.

Summer Job in Boston. Take care of
our 9-year-old son, 20-30 hours per
week (mostly afternoons). Mid-May to
mid-August. Visit museums, play tennis, swim. Must have excellent references, good driving record, and be able
to drive a standard transmission car.
Excellent job for male or female student with morning classes. Call 617482-7701 evenings.

West Roxbury/Brookline?Nanny
needed for 3 active children (ages
5,6,9). Mon-Fri, afternoon until 6:30.
Non-smoker with driver's license.
Laundry, meal preparation and dog care.
Longer hours for the summer possible.
Near theT If you are enthusiastic about
childcare and enjoy outdoor activities,
please call 508-357-7562.
Summer babysitter needed for 23month-old boy. 16 hrs/wk plus some
nights and weekends (flexible hours and
days). $10/hr. Excellent references required. Brookline?easy access by T
Please call 617-731-8464.

Job for next Fall 2001. Will you have
Thursdays free? Earn $ 150.00 for one
days work caring for our children ages
11,9,5, and 2 in our Newton Home, on
Riverside line. Commitment needed for
Thurs 12-11 P.M. Take Tto our home,
we will drive you home. Prior BC students worked with

lis

over 4 years. Call

Jane (617)969-8063><plah ahead for
next fall.

Babysitter wanted for very happy, easygoing 5 month old girl in Belmont, on
bus route from Harvard Square: $10/
hr, Tuesdays 9am-4:30 pm, additional
hours available if interested. Can start
now or this summer. Must like dogs
(Labs). Musthave experience with infants. Call Lisa @ 617-489-9334.
Newton Family, walking distance from
8.C., seeking childcare for 9 and 11
year old girls, Wed. and Thurs., approx.
4:00-7:00 P.M. Call 969-6294. Evenings best.

Babysitting $10/hr. Need afternoon
babysitting in West Newton for rest of
school year, any weekday(s). And also
need summertime help. Need car (to
get here). Non-smoker. Call Chris 2448955.
Newton Family, near 8.C., needs help
getting 9 and 11 year olds off to school
and summer camp. Occasional Mon.
Wed. Thurs. mornings, 6:30-8:30. Call
969-6294.

Stop Here! Baby-sit for children in their

own homes. Earn $10-sl3+/hr. If you
have childcare experience, want flexibility, and have a contagious smile,
give a call to Joy 617-739-KIDS. ParPinch,
ents
in
Inc.
a

www.parentsinapinch.com.
Weekend Babysitting, mostly evenings,
for two girls, ages 9 and 11 in Newton
neighborhood close to B.C. Transportation provided. Call Jim or Lauri 9696294, eves. After 7:30.

major, but will consider other candidates. Hours and schedule flexible.
Beginning May or June. $10 per hour.
Call Abby at (617) 332-7352.
Great opportunity! Room and board in
exchange for childcare. Monday
through Friday, 7:00 AM to 11:00 AM.
Walking distance to B.C. Nice family.
Please call Bonnie 527-6383. Experience and references required. Nonsmoker.

Enjoy the outdoors and earn money too!
Garden designers in Newton seeking
energetic students to assist with garden
installations and maintenance. Full or
part-time. April through August. Car
desirable but not essential. Call
Katherine 617-527-1396.
Movers-2-Go is urgently looking and
hiring male or female student coordinators right now for its Spring 2001
move-out campaign at BC. Pay is approximately $500 ($ 10-$ 15/hour) for 812 hours/week of work over a 4-week
period on BC campus. Make your own
hours. Call Dave immediately at (617)779-3361 to get hired now.

Are you involved on campus? Do you
know where to go, who to talk to and '
how to create awareness? Then this is
thejobforyou! Work for The Princeton
Review, "the nations' leader in test
preparation." This is the perfect parttime job for the busy college student.
Be the eyes and ears of your campus.
Represent The Princeton Review at
events on your campus, do research,
hang fliers and talk to students about
the benefits of Princeton Review
courses. We are looking for people who
will be on campus next fall. We offer
flexible work hours, great pay, and
course discounts. Please contact Sara
Berkowitz at (800) 2-REVIEW or via
email at sarab@ review.com.

Budget-Rent-a-Car of Martha's Vineyard. Work for the summer on Martha's
Vineyard. Many positions available.
Full or Part-Time. Flexible hours.
Great Pay. Send resume to: JOBS, PO
Box 3047, Oak Bluffs, MA 02557; or
call 508-693-7323, 508-889-4835, or
508-693-9357.
Going to Summer School? We are looking for someone to provide structured
summer activities for a 7-year-old boy.
Swimming skills desirable. Late June
through July (possible to start earlier);
2 to 4 hours/day each weekday. $12$15/hour, depending on experienceand
qualifications. Two blocks from Upper Campus. Please call 617-747-2403
or
weekdays
email:
frankmedlar@earthlink.net.

Wanted May-June rental. 2 br+ or
house for teacher and family in BC area.
Please call Linda 617-332-1513.
SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED for
Boston Globe interns. Please call Ann
Scales, Assistant to the Editor, 617-9293120.
Servers Needed: Newly remodeled res-

hours. Fun-filled atmosphere. Excellent tips. Experience is a plus but we
will train. Summer help needed. Ground
Round Grill & Bar in Cleveland Circle.
Contact Patty 731-0065.
Earn $ 1000-$2OOO this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call
Contact
today!
Campusfundraiser.com at 888-923or
visit
3238,
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Summer Sport Coaches Wanted:
Skyhawks, the leading children's sport
program provider is currently hiring for
its summer staff. Candidates must be
enthusiastic and enjoy working with
kids. Openings for 9 different sports.
783-0374
Call
or
SkvhawksMA @ aol .com.

2 Bed on South St. block these any
way you want them. 617-731-5434

I

Subscribe to The Heights

3 Bed next to BC bus stop in house,
parking, modern kitchen/bath, cute loft
in one bedroom. 617-731-5434

i
i
i
'Name:
I

3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434
3 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, washer/dryer, fireplace.
617-731-5434

Good Times Unlimited. Professional
Disc Jockey Service. D.J. Dave
Solimine. Boston (617) 469-9333 or So.
Shore (781)-337-9333. Web address:
www, goodtimesunlimited.net

I

I State:

l
|

Send this form with a check for $55
(or $90 for two) to

I

!I

6 Bed on Gerald Rd, walk to school,

I

I

7 Bed in Cleveland Circle, nr all
shops and restaurants, modern. 617731-5434

?

Ij
'

Boston College
McElroy Commons 113
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
Attn: Subscriptions

I

porch, 2 baths, parking. 617-731-5434

'

The Heights

|

5 Bed skylights, 2 baths, modern
kitchen/bath, porch. 617-731-5434

iI

Zip:

l
I
I

5 Bed on Gerald Rd, hardwood
floors, 2 baths, AC, 3 floors-quiet students wanted 617-731-5434

|

I

I

j

Joslin Diabetes Center is looking for
healthy volunteers, to participate in clinical research studies. Multiple visits.
Monetary compensation and free parking offered. For details, call Stephanie
at 617-735-1940.
Publish Your Work For $1,295. Textbooks, Novels, and More. Call
First Publish, Inc. at 888-707-634 or visit
www.firstpublish.com
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by nationally certified practitioner. General relaxation and injury work. Convenient
location ?off Beacon Street, near Newton Centre. Hours by appointment. For
further information, contact Sharon
Devine 617-965-7808.

Jan 2002. Walk to campus. Foster St 2
Bed in house. Mod eik, D/D, porch, htd.
$3250 Visions Realty 617-783-5197.
Many Sept.'s available

Fly Summer 4 Winter $$! Europe
$298 rt (+tx) Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par,
& more 4standby.com or 800-3262009
Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 r.t plus tax. Europe $179 o.w.
plus tax. Other worldwide destinations cheap. Book tickets online
www.airtech.com or (212) 219-7000.

INTERESTED IN
WORKINGFOR
HEIGHTS
ADVERTISING?
CONTACT
PATMATARAZZO

NoFeeApts. 100's of listings. 6/1 &9/
1 move-in's. Free preview. Use code

U'LLIM

600600
for
10%
off.
www.zerofeeapts.com. Questions? 617731-2787.
We have numerous other listings in
Cleveland Circle, 1945-2001 Commonwealth Ave., Foster St., Gerald
Rd., Greycliff Rd., Egremont Rd.,
Cummings Rd., Chiswick Rd.,
Sutherland Rd., pretty much wherever
BC students want to go. Call us for your
appointment at Greenline Realty or walk
in. Next to Cityside 731-5434.

fl

?

Hundreds of courses

?

Beautiful historic campus

?

Easily transferable credit

?

?
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College house amenities
Social

&

cultural activities

www,upenn*edu/summer
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Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434
Greenline Realty 731-5434
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Experience Boston University's excellence this summer
with our more than 550 classes ranging from the traditional
to the innovative. Join us to explore a new
interest, earn course credit, or accelerate your studies.

I

|S

|

Name

Category (Choose One)
Apartments/ Roommates

I

1 QLost and Found

SESSION 1: May 22 -June 30

\SESS|)N

2: July 3- August 11
2| -WEKSESJtf N: May 22 August 11

aummer ay>

-

-

I

Address
Phone
(#

|

y
617/353-6000
summer@bu.edu

www.bu.edu/summer
617-730-5300

|

I

4 Bed nr Cleveland Circle, 2 baths,
washer/dryer in unit, hardwood floors,
parking, porch. 617-731-5434

j

I

icity:

4 Bed in Cleveland Circle, modern
kitchen/bath, huge rooms. 617-7315434

Summer Babysitter Needed. A Newton family needs a babysitter to help
care for a wonderful 22-month-old girl.
We ideally would like to have a gradu-

p

.

l

4 Bed on Commonwealth Ave still
available, call Greenline Realty today
at 617-731-5434
Off-street parking spaces available,
Waban Hill Road, 5 minute walk from
Comm Ave gate. $400/semester. Taking reservations and deposits for September. Prefer midsize or compact car. Tel:
(617) 964-9775, before 9pm please.

i
i
i
i
i
l

| Street:

3 Bed on Gerald Rd., modern washer/
dryer fireplace. 617-731-5434

\

I]

'

Childcare needed in Newton (Waban)
home for our six year old boy. One
weeknight and Saturday nights, potential for more if desires. Prefer own car.
August off. Please call Lauren or Steve

taurant with outdoor Patio. Flexible
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